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SUMMARY 
 

Introduction 
 
This whole document (Parts A-F) was written over about 3 months in a 4 month 
consultancy at LNMC from November 2003 to March 2004. 
  
This summary provides a summary of the main facts and ideas but it is not enough to 
lead to a satisfactory understanding of this complex issue. All readers are urged to 
also read at least Part B: the ‘Short Analysis’. The sources of data are only given in 
Part C: ‘the Full Analysis’. This study is largely based on six provinces wholly within 
Sub-Area 1L (SA 1L) of the Mekong Basin except where maps are available of the 
whole sub-area. 
 
The development challenge in Northern Lao PDR seems enormous. The severest 
poverty is predominantly in the hills and mountains. It is perhaps the very high infant 
mortality and poor access to food that are the most serious issues.  
 
Government policies and strategies are supporting balance and integration in 
development, making water resource planning relatively easy. Two important but 
underrated concepts, diversity and learning, can help understand the issues. 
  

Water and Related Resources 
 
The contribution of SA 1L to the Mekong flow can be roughly estimated at  
 47,000 Mm3 per year. Water consumption through human activity in the sub-area is 
less than one percent of this figure. 
 
Because of the large proportion of people living near subsistence lives, their main use 
of water ‘consumptive’ and ‘non-consumptive’ is for domestic water, rainfed 
agriculture and multi-forest products, aquatic wild harvesting, irrigation and local 
river transport.  
 
Urban and related growth is giving rise to changing demand for water-related 
products and new waste. The neighbouring nations present both opportunities and 
threats.  
 
Ultimately each sub-basin or tributary catchment should be studied and planned 
separately.  

Watershed Management 
 
Because about 90 percent of land in the Sub-Area 1L is hilly and mountainous, 
watershed management is the most important sector. Despite several major studies, 
the data on land cover/land use, in particular that on the area of shifting cultivation, 
are hard to reconcile. More effort is needed to study time-series data and compare 
methodologies used by various agencies and teams. 
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Deforestation seems to have increased in the 1990s due to the growth in roads and 
some other infrastructure. Forest covers only a very small percentage of the central 
part of SA1L. Wild harvesting by villagers (NTFP) in the forests here is severely 
threatened by forest loss.  
 
The forest area is still declining, so if shifting cultivation is declining this must be due 
largely to logging. Although timber plantations are needed they are not an alternative 
for conserving forest and promoting forest regrowth. Forests are better moderators of 
water movement. If SA1L is to develop in a balanced way in the long-term, as a 
minimum:  

1. logging must be made sustainable 
2. land allocation must be improved and  
3. diverse and contour-based, sedentary permanent farming, timber planting and 

micro-finance must be taught to shifting cultivators.  
 
Bio-diversity, bio-density, contour planting and careful cultivation to conserve soil, 
are needed to reduce in-situ and down-catchment degradation.   
 
Better furniture design for export, support for regrowth around small remaining forest 
areas, training using interactive radio and in-village, whole-village face-to-face 
interaction, timber certification, community management of forest, should also be 
promoted. Timber plantations and support for forest regrowth may take off if the 
Kyoto agreement is implemented. Pilot projects are needed now. 
 
Land slides and mud flows may occur, especially where clear felling of forests is still 
occurring. Eroded soil that becomes sediment does not travel as fast as many assume. 
The results of watershed management are thus long term for large catchments 

Fisheries 
 
Most of the people of the Lao PDR depend on fisheries, including aquatic 
invertebrates, for their protein input to some extent. Wild (capture) fisheries are 
particularly important for subsistence farmers. The volume of this traditional 
production seems stable but fish size is decreasing. Community-based management 
systems that can control over fishing are important to maintain native aquatic biota. 
Aquaculture has overtaken wild fisheries production and has been growing rapidly 
from 2000 supported by government fingerling production. Most aquaculture is 
practiced commercially, not for subsistence. Extension and micro-finance is needed 
for aquaculture to contribute to poverty reduction.   
 
But alien aquaculture species and varieties grown in low diversity conditions will 
suffer disease and will escape and degrade native fish stock, so research is needed on 
ways to minimize this. River fisheries are now being badly affected mainly by small 
irrigation weirs, watershed degradation and increasingly over-fishing. Alien fish will 
contribute to degradation in the future. Any dams and large weirs, especially those 
without large effective fish passes, will badly affect future native fisheries. It is 
especially important that the native stream fisheries are conserved for preferred 
consumption and because aquaculture is dependent on inputs from native fisheries 
worldwide. 
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Electricity Use/Demand and Hydropower 
 
Lao PDR landscape has the physical potential to generate a maximum of about 
18,000 MW of electricity. For the four riparian nation region the peak demand is 
about 20,000 MW, projected to grow to 80,000 MW by 2020, hinting at the export 
potential. But long-term prices are uncertain under competitive conditions and large 
hydropower systems take many years to build. Only one medium site on the Nam 
Beng to supply only northwestern demand in SA1L seems likely to be built in the 
foreseeable future. The very long list of, socio-economic, ecological and other 
environmental constraints makes medium and large scale hydropower even less 
viable.  
  
Nevertheless some limited construction of medium sized hydropower dams may be 
advisable to spread the environmental degradation effects of development especially 
if disruption to the river regime can be minimized and those people that suffer, both 
upstream and downstream can be well compensated. A very small number of 
profitable low negative impact dams, flooding very little agricultural land, with 
researched fish ways, together with a large number of low impact very small hydro 
schemes based on local demand, including, in-river floating turbines and perhaps real 
run-of-river schemes on tributaries, integrated with solar power, will be feasible.  
                 
The storage in medium dams will reduce downstream flow in the wet season, increase 
flow through the dry season, and strongly reduce sediment movement. The full 
cascade of dams in China will have a marked influence on the water and sediment 
flow in the Mekong. All medium and large dams have a combination of positive and 
negative effects, including those on livelihoods, that should be carefully evaluated. 
 
Dialogue is needed at least with the wild-capture bio-aquatic sectors to determine 
what size, timing and quality of releases are needed and the importance of fish passes 
to maintain the riverine ecosystems to a reasonable extent in any dammed river. 

Irrigation 
 
Riverfed irrigation covers small areas in SA1L. Irrigation construction by the 
government expanded rapidly in 1998-2000 but has now slowed considerably. Total 
irrigated areas in the wet and dry season are about the same at 18,000 hectares. Water 
consumption by irrigation in six provinces of SA1L uses about 200Mm3 per year 
which is less than half a percent of the contribution of SA1L’s stream flow to the 
Mekong.  
 
From 2005 total government agricultural investment capital investment will equal 
recurrent expenditure. Government effort on irrigation will be aimed at improved 
management of existing schemes. Pump schemes favour fish migration but incur 
large recurrent fuel, maintenance, repair, rehabilitation and replacement costs. 
Research is needed to see if large fish passes on weirs are a more cost-effective 
solution for communities and the nation. 
 
Future water consumption will depend on increase in irrigation area, the rate of 
change from rice to row crops and any rise in application efficiency. Irrigation is now 
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nearly half the rainfed wet rice area so annual water consumption may nearly double 
to about 400Mm3 by 2020. Oudomxay experienced a decline in the area of wet 
season wet rice after 1990.  
 
Traditional irrigation schemes may be tending to deplete small streams but supply 
alternative aquatic environments for fish. Research is needed on the change in access 
to fish.  

Water Supply and Waste Water 
 
Domestic, office and industrial water consumption in SA1L consumption is now 
about 30Mm3. In most towns and villages people individually use pond and river 
water, but also wells and springs. Most still defecate in the field or bush. We have 
little accurate data about the state of repair of facilities or the number of water and 
sanitation systems in good working order. Diarrhoea deaths nationwide are declining 
uncertainly. Waste water discharge, including that from mines, needs monitoring. 
 
The proportion of rural population to be covered by clean water and sanitation is 
projected to increase to 90 and 80 percent of the population respectively by 2020. The 
urban population will all be using piped water. Water consumption in SA1L will 
increase to about 100Mm3. The government will achieve this by privatization in 
accessible areas and stronger efforts to help hill and mountain people. 

Navigation and River Works 
 
River works include ports, blasting and dredging, and bank protection. The latter is 
primarily concerned with riverside land values and thus is really a different sub-
sector. Riverbank erosion and collapse have at least eleven causes which need more 
research. Surveys have been done in some areas on the mainstream. Many ‘obstacles’ 
have recently been blasted and dredged in the upper part of SA1L facilitating 
navigation but disturbing local aquatic ecosystems, at least temporarily.  
 
The sudden increase in both passenger and merchandise traffic nationwide in early 
1990s indicates a need for regulation.Growth in the China-Lao river trade may be 
paralleling the Yunnan-Thai trade that has been growing at 40% per year. But 
continued growth in the Northern river trade could be jeopardized by the finishing of 
two roads from China to Thailand. The government has ten policies /strategies to 
improve navigation especially on the mainstream link to China.  

Floods and Mitigation 
 
The seasonal variation in Mekong mainstream flow is decreasing, but floods on 
tributaries are said to be increasing. Watershed degradation exacerbates mainly local 
flooding on tributaries. Flash floods occur on small tributaries. Moderate floods have 
significant benefits as they replenish the flood plain with nutrients for plants, both 
natural and cultural, and the aquatic ecosystems.  
 
Increased flooding not only results from watershed effects but population and 
settlement growth and design on the flood plain. There are essentially three types of 
flood mitigation that can be carried out: structural, ecological and socio-economic. 
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Given the motivation that flood plain people have for avoiding the worst floods, 
progress on several mitigation approaches on the flood plain should be among the 
easiest.  

Tourism and Recreation 
 
Tourism is now the top foreign exchange earner for Laos topping USD100M per year. 
Luang Phabang clearly dominates the tourist numbers in Sub-Area 1L, but the 
numbers are influenced by security conditions and health scares.  The rate of rise of 
revenue from tourism at about US15million per year over the last 10 years has fallen 
recently. Long-term growth may be irregular perhaps averaging US10 million per 
year. 
 
The government is promoting: ‘pro-poor, community-based tourism’ which depends 
strongly on environmental and cultural conservation and research into new tour ideas.  
Safety may be a key issue for water-related tourism.  

Conclusion 
 
Watershed management is undoubtedly the major challenge in hilly and mountainous 
SA1L. There is a major overlap with poverty reduction. A combination of research, 
training of staff and then villagers and companies in sustainable forest management 
and permanent steep land farming is necessary. Future production on sloping land 
may be increasingly dominated by production for the market, especially fruit, timber, 
other tree crops and livestock with decreasing areas of rice. Electricity can 
undoubtedly be generated using a wide range of small to very small socio-
environmentally convivial schemes, including solar power, and very few medium 
hydro schemes with researched fish passes. For the region to maximize and spread 
benefits and minimize costs of all types, electricity staff should continue their 
dialogue at least with the fisheries staff.  
 
Irrigation and all domestic, office and industrial water consumption may rise from 
about 230 Mm3 or 0.5 percent of the SA1L’s contribution to the Mekong in 2000 to 
about 500 Mm3 or about 1.3 percent of the sub-area contribution by 2020. But as 
rainfall is likely to increase the percentage will be less. Study is required on riverbank 
erosion/collapse, boat regulation and the effect of irrigation and its weirs and dams on 
fisheries, among other topics. Flash flood warning needs attention. River tourism 
could be promoted. 
 
Integrated scenarios are found in Part D 
 
Projects 
 
The collection of time-series data in several sectors has been fruitful. The value of 
additional data and subsequent analysis, especially in some areas, has led to several 
proposals for data and study projects. Many of these projects would best be run 
nation-wide or basin-wide. Projects have been proposed on global warming, rainfall, 
tributary flow, bank erosion/collapse, mass movement and sedimentation, boat 
regulation, and particularly a time and space study on land cover/land use. But data is 
also needed on earthquakes, and reservoir characteristics. 
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Other projects are proposed on HRD topics and methods, MRC-national Mekong 
agencies/line agency institutional relationships, drought, small area forest regrowth, 
timber plantations, furniture design, control of alien fish species and varieties, 
traditional irrigation and fisheries, a base-line study before a medium or large dam, 
comparison of the costs and benefits of pump and weir/gravity irrigation on 
tributaries, flash floods and the potential of water-tourism. 
 
Oudomxay as a province stands out as needing support due to a combination of high 
poverty, forest degradation, weak development of timber plantations and decline in 
rice area. Also a medium dam is planned on the Nam Beng. An integrated project led 
by LNMC is proposed for the Nam Beng Catchment as a small model of the larger 
Mekong Basin project. 
 
All projects should include learning support for staff at all levels to increase long-
term national capacity.  
 
It is realised that only a few of these projects are obviously trans-boundary, but some 
will have long-term long-distance effects. Many could be implemented basin-wide 
and all are important for SA1L. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Following the 1995 agreement between Cambodia, Lao PDR, Thailand and Vietnam 
for the cooperation for the sustainable development of the Mekong River basin, the 
Basin Development Planning (BDP) Unit of the Policy and Planning Division of the 
Lao National Mekong Committee Secretariat (LNMCS) has been given the mandate 
to prepare integrated water resource plans for four sub-areas, known as 1L, 4L, 6L 
and 7L of the Lower Mekong Basin within the Lao PDR. Although planning for all 
sub-areas is proceeding more or less in parallel, planning for Sub-Area 1L covering 
most of northern Lao PDR is more advanced. Sub-Area 1L contains four major 
tributary catchments {sub-basins} and many smaller ones. The planning process is 
outlined in a series of Mekong River Commission documents. Some suggestions on 
the process have been made in monthly reports and others can be found in parts of 
this ‘past and future analysis’ report. 
 
This report was prepared over about three months within the period 5 November 2003 
to 4 March 2004. The focus asked of the consultant was to use data and reports 
available at LNMCS and being assembled from the line agencies and CPC by 
national consultants in the BDP team. 
 
Six provinces of the Lao PDR wholly within Sub-Area 1L (SA1L) Bokeo, Luang 
Namtha, Phongsali, Oudomxay, Luang Phabang and Xayabouli, are to be fully 
considered in this study. Where data is easily available for the parts of three other 
provinces, Huaphan, Xieng Khuang and Vientiane, in SA 1L it will also be 
considered. 
 
Basin development planning (BDP) for SA1L covers water and water-related eight 
sectors and four themes. This report covers analysis of the past and projections and 
plans, scenarios and strategies for each sector. The scenarios and strategies for each 
sector are discussed immediately after the ‘historical’ analysis for the sector in order 
to make them more understandable. Readers will notice that it is not always easy to 
separate the strategy and the scenario. Really what is needed is alternative strategies 
to go with each scenario. 
 
Short and Full versions of the ‘sector analyses, scenarios and strategies’ are provided 
quick and detailed consideration. The short version was originally prepared for 
‘screened’ presentation. 
 
Two integrated scenarios, one with a focus on growth and one with a greater focus on 
poverty reduction and conservation follow consideration of the four cross-cutting 
themes. These scenarios are followed by a section on projects which starts with 
suggestions on project selection and then a suggested ‘long list’ that importantly is 
derived from the overall analysis. Time-series proformas that can be used to help 
collect data precede the references. 
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OBJECTIVES 
 
Management and Development Objectives  
 
During an early stage of the planning process provincial staff in a grouping known as the Sub-area 1L Working Group expressed support for the 
following development objectives: 
 
This analysis and its summary form is part of the basis for a reconsideration of these objectives at the next SAWG meeting.    
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Suggested Objectives, Strategies and Methods for the Water-related Development in Sub-Area 1L  
Overall Objective (Goal):  To manage water-related resources to maximize the benefits of the people of Sub-area 1L and the Lower Mekong 
Basin in the long-term. 
 Sector Objectives 

 
General Strategies  Specific Methods 

1 Access to sufficient clean 
water and sanitation for 
household (domestic) use 

1.  
 

• Increased support for construction, maintenance and repair of water supply and sanitation in 
hill and mountainous villages  

• Support for community management of water supply and sanitation, including micro-
finance. 

• Support the private sector in easily accessible places.  
Rice 
Fish  
Meat 

2  Food
security  

Fruit & veg 

2 • Promote research, access to material inputs, extension, micro-finance and self-
management for irrigation. 

• Promote conservation of environments supporting wild foods on land and in water. 

3 Conserving forest, soil and 
aquatic ecosystems 

3 • Eliminate opium growing 
• Reduce shifting cultivation. Improved land allocation  
• Effectively stop all clear felling and gradually reduce all logging until it can be shown 

that logging is sustainable. 
• Specific forest regrowth programs around the smallest remaining forest areas.  
• Planting timber trees supported by training and micro-finance. 
• Support for NBCAs 
• Support stream environments 

4 Expanding river trade 4 • Supporting trade-related organizations through training 
• Improving navigation. 
• Improve speed, safety, discharge and noise regulation of river traffic. 

5 Flood mitigation with 
wetlands conservation 

5 As for 3. plus levees, drainage and settlement/land use planning, improved building siting and 
design, broadcasting, remote gauges. 

6  Expanding eco-cultural
tourism 
 

6 • Conserve environment especially at selected sites and all culture. 
• Improve entry procedures 
• Micro-finance for new entrepreneurs. 

 
 

7  Develop appropriate
hydropower sites 

1. Decentralization/Vertical and horizontal 
dialogue 

2. Public Participation/Community management 
of development 

3. Human Resources Development (Training 
and other learning support for staff and the 
public) 

4. Gender Mainstreaming 
5. Conservation of natural ecosystems where at 

all possible 
6. Research on development issues and 

problems closely related to action programmes 
7. Pricing government services at real cost 

where possible, except where providing basic 
needs to the very poor 

8. Support micro-finance including savings and 
loans groups and bank loans. 

9. Improve alternative job creation/income 
generation using training and micro-finance.  

10. Raising the standard of regulation of the 
private sector 

11. Supportive policies, laws and regulations, 
strategies, operational methods, including 
adequate incentives for staff 

12. Budget for initial and operating costs at all 
levels 

13. Revenue enhancement  

7 Conduct a regional study of very small, run-off-river and in-river turbine hydro-power potential 
in SA1L. Make the results public and invite private investment. 
Conduct Socio-economic and Environmental Impact Analyses on any proposed medium and 
large dams. 
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Cross Cutting Objectives 

 Objectives Strategies 
Poverty Reduction Support 47 poor districts. Participation/sincere dialogue and 

training are the most important methods 
Gender equity Promote women’s participation in all fields 

Supports schooling for girls 
Support women’s recruitment, skills and promotion at work 
Promote fair work burdens in the households 

HRD for all levels of 
people 

Support training (learning support) to achieve basic needs  
improved livelihoods, regional development and 
environmental conservation. 

Environmental 
conservation 

Promote biodiversity and biodensity in all environments, soil 
conservation. Minimize pollution. 

Stakeholder participation 
at all levels 

Decentralization, dialogue between levels, bottom up 
approach, using mass media, 

Food security 
 

 

Income generation/job 
creation 
 

Promote private investment, particularly SME, vocational 
training, road (infrastructure) building, extension, micro-
finance, marketing support, 
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Proposed Summary Basin-wide Objectives 

 
Comprehensive basin-wide objectives have been proposed by MRC staff. Here a short 
or summary version is proposed to help focus attention of the key issues.  

Overall Objectives  
 
While promoting the livelihoods, culture and happiness of the people of each nation in 
the Lower Mekong Basin, and allowing for the poorer nations in the basin to more or 
less catch up to the richer ones in material development, each nation sincerely aims to: 
A. Strive to minimize negative changes to the basin environment due to external and 
internal influences including atmospheric and water pollution, disease, trade, migration, 
travel, investment construction etc. 
B. Strive for a water flow regime into down-catchment nations and past across-stream 
nations at quantities and qualities (and with the sediment load), and with velocity and 
surface roughness as close as possible to the ‘baseline’ (1995?) level. 
 

Specific Objectives 
 

1. Watershed: Maintain and improve the biotic diversity and density, and the 
stability of soil and river bank material, in each watershed of the basin 

 
2. Storage and Diversion/Extraction: Minimize the changes in stream water flow 

and associated material flow regime that may be caused by storage or 
diversion/extraction, especially as it might affect aquatic and flood plain 
ecosystems and environments. 

 
3. Excavation and Building up: While managing severe flooding and promoting 

navigation, minimize the changes in water flow regime and material flow 
regime that may be caused by changes to the stream channel and flood plain. 

 
4. River Craft Regulation: Minimize the effect of ships, boats, barges and ferries 

on the river environment, especially surface roughness, water quality, collisions, 
sinking and noise. 

 
5. Waste Water and Materials: Minimize the pollution caused to streams and 

groundwater by waste water and materials discharge from cities, towns, 
villages, waste dumps, logging areas, irrigation, aquaculture, rainfed agriculture, 
tree plantations, factories, quarries and mines. 

 
6. Cultural/Social Conservation: In consultation with the local people, while 

promoting critical material livelihood development, support local people to 
maintain communities and cultures as close as possible to their desired state.  
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Part B: Short Sector Analysis, 
Scenarios and Strategies 

 
for the Lower Mekong BDP 

Sub-area 1L, Northern Lao PDR 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
References to sources of data are not provided in this Part C but can be found in the 
Part D: ‘Full analysis’. 
 
Largely based on Six provinces of the Lao PDR wholly within Sub-Area 1L (SA 1L) 
 

1. Bokeo,  
2. Luang Namtha,  
3. Phongsali,  
4. Oudomxay,  
5. Luang Phabang and  
6. Xayabouli,  

 
You will see many gaps and uncertainties in the data that need to be filled in and 
resolved. The data gathering process is in need of improvement. 

The Local Challenge 
 
The development challenge in Northern Lao PDR seems enormous. Some important 
conditions in SA1L are 

1. Land that is about 95 percent steeply sloping, excluding Xayabouli.   
2. Most of the forest has gone in the central zone of SA1L.  
3. The people are ‘materially poor’ by modern standards, but not necessarily by 

their own standards. 
4. Many have poor health. In some hill and mountain villages about one in three 

children dies in its first year. 
• But the people are culturally rich. 

 
 
Two important concepts can help understand the issues diversity and learning.  
Diversity is critical for ecological and socio-economic stability,  
Learning at all levels is needed to maximize future benefits and minimize the costs or 
problems 

 
Government policies and strategies 

 
The NPEP has three ‘pillars’ or objectives:  

1. Rapid growth with equity,  
2. Socio-cultural development and  
3. Conservation of the environment,  
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POPULATION AND PEOPLE 
 
The large and rapidly growing neighbours are both and opportunity and a threat 
 

Relative Populations of Lao PDR and 
Neighbours

PR China
Vietnam
Thailand
Cambodia
Lao PDR

 
 
 
The ethnic groups in SA1L can be seen in the map below. Phongsali has by far the 
highest proportion of ethnic minority population at 92.4 percent. 
 

 
 

Livelihoods and Living Standards 
 
Notably in Xayabouli province has a lower incidence of poverty with its large areas of 
pla
 
The greatest poverty thus m ountains 

ins and undulating land.  

ust be in the hills and m
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Provinces
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The People’s Opportunities to Gain from Water Resources Development 
 
Because of the large proportion of people living near subsistence lives, their main use 
of water is for domestic use: 

1. rainfed agriculture, 
2. multi-forest products,  
3. aquatic wild harvesting (fishing plus)  
4. irrigation  
5. local transport,  

(roughly in that order).  
 

Rural and Urban Populations       
 
From about 10 percent urbanized in 2000 the urban population may reach perhaps 17  
percent of the sub-area by 2020 .  
This will give rise to a  

1. higher demand for urban water supply,  
2. higher industrialization,  
3. greater income,  
4. demand for a greater variety of rural products, including those from water 

resources such as irrigated peanuts and river transport,  
5. much greater waste discharge to water bodies.  
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WATER MOVEMENT AND RELATED PROCESSES 
 
 
The contribution of Sub-area 1L to the Mekong flow can be roughly estimated at  
1500 m3/sec or 47,000 Mm3 per year 
 
The data on transportable earth materials (soil and sediment) is also very poor. At this 
stage we need anecdotal evidence on sedimentation and mass movement from 
provincial staff. 
 
Proposed General Technical Strategy 
 

• More effort is needed on data collection and analysis.  
• Ultimately each sub-basin or tributary catchment should be studied and planned 

separately.  
• Data should be organized according to catchments. Local organizations should 

be set up for each major catchment and groups of minor catchments. 
• Simply a ‘balance of sectors and themes’ for the sub-area is not appropriate.  
• It would be best to chose on medium sized catchment to organize a model 

integrated study and development project as well as make selected studies of the 
whole area where data are weak. 

 
 WATERSHED MANAGEMENT 

. 
• Because there is so little flat land in the Sub-Area 1L watershed management is 

the most important sector. 
 
The watershed classification map should be used flexibly as it is based on slope and 
soil, and takes no account of villager preferences. 
 

Land cover – Land use 
 
Data on land cover /use comes from two sources of remote sensing (Landsat and SPOT) and 
village survey.  
 
The numbers are hard to reconcile 
 
Percent Area of Shifting Cultivation 
 1982 1989 1993 1995 1997 2000 2005 2010 
MAF (SPOT) 
/Jica 

3.6%     3.87% 3.9%?  

MRC 
Landsat Map 

  approx 
25% 

 approx 
5% 

 0%?  

Survey of 
Villages 

   2%  1.2% 0.5%? 0%? 

 
 
It is notable that Luang Namtha, Bokeo and central Xayabouli have very little shifting 
cultivation in these maps. Could this be true? 
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If shifting cultivation area decreased at this rate between 1993 and 1997 shown in these 
MRC maps it should have been eliminated by now. 
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The government survey by interview of villagers showed that for Northern Laos:  
 

• The number of families is shown to be falling in parallel. 
 
 1995 1998 Fall 95-98 2000 
Families 198,868 156,720 21%  
Shifting Cropped area (hectares) 192,258 148,000 23% 118,999 
Total Area 9,821,000 9,821,000  9,821,00

0 
Pecentage Area of Shifting 
Cultivation 

2.0%   1.2% 

 
If this fall is real how is it occurring? 
 
This said reduction from 1990 or 1995 to 2000 could be due to  

1.  Out-migration of shifting cultivators individually or as a village. 
2.  Cultivators taking up permanent farming or other occupations in the village 
 

As the number of families is also dropping the fall in area does not seem to be mainly 
due to farmers lying about the area they farm in order to avoid taxes.  
 
Is it possible that some families denied they were doing any shifting cultivation in order 
to avoid taxes or other penalty?  
 
Can we explain the difference between the remote sensing in close-by years, and survey 
and remote sensing results? 

Forest Destruction 
 
According to both the 1993 and 1997 Landsat images the forest cover in SA1L has 
been severely depleted, especially in central Luang Phabang province and directly to its 
west in Oudomxay and northern Xayabouli.  

• Forest is now especially concentrated in the extremities of the sub-area in 
Phongsali, Luang Namtha, Bokeo, southern Xayabouli and the edge of Huaphan 
and Xieng Khuang  

• Forest is now thought to cover about 41 - 47 percent of Laos depending on the 
source of data.  

• Deforestation seems to have increased in the 1990s due to the growth in roads 
and some other infrastructure. 

• But it only covers about 20-25 percent of Sub-area 1L and only about 5  percent 
in most of the central part of SA1L.  This is where most of the population live 
(see below)   

• Wild harvesting by villagers (NTFP) in the forests is severely threatened by 
forest loss especially in the central east-west zone. It is here that efforts on 
forest conservation and supporting regrowth around the remaining stands should 
be most intense. 
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• This deforested area and much of the rest of the north is covered by low forest 
regrowth, scrub, bamboo, and shifting cultivation fields.  

 
Different elements of the population have been practicing  

1. Shifting cultivation in the hills for many hundreds, perhaps more than a 
thousand years  

2. Logging by clear felling or rough selection for many decades,  
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Wh
. not diverse and/or 

ere vegetation is  
1  

. dense and 2  

.  is disturbed by cultivation3 , 

ainfall and runoff is erosive  
• Depleting erodable soil,  
• Causing small streams to fill rapidly with muddy water 

sited behind weirs and in reservoirs and irrigation canals, 

 
Lan l forests is 
till occurring. 

Timber Tree Plantations and Logging 
 
Oudomxay, a large province with reduced forest needs support with timber plantations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
R

• That may be depo
• Degrade fish habitats 

d s ides and mud flows may also occur, especially where clear felling of 
s
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Trends in Timber Plantations 
in Sub-Area 1L
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Timber output 
 
The gra
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ph below shows  
1. The predominance of roundwood in timber output  

A promising plateauing out of roundwood output from 1995 to 20
3. Roundwood exports are said to have declined 20% in recent years.   

Timber Output, Lao PDR
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nds in Deforestation 
 

• The forest area still seems to be declining. This must be largely due to logging if 
 cultivation is markedly decreasing in area.  

• Legal measures are resulting in decreased logging. Decreased forest cover is 
off, erosion and groundwater recharge.  

o identify as forest.   

Land c

 
 
1. O
 

 logging is reduced and made sustainable and significant areas of regrowth revert to 
diverse forest as opposed to or ‘scrub’, that the area of 

rest could grow and serve as a long term resource for  

D. furniture and other livelihoods 
E. a moderator of

a) Timber production will decline and rely only on the few species grown in 
timber plantations.  

Present Tre

shifting

resulting in increased run
• Any reduction in shifting cultivation may take several decades to result in 

sufficient regrowth t

over/use Scenarios  
 

Two Forest/Plantation Scenarios

ptimistic 

If
 low diversity grassland, bamboo 

fo
A. small scale wild harvesting sustainably, (discuss, added value, culturing 
B. selective logging,  
C. tourism and recreation, and  

 overland runoff, erosion and recharge.  
 
2. Pessimistic 
 
If not, then the future is bleak.  
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b) Rapid surface and groundwater runoff will grow and erosion will grow at first 
but may eventually stabilize as low diversity low productivity ecosystems 
become established in poorer soils.  

c) Groundwater levels may rise to waterlog flat areas.  

cultural tourism will die, and  
f) the towns and cities will have large numbers of underemployed poor. 

 
Slo and ing Scenarios 

uction in shifting cultivation seems to be taking place but the rate at which it is 
, the way h ap an al a ining is 

uncertain. This is included in the integrated scenarios in Part E. 
 

Forest or cenarios 

 as the villagers are 
wed but we have not 

statistics on this. Micro-finance assistance is needed. 
 
If the Kyot r

d) Subsistence villagers will suffer further;  
e) eco-tourism and 

ping L  Farm
 
A red
taking place  in whic  this is h pening d the tot rea rema

Timber Tree Plantation S
 
In Luang Phabang the government is discouraging teak planting
losing their n ng has slo la d to urban investors. The rate of planti

o p otocol comes to fruition and the emission trading provision
efu  training and micro-financing plan will be needed to make s

s are used in 
aos, a car l ure that the 

Fol
new
 

L
benefits are well spread.  
 

lowing the slowing at the turn of the century it is expected to pick up following a 
v de elopment plan. 

Timber Plantation Scenario 
Yea 020 r 1999 2000 2005 2010 2
A
R

n
ate 

 1000 1,000 2,000  nual Expansion 2,000

Total Area 17,000 18,000 48,000 23,000 28,000 
 

Watershed Strategies 
 
Thr  l slopes. ee and uses offer some hope for the degraded steep 

• Forest regrowth near existing forest   
• Timber tree planting  
• Permanent, diverse and integrated farming systems  
• Livestock, where not in conflict with crop-based farming. 

lue of Remaining Forest  
Can provide sustenance and subsidiary sales for the people living a subsistence 

 
The Va

2. 
life nearby  

3. Attract tourists.  

 

4. Allow careful selective logging in a few larger areas 
s. 5. Support infiltration to interflow and groundwater zone

6. Moderate runoff 
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Forest Conservation 
 

n careful ecological selective logging is probably required. 
• Certification of tropical timber is resulting in higher prices in Europe. This 

• orts: Huaysai and Luang Namtha towns that has some close-by 

 design. 
n around existing 

• Further enforcement of laws is probably needed. 
• Training i

process should be supported. 
• Support for Community management of forests 

Furniture Exp
remaining forest and will soon have a new bridge to Thailand seems to offer the 
best prospects of furniture making and export. Assistance is needed with

• The central area needs strong support for forest regeneratio
small forest areas as these have the best hope of regenerating to natural high 
diversity forest.   

 
Plantin f timber tree plantations is appropriate  

2.  sedentary farming systems, but  
g forest. 

 
Timber pla the Kyoto agreement 
is impleme
 
Timber pla

• ut many farmers are selling their land with the timber and are thus losing 

 is needed. 
• Vetivia grass strips along contours m y be advisable to reduce erosion 
• It is best to start promotion slowly and evaluate progress. 

 
Forest and Plantations Compared 

 
Forest regrowth is better than timber tree plantations in three ways because.  

1. Forest has a natural biodiversity that provides a range of timber and non-timber 
products (NTFPs).  

2. Semi-subsistence cultivators rely on this diversity, especially in the dry season 
and after crop failure.  

3. Forest is better watershed manager 
• a higher proportion of infiltration  
• less erosion (more protective undergrowth and litter) 
• higher evapo-transpiration  
a. This results in lower wet season runoff ameliorating local flooding  
b. but probably higher dry season subsurface runoff. 

 
The mountainous and hilly areas need strong support for forest regeneration around 

 
Timber Plantations 

g and maintenance o
1. in areas of degenerate ecosystems and low regrowth,  

where it is too steep for
3. well away from tall or re-establishin

ntations and support for forest regrowth may take off if 
nted. 

ntations offer secure future income to the owner 
b
livelihoods.  

• Micro-finance in the form of savings and loan groups and bank loans
a

existing small forest areas especially in the degraded areas of central SA1L 
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Stabilizing Shifting Cultivation Strategy 
 
Further progress it is planned will mainly take place by training the farmers in new 
techniques of permanent sedentary farming including contour cultivation and diverse 
tree and crop culture. 
 
Each family may need a larger land area during the transition to permanent farming 

 
Conclusions 

 
The results of watershed management are deceptive as  

• Sediment does not travel as far and fast as many assume.  
• Most sediment is deposited locally and moves on a little in the next heavy rain.  
• The results of watershed management are thus long term for large catchments. 

Do it for your children, grandchildren and beyond. 
• The rate at which a reservoir is filled by sediment depends on inflow and trap 

rate (efficiency!) and the density of sediment, that increases over time.  
 
The future of watershed management depends now on provincial and district 
operations.  
 
We have no quantitative plans on the area to be covered in each province and district  

 
FISHERIES 

 
• At least 70 percent if not all of the people of  the Lao PDR depend on fisheries, 

including aquatic invertebrates, for their protein input to some extent.  
• Total fisheries production in 2001 was about 72,000 tonnes 
• Aquaculture is taking off from 2000 and has overtaken wild/capture fisheries 

production. Most aquaculture is practiced commercially, not for subsistence. 
 

Contrasting Trends in Fisheries Production 
in Lao PDR
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• Wild (capture) fisheries are particularly important for the mass of subsistence 
 This 

 

farmers, but especially those living close to streams in flatland or hill land.
traditional production is stable.  
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• Community-based management systems are important to maintain living 
aquatic resources.  

• Aquatic animals account for about half of the animal protein intake in these 

• Nat  are more popular with the urban consumers. 
• Wa
• It is

Environm

ransport and deposition,  
singly over-fishing as the environment has reduced the sustainable 
 

In Northern Laos all provinces are involved in fingerling production indicating a 
pot
 
On rlings are produced in SA1L, but each province has a hatchery 
operating or under construction. 
  
Village wetlan e villages. Study and mapping needed 

communities.  
ive fish from the wild rivers 
ter consumption by the wild fisheries sector is non-consumptive.  
 thus especially important that the stream fisheries are conserved. 

 
ental Degradation 

 
The average annual catch in the Mekong basin is estimated at 1.5 million tonnes, 
valued commercially at about USD1000 million.  
 
But the size of fish caught is decreasing markedly. The total tonnage remains stable by 
catching smaller fish in large numbers. 
 
River fisheries are being badly affected mainly by  

1. Small irrigation weirs,   
2. Soil erosion, t
3. Increa

catch.
 

Aquaculture 
 

ential for growth in aquaculture.  

ly 22 million finge

ds and Community ponds in som
management. ild fisheries  W

he four major negative impacts on this ‘natural’ sector have been and/or are likely to 

 and concrete weir construction and   
roduction of alien species. 

 below in 

 
Fis e
by 202
 

Fisheries Scenario 
 
T
be  

1. watershed degradation,  
2. dam
3. int
4. overfishing  

 
• The impact of dams on the wild bio-aquatic sectors is covered

general under ‘Hydropower’.  
• Insufficient data is available to the quantitatively predict the impact. 

h d mand (production-supply) in Lao PDR are estimated at nearly 200,000 tonnes 
0. 
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Wit h es in 
ponds a

Str g
• ershed management is needed. This will 

 
• On the other hand it is not easy to agree on the best balance between 

‘modernization’ such as electrification from hydro-power and the maintenance 
of wild fisheries. This is a choice between the most basic needs and less basic 
needs 

• Aquaculture should be promoted with awareness of the risks and thus carefully. 
Aquaculture could contribute to the overcoming of rural poverty using 
extension and micro-finance. 

• Alien species such as African Tilapia and non-native carps introduced to 
reservoirs and ponds compete with the diversity of local species and escape up 
and down river to gradually degrade the local diversity.  

• Diverse and thus ecologically stable aquaculture depends on healthy wild 
ecosystems to provide inputs.  

• Thus the wild environment must be protected.  
 

h t e present strategy the future of fisheries will largely be in managed fisheri
nd reservoirs, amounting to 160,000 tonnes by 2020. 

ate y 
Everyone agrees that better wat
contribute to the maintenance of wild fisheries. 
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ELECTRICITY USE/DEMAND AND HYDROPOWER 
 
Lao PDR landscape has the physical potential to generate about 18,000 MW of 
hydropower depending on the source from more than 60 promising sites.  
 
The peak load in 2000 in the Lao PDR was 167 MW.  
For the four nation region it was 20,089 MW.  
This broadly illustrates the export potential. 
  

Demand Projections/Scenarios 
 
The annual rate of domestic use/expansion is projected to result in about 90% 
household coverage by 2020. 

                        
Peak Demand  

 2000 2020.   
Four Riparian Nations 20,089 MW 80,000 MW 
Lao PDR 167MW  

  
This 2020 four nation peak demand might be compared with the Lao physical potential 
of 18,000 MW, but  

1. Power prices have declined after the 1997 collapse 
2. And gas from Burma and Southern Thailand is a new competitive energy source  
3. Electricity generation from large dams has a long lead time which makes the 

production price uncertain. 
4. So now fewer hydropower sites are feasible, even without considering the many 

socio-economic and environmental costs. 
 
Only two small dams (about 1MW) and several very small schemes have so far been 
constructed in SA1L.  
Small-medium sized hydro-electricity generation plants are planned for the upper Nam 
Beng catchment and near Luang Phabang city  
 
Any serious OPEC led ‘oil crisis’ could increase the demand for and the price of 
electricity, but this would be temporary. The long term depletion of global oil and gas 
reserves will however eventually result in a steady rise in electricity prices especially if 
there is more global agreement on global warming. 

Environmental and Social Issues 
 
This physical potential and the possible benefits for navigation and irrigation must be 
considered carefully given the economic, social, ecological and other environmental 
constraints.  
 
Only a small proportion of this total may be advisable or even possible given the likely 
substantial costs and limitations that can be divided into three types:  
A. direct financial costs,  
B. life, livelihood and cultural costs for the community displaced, and  
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C. environmental costs/risks and associated livelihood costs as follows. 
 
A. Direct Financial Costs/Risks 

1. The international market price of electricity,  
2. The costs of navigation locks and fish passes 
3. Sedimentation in reservoirs limiting reservoir lifetime 

 
B. Life, Livelihood and Cultural Costs for the Community Displaced 

4. The loss of reservoir land and ecosystems,  
5. The resettlement of displaced villagers and full new livelihood costs 

(USD16,000 per household is a rough estimate) 
6. Displaced and dispersed people’s loss of extended family and community 

networks and culture,  
 
C. Environmental Costs/Risks and Associated Livelihood Costs 

7. The fragmentation of the riverine system 
8. Evaporation and evapo-transpiration in reservoirs 
9. Chemical and temperature changes in reservoir water. 
10. CO2 and CH4 (greenhouse gases) release from reservoirs 
11. Risk of earthquakes in large, especially high dams 
12. Reduction in flood support for wild fisheries 
13. The loss of flood-based natural fertilizer on flats and plains 
14. Channel and bank erosion downstream of the dam  
15. Destruction of the environment at the dam and around the reservoir 
16. Introduction of new diseases into local communities by dam workers and water-

based disease vectors, 
                 

Flow Regulation Scenarios 
 
Large and medium scale hydro-electricity generation using the head created by deep 
and wide storage reservoirs inevitably causes changes to the flow regime, not only in 
the reservoir but also in stream below the dam.  
 
The dam may be operated to mainly generate electricity, especially at peak demand 
times, but other sectors require consideration. 
 
The storage will reduce downstream flow at the height of the wet season and increase 
flow through the dry season.  
 
Two examples are given below of the operation of a proposed Nam Khan 2 dam 
(145MW) or a smaller dam on the site in Luang Phabang Province on the Nam Khan 
(Mean annual flow = 2715 Mm3).  
 
The examples show pre-dam hydrographs and regulated hydrographs.  
The regulated flow hydrographs are partly arbitrary.  
 

1. In the first example, nearly the whole live storage capacity of 480 Mm3 is filled 
and in turn released in the dry season. (17% (0.17) regulation) 
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2. In the second example 50% of the storage is used and released whether from the 
same dam or a smaller dam. (9% (0.09) regulation) 

 
 

Four Decade Mean Natural Flow and 
Highly Regulated Flow, 

Nam Khan, Luang Phabang
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Regulated Flow using 240 Mm3 Storage 
and Release, and Pre-Dam Flow, 

Four Decade Records, Nam Khan 2 Dam, 
Luang Phabang Province
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all. 
2. River transport is believed to be largely small scale  
3. The stored water will only lessen small floods which are really desirable. 

 
ven in the smaller storage example the dry season flow could nearly double the E

natural flow in some months if no large extractions are made.  
 
But  

1. The irrigation potential in the valley is sm
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The full live storage capacity may not be used, as in the second scenario, to allow for 
occasional late season flood inflows and to minimize the impact on the tributary 
riverine ecology.  

ould a smaller dam
 
W  run at full capacity be more cost-effective than a large dam used 

verine (in channel and flood plain) ecology.  
oreover the storage reservoir would flood less land and displace fewer people. 

with consideration for all sectors.  
It would not be able to hold a late flood, but its full capacity operation would have less 
effect on the ri
M
 
Of course fish passes are required for a fuller maintenance of the fish environment  
Research is needed on fish passes to make sure they work for local species. The higher 

e dam the more expensive they are. 
 

ialogue

th

D  is needed with the wild-capture bio-aquatic sectors to determine what size, 
tim  
the rive able extent in any dammed river. 

Fut e
 

 is the Nam Beng dam that seems most likely to go ahead, supplying local demand 
rather than export. Its expected date of completion is 2008. Mean monthly flow data are 
being sought. 
 
A further 40 or so very small hydro sites are being considered and should come ‘on 
stream’ in the next 15 years. This number could very probably be increased if support 
were there. 
 

Hydro-electricity Dams  in the Upper Mekong Basin 
 

• China has built two large hydroelectricity dams on the Mekong mainstream and 
is planning to build more.  

• This thought to have already reduced suspended load as far down as Pakse  
• Figure below illustrates the major increase in storage that can be expected 

between 2010 and 2016.  

ing and quality of releases are needed and the importance of fish passes to maintain 
rine ecosystems to a reason

ur  Hydro-electricity Schemes 

It
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CUMULATIVE ACTUAL AND PLANNED 
STORAGE CAPACITY OF DAMS ON THE 
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Total mainstream storage as a proportion of annual river flow (same units) will increase 
from  
0.02 from two dams in 2004 to  
0.77 from five dams in 2016.  
 
Pre-dam and China Regulated Hydrograph on the Mekong at Vientiane 
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This will cause a decrease in wet season flow, a major increase in dry season flow, at 
least until major non-dammed Lao tributaries contribute, and decrease in sediment load 
in the mainstream. This will 

• reduce floods, improve navigation (downstream of the lowest dam at least), and 
reduce dry season pump irrigation head, reduce needed water supply filtration 
and reduce dry season salinity in the delta.  

• but will increase channel erosion, reduce flood plain sedimentation, stop fish 
migrating above the lowest dam without effective passes, otherwise degrade 
native fisheries. Because about half of the Mekong sediment is eroded from the 
Tibetan Plateau the dams will have a severe effect on the sediment load. 
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Hydropower Strategies 
 

Profitable, Low Impact Dams 
 
Nevertheless some limited construction of medium sized hydropower dams may be 
advisable to spread the environmental degradation effects of development especially if 
disruption to the river regime can be minimized and those people that suffer, both 
upstream and downstream can be well compensated. 
 
A very small number of profitable low negative impact dams together with a large 
number of very low impact schemes may create the lesser of the development 
problems. 
 

1. say one medium sized dam about 10-15m dam height, 20-15 Mm3 active 
storage, or generating say 10-100MW,  

2. with researched fish ways 
3. submerging very little agricultural land,  

Together with: 
Some run-of-river schemes (insignificant storage) 
Some in-river current floating turbines that are on the market. Isolated villages 
Also several small, and many very small hydropower generation plants  

• 12 very small hydro-schemes in 2003 were supplying just over 3 MW of 
electricity in SA1L, and 6.4 MW nationwide.  

• These rely only on small weirs and so have very little effect on downstream 
flows.  

• Used for isolated villages but with roads as the villagers must have cash.  
• These are more certain investments based on local demand.  

 
It should be noted that worldwide almost all people displaced by dams are now worse 
off than they were before the dam was built.  
 
Dams should be designed and operated so they can  
release water to go as far as possible towards mimicing the timing and nature of the 
natural flow in quantity, chemically, in temperature and with sediment load. 
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IRRIGATION 
 
Irrigation is almost always the largest consumer of water. 
 
Riverfed irrigation built by the government covers small areas in northern Lao PDR in 
NE-SW zones following the topographic pattern of flat lowlands.  

 
 
 
The village people living on small streams have long had their own small scale 
irrigation schemes, gravity fed from weirs, even though each scheme only irrigates very 
small areas. These are set up on very small streams and may deplete the stream below 
the weir although offering a fish friendly environment in the scheme. Research is 
needed to determine whether access to irrigation and associated fish is equitable and the 
spatial variation in conditions.  
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Irrigation   
1. increases household and sub-regional food security and nutrition  
2. reduces migration to towns  
3. perhaps hinders malaria reduction.     

 
Irrigation construction by the government expanded rapidly in recent years.  
 

Irrigated Areas Nationwide
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(Sector Review) 

 
The irrigated wet season rice area for six provinces has been rising steadily over 15 

years from very little to about 18,000 hectares.  
 
Total irrigated areas in the dry season are about the same. 
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Water Consumption 
 Irrigation

Depth 
Irrigation 
Volume 

Wet season 0.4 m 72 Mm3 
Dry Season 0.7m 126 Mm3 
Total  198 Mm3 
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Irrigation in six Provinces of SA1L thus uses about 200Mm3 per year.  
But this is less than half a percent of the contribution of SA1L’s stream flow to the 
Mekong. 
 

Wet Rice (Flat and Terraced) Wet Season 
Cropping Areas, 

Six Provinces, Sub-Area 1L
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As would be expected given the relatively large area of flat to undulating topography in 

 

Xayabouli the largest areas of irrigation is found there according to the data shown in 
figure below. 

All Wet Rice (Flat land and Terraced) 
Wet Season Rice (Rainfed and Irrigated) 

in Six Provinces of SA1L
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Note decline in the area of all wet season wet rice in Oudomxay after 1990  

at is reason? Wh
Sho dul  they be helped? 
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Irrigation Strategy  
 

 2005 total government agricultural investment 
apital investment will equal recurrent expenditure.  

Government Investment in Agriculture 
 
Most importantly for Sub-Area 1L from
c
 

Agricultural Sector Investment, Lao PDR 
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• Government effort on irrigation will be aimed at running and improved management 
of existing schemes.  

• Irrigation will gain relatively less promotion. Rainfed agriculture, will gain more.  
• The latter will be promoted through research and extension which will contribute to 

watershed management.  
 

Weirs  or Pumps? 
                                                                                                                                                                         

• Government constructed irrigation is riverfed: gravity fed from weirs and 
pumped from the river.  

• Pump schemes implies large recurrent fuel, maintenance, repair, rehabilitation 
and replacement costs to run the pumps. This will take a lot of future recurrent  

haps most importantly do not 

 

mption

budget. 
• But pumps involve lower initial costs and per

interrupt fish migration routes and trap sediment like concrete weirs may do. 
• Fish passes on weirs may be a more cost-effective solution. 

Irrigation Scenarios 
 
Future irrigation water consu  will depend on the expansion of the irrigation area, 

rom rice to 

the ‘depth’ of irrigation, ie the volume supplied per unit area, both for the wet and dry 
season.  
 
Different crops require quite difference irrigation depths. As farmers move f
a variety of ‘row’ crops under dry season irrigation the ‘depth’ required will fall.  

As the efficiency
 

 of the supply process is rarely very high, the crop transpires only a 
proportion of th n f a  in t  the streams. If the 
efficiency increases the area could expand or the pumping or diversion time could 
decrease. 

e water take rom the w ter body, his case
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Rice Are tions

 
• Irrigated areas will increase very little following projected reduced capital 

a Projec   

investments in agriculture noted above.  

Projected Area of Rice Cultivation, Lao PDR 
(hectares)
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ake recurrent and capital costs equal and  
3. the limited area of flat land will limit irrigation expansion.  

 
Irrigation in SA1L is now estimated to use about 200Mm3 per year  
The growth rate from 1997 to 2001 was 2800 hectares per year but the area may be 
hardly expanding in 2003.  
 
Future growth is very difficult to predict but may average a modest 1000 hectares per 
year. This could vary from a low of say 700 to a high of 1500 hectares per year. The 
 areas and water consumption figures for 2020 are given in Table………. 
(Assuming total wet and dry season irrigation depth of 0.7 + 0.4 m = 1.1m) 
 

Irrigation Consumption Scenarios 
Expansion 
Rate 

Hectares 
per year 

Area in 
2020 
(hectares) 

Water 
Consumption in 
2020 (Mm3) 

 
Irrigation area is unlikely to expand rapidly because of 

1. Over investment in irrigation in 1997-2000,  
2. the changing government policy to m

Probable  1000 38,000 420 
Low 700 32,000 224 
High 1500 48,000 528 

 
Expansion is also likely to be greatest in Xayabouli given the relatively large area of 
flat to undulating topography.  
Oudomxay might be given some special assistance to regain past areas. 
Luang Phabang is as prominent as Xayabouli in dry season rice irrigation, both 
provinces booming notably from 1995 and might be expected to continue to grow faster 
than other provinces without a strategy change.  
Row crops (or ‘upland’ crops) (ie non-rice) under irrigation will continue to grow in 
Luang Phabang particularly if the tourism numbers grow steadily. 
 

Waste Water or Return Flow from Irrigation 
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esticideP  use has been reduced m
f water pollution from this source has all but disappeared.  

arkedly in Lao PDR since the early 1990s so the risk 
o
 

ineral/chemical fertM ilizer use is however o rease so irrigatin the inc on return flow to 
reams and groundwater will contain increasing concentrations of nitrates and surface 

water bodies to a lesser extent phosphates. 
st
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WATER SUPPLY AND WASTE WATER 

Domestic, Office and Industrial Water Consumption Estimates 
 ta Annual 

onsumption 

 
 

Average Per Capi
Consumption C

(Mm3) 
Urban piped 57 300 
Industrial .6 (part of above 1 ) 
Household urban 
systems 

6.5 50 (assumed) 1

Total urban 74  
Rural 50 (assumed) 68 
Total National 142  
 

ational town and s only about 5% ual national N  village water consumption i of ann
irrigation consumption of about 3000 Mm3 in round figures. 
 
In SA1 r 
supply 
 
Most other towns and rural people use wells, springs (both  groundwater), stream 
water and f catchments.  
 
Domestic, office, industrial and mining use in SA1L

L at least Luang Phabang, Oudomxay and Luang Namtha have piped wate
systems.  

 from
occasionally rainwater from roo

 is sm all 
irrigation c 3 per year.  
 
We have no data on m  

ural Water Supply and Sanitation in Northern Lao PDR and SA1L 

• 

 

aller than even the sm
onsumption at 200 Mm

ining use or waste water discharge to water bodies in SA1L.

R
 

In the table below Xayabouli (having a lot of flat/undulating land) stands out as 
a well served province with a large number of dry privies, at least in towns.  
Bokeo • has the best coverage of clean water (domestic supply). 

Percentage of Households with Services in SA1L in 1997-98 
 Clean Improved 

water Sanitation
Phongsaly 27 12 
Luang Namtha 29 27 
Oudomxay 32 16 
Bokeo 45 18 
Luang Phabang 37 25 
Xayabouli 33 70 
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Percentage of Population using Various Drinking Water Sources, Northern Laos 
PD 2

5.4 
R, 000 

Piped into dwelling 
Piped into yard or plot 6.3 
Public tap – mainly GFS 5.6 
Tubewell / borehole with pump 3.2 
Protected dug well or protected spring 8.5 
Bottled water 0.3 
Rain water collection 0.1 
Unprotected dug well or spring 12.0 
Pond, river or stream  43.8 
Tanker or truck vendor 0 
GFS 13.6 
Other 1.2 
Missing data 0 
Total 100 
Total with officially safe water 43.0 

 
We need data on the state of repair of facilities or the number in good working order. 
 

Percentage of Population Using Various Means of Excreta Disposal, 
Northern Lao PDR, 2000. 

Flush to sewerage system or septic tank 0.3 
Pour flush latrine (water seal) 30.8 
Traditional pit latrine 13.7 
Bush or field 55.0 
Other  0.2 
Missing data 0 
Total 100 
Total using sanitary means 45.0 

 
Factory and Mining Waste Discharge 

• Se
• The collapse of tailings

massive fish d p  people e  or drink the water.  
 

ajor rise took place 
ic? 

 
• Factory waste discharge is not important now as factory numbers and sizes are 

small. 
• Mining waste discharge is also probably minor, but two moderately large mines 

are situated in SA1L.  
epage from mine dumps can pollute streams and groundwater.  

  dams can result in serious pollution of rivers with 
 kills an oisoning of  who at fish

Water Related Health 
 
Cleaner and more plentiful and/or convenient water supplies, improved hygiene and 
control of pollution raises health standards.  
Diarrhoea deaths nationwide are declining very uncertainly. A m
between 1997 and 1999. What caused this epidem
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Deaths from Water, Sanitation and Hygiene 
Related Diseases, Lao PDR
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• Better health reduces death rates thus increases population and thus impact on 

 up, or preferably both.  

tion of population to be covered by clean water and sanitation is projected to 
crease as is shown in the figure below. Even this increase will still have only a very 

min  i
 

land and water resources  
• Either birth control (spacing) programmes or resource management must be 

stepped

Water Supply and Sanitation Scenario 
 
The propor
in

or mpact on national water consumption. 

Percent of Rural Population Covered by Water Supply 
and Sanitation up to 2020
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Sanitation in towns and countryside in the form of pour flush latrines are gradually 
replacing dry pit privies and field defecation. This is contributing to better health and 
population growth, but may be polluting the nearby down-slope groundwater and 
occasionally streams. 
 
Based on national population growth, urbanization and the likelihood of full urban 
coverage with piped water by 2020 and per capita rises, it is estimated that the national 
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water supply co ut 700 Mm3 
er annum.  

 2020 

nsumption including all types of water system will be abo
p
 

imate forTable   National Water Supply Consumption Est
 2020 lpcd Mm3/year 
Urban 2,952,000 500  539 
Rural 5,248,000 70 134 
TOTAL   673 

 
SA s out 30% of the national total so its water supply use may 
be a

Water Supply and Sanitation Policy/Strategy 
 
Nat w

1L’  population may be ab
bout 100 Mm3. 

ion ide urban piped water aim is supply all town people with a piped water supply 
by 2020. This will be done using funds generated by charging real costs to existing 
con
 

he issue is not the total consumption but mainly the rural people’s access

sumers and multilateral loans. 

T  to sufficient 
quality water and sanitation facilities, and water pollution locally. 
 
The government rural goal is to reach the figure of 90% clean water coverage by 2020, 
s the Government’s development policy is:  

• encourage private supply and sanitation ventures in easy-to-reach areas 

r 
r and sanitation systems. 

 the tables above for Northern Laos as a whole in 2000 44% of 
peo  
bush or
 
To aired facilities 
such as dug wells with counter-levered buckets and pit privies could be provided as a 
first ste

• Monitoring factory waste discharge should start to prevent long-term problems. 
• Monitoring and inspection of mines and dialogue with mine managers should 

start.  Regulation is needed. 

a
• to improve water supply and environmental health in rural areas; 
• focus on inaccessible, poverty-ridden areas; and 

 
Rural water supply will be provided on a commercial basis where possible. The poore
communities will be assisted to build wate
 
As can be seen from

ple still use river water for drinking and 55% of people are still defecating in the 
 field.  

facilitate this policy/strategy cheaper for remote villages easily rep

p.  
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NAVIGATION AND RIVER WORKS 
 
River works include ports, blasting and dredging, and bank protection. 

arily concerned with navigation.  
rimarily concerned with riverside land values and thus is really a 

ifferent sector.  

on)  
2. natu
3. veg
4. glo
5. rap
6. high groundwater levels at banks 
7. cult t
8. qua blasting of river rocks  
9. floo
10. wat
11. oth

sulting ‘mass sedimentation’ at least temporarily 
cha e
This is  
 
Many ‘obstacles’ have recently been blasted and dredged in the upper part of SA1L 
facilitating navigation but disturbing local aquatic ecosystems, at least temporarily.  
 
Survey has b
in Tonpheung and Houaysai districts (LNMC, 2002) and Xayabouli (3.6 km) but we 

ave little data from elsewhere in SA1L.  
 
The gra

• a significant increase in both forms of traffic nationwide in early 1990s with 

• 
• Why has merchandise weight stagnated in the last ten years?  
• Is this due to a combination of fall in the Centre and South and rise in the 

North?   
 

Only the first three are prim
Bank protection is p
d
Erosion and collapse has multiple causes including  

1. boat waves (navigati
ral causes,  

etation removal,  
bal warming,  
id river level drops  

iva ion of banks 
rrying of stream sediment and 
d levees,  
ershed degradation in general and  
er bank protection.  

 
Bank erosion and collapse and the re

ng s the channel cross section and flow characteristics. 
a complex issue that needs more study and dialogue. 

een done on bank erosion and collapse in Bokeo (17.5 km and 144 ha lost) 

h

ph shows  

continuing if not uncertain growth in passenger numbers.  
This sudden increase indicates a need for regulation.  
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Merchandise and Passenger Transport by 
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 PR China and facilitated by clearing of rapids and sand bars.  
• The Yunnan-Thai trade has been growing at 40% per year but most trade 

nnan and Thailand still goes by sea.   
r trade.  

er trade could be jeopardized by the 

Policies/Strategies 
 
The government has ten policies /strategies to improve navigation especially on the 
mainstream link to China:  

1. New port construction,  
2. Riverbank protection using local products,  
3. Safer travel,  
4. Better transport organizations,  
5. Better data collection,  
6. A study project to establish an inland clearing centre,  
7. Setting up joint ventures,  
8. Organize cooperative ventures with Yunnan province,                                                         
9. Introduce electronic methods on the boats,   
10. A river boat patrol unit  

 
tion has negative affects, 

• It is notable that no studies are planned on the location, timing and causes of 

Navigation and River Works Scenario 
 

• River trade is increasing rapidly driven by the massive technological growth in 
Thailand and

between Yu
• Presumably similar growth is being experienced by the China-Lao rive
• But continued growth in the Northern riv

finishing of two roads from China to Thailand, one through Myanma and one 
through Lao PDR.   

As naviga

riverbank erosion/collapse and proposed solutions.  
* For example, row crops grown on river banks just above the falling 
water level in the dry season denies this zone permanent vegetat
secure the sedimentary soil.  

ion to 
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*  If the growers could use new hydro-electricity they could pump water to 
the riverside flats and promote permanent water-tolerant vegetation on the 
banks.  

 
• Neither

speed a
 

• Study i ixed 
investm      

 
 

 is any work planned on the methods of regulating boat waste discharge, 
nd noise.  

s needed of the likely impact of these two roads before more major f
ent is placed in navigation.                                                                         
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FLOODS 
 

• The seasonal variation in Mekong mainstream flow is decreasing.  
• But floods on tributaries are said to be increasing.  
• Watershed degradation exacerbates m inly local flooding on tributaries and is 

• 
• oods have significant benefits as they help recharge aquifers beneath 

flood plain with nutrients for plants, both natural 
and cultural, and the aquatic ecosystems.  

ice fields.  

Increased flooding not only results from  

 watersheds but also  
3. population and settlement growth and design on the flood plain.  

 
The ‘flat-lowlanders’ must realize their own responsibility for flooding problems.  
 
A few floods do occur in the North. Damage was recorded in 1976 and 2002.  Loss of 
life is not recorded. 
 
Flood prevention  

• is being undertaken nationwide mainly in relation to irrigation areas.  
• expanding at the rate of 3.5 % per year.  
• It is to be hoped however that by building embankments that a false sense of 

security is not created. 
  

a
likely to be contributing to the increased tributary flooding.  
Flash floods and possibly mud flows occur on small tributaries. 
Moderate fl
the plains and replenish the 

• Fish and nutrients reach the flood plain wetlands including the r
 

1. heavier storms and  
2. changed sloping land use in case of small to medium

Flood Prevention Areas, Nationwide
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Strategy 
 
There are essentially three types of flood mitigation that can be carried out: structural, 
ecological and socio-economic.  

1. The structural type involves levees, dams, channeling and drainage.  
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2. The ecological type involves a greater density, height, diversity and permanence 
 in the watershed, a topic which has been covered under watershed 

management.  

to either persuade or prevent people using the lowest areas 
of the flood plain for relatively permanent land uses.  

e 
collectively for a serious flood.  

ained 
fall measurement and flood risk. 

hese measures are not substitutes but compliment one another. 

hat 
patterns.  

 
A f d

1. The quantity and quality of watershed management,  

ds 
4. Changes to the river channels including quarrying, and serious sedimentation 

 plain 

pportunities they have for protecting 

er processes 4-9 above should be easier to organize.  

he most promising scenario is thus one in which  
1. the government leads the lowland people towards a substantial effort in this area,  
2. several ‘medium’ dams are built, 
3. watershed management progresses well especially in those catchments without 

dams, and includes flash flood provisions, and 
4. moderate floods are accepted and even encouraged in rural areas. 

 

of vegetation

3. The socio-economic type includes  
A.  Measures 

B.  Flood forecasting and timely media broadcasting can enable th
people to prepare individually and 
C.  In areas where flash floods are a probability villagers can be tr
in rain
 

T
 
Flood mitigation must take into account the physical changes in the flood plain t
change the flow 

Flood Scenario 

loo  scenario would need to be based on progress in  

2. Prospective dam siting, designs and their operational procedures,  
3. Training and gauge installation for villages at risk of flash floo

and erosion 
5. Plans for flood levee construction and drainage 
6. Actual and planned land use, including building up land, on the flood
7. House design 
8. Flood forecasting 
9. The population on the flood plain and the o

property and people or escaping from the worst floods. 
 
This is obviously a complex issue even if good data were available.  
 
Given the motivation that flood plain people have for avoiding the worst floods, 

reparation undp
 
T
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TOURISM AND RECREATION 
 

• Tourism is now the top foreign exchange earner for Laos.  
 

Tourism Revenue Nationwide, 1991 - 2002
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sing on ancient 

nother 

 
Luan  Sub-Area 1L 
But t

as can be seen for the drop in numbers in Luang Phabang in 2001. 
 

• It still has high potential to rise in Sub-Area 1L. Most is focu
towns and sites, and ethnic diversity. ‘Environmental tourism’ is a
attraction.  

Recreation numbers are unknown. 

g Phabang clearly dominates the tourist numbers in
he numbers are influenced by  

1. Security conditions  
2. Health scares   

Tourist Numbers per Province Sub-
area 1L
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Tourism Scen
 

is sometimes hit by 

ears. Is 

1. the first flush tends to be rapid ‘tourist fatigue’ as people look for a new 
destination.  

2.  because of the uncertain disease and security environment.  
 

growth of an average of US10 million per year could be achieved over the next 
is would bring nationwide revenue to about US$250 million at 

 

’ 
 environmental and cultural conservation.

ario 

Tourism, including water-related tourism is increasing rapidly, but 
security and health scares.   
 
Revenue has been rising at about US15million per year over the last 10 y
continued growth at this rate possible given that  

Perhaps 
twenty years. Th

rices.constant p

Tourism Strategy 
ting: ‘pro-poor, community-based tourism• The government is promo

is depends strongly on• Th     

tigue’ is thus advisable to continue to develop new tourist 
ntinue to improve promotion methods.  

he number of rooms rising markedly. The old buildings here 
s they are all within walking distance of each other.  

 
al tours from Phongsali and Luang 

ld attract larger numbers.  

d tourism

 
Because of ‘tourist fa
destinations and ideas and co
 
Only in Luang Phabang is t
are easier to promote a

Research might be useful on integrated eco-cultur
Namtha towns that wou
 
Water-relate  has potential on the streams for long arrival and departure trips 

ps’ and to a lesser extent on new reservoirs. Safety is probably the key 
could organize more training for boat owners and 

captains on this matter. A premium price can be charged for trips that have obvious 

 

shorter ‘day tri
issue for tourists. The government 

safety factors. 
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S o k
Namt Luang Phabang and Xayabouli, are to b
co e ts of t
provinces, Huaphan, Xieng Khuang and Vientiane, in SA 1L it will also be considered. 
 

 Sub-Area 1L 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

ix pr vinces of the Lao PDR wholly within Sub-Area 1L (SA1L) Bo
ha, Phongsali, Oudomxay, 

eo, Luang 
e fully 

nsid red in this study. Where data is easily available for the par hree other 

Figure: 1  The Provinces of

 
 
 
This report will cover  

• population and people 
• national finance 
• an introduction to water-related processes 
• the eight sectors to be covered in the planning process as follows: 

1. Forestry/watershed management 
2. Fisheries 
3. Hydropower  
4. Irrigated agriculture 
5. Water supply and wastewater 
6. Navigation-river works 
7. Flood control/management 
8. Tourism and recreation 

 
The four cross-cutting themes are also covered in the next part. 

1. Human resource development 
2. Socio-economic issues (including poverty and gender) 
3. The Environment 
4. Public participation 
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Integrated sce
 
Although this report focuses on SA1L is relevant to some extent to other sub-areas in the 
Lao PDR. 
 
Basin Development Planning {BDP} is concerned first with understanding the interaction 
of human and water-related resources and processes, both in the recent past and 
immediate future. It then proposes an integrated set of aims, strategies and actions in 
order to maximize human benefits. This report is concerned primarily with Sub-Area 1L 
but also considers the whole of the Mekong basin and important influences from outside 
the basin. 
 
The MRC ‘vision’ is for ‘an economically prosperous, socially just and environmentally 
sound Mekong River Basin’.     
                                                                                                                                                                                                 

1.1  Information Required        
 
The reader will notice many gaps and uncertainties in the data that need to be filled in 
and resolved in the near future. The data gathering process is in need of improvement. 
Below is listed in one place that data that is still needed to fill out this report. Some of 
this will be available in Vientiane and so be in the provincial and district offices. 
Some will require field and/or desk studies. 
 

 the longer term all government agencies should start to organize the data according to 
e 

f catchment committees or an equivalent structure. 
 

ation that would be Valuable for Study of Sub-Area 1L 
rmation Required 

 
Possible Source 

narios are covered in the next part. 

me may 

In
districts and tributary catchments as well as by provinces. This will probably require th
setting up o

Table   Inform
Info

Sub-Area 1L  
1. Lists All ongoing and planned projects in SA1L to be financed 

ign donor,  

nt {direct} 

CPC 
by 

♦ Lao government,  
♦ Known private Lao  
♦ Fore
♦ Loans  
♦ Foreign investme

R avigation, Erosion,  ainfall, River flow, Storage, Floods, N
Sedimentation and Pollution 
2. Mass movement, from survey or anecdote Provincial staff 
3. Information on the significant areas of bank erosion in the 

mainstream and tributaries of (in tables or reports or maps)  
CTPC? 
Provincial 
agencies 

4. Information on changes in sand bars {surveyed or anecdotal} Provincial 
agencies 

5. Any data on sedimentation in dam and weir storage areas ID,MAF or ED, 
MIH 

6. Mining discharge to water bodies and any projections Provincial MIH 
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7 harge to water Provincial MIH . Factory {processing and manufacturing} disc
bodies and any projections 

8. or each province Provincial 
n 

Flood area, duration and depths f
Irrigatio

9. Data on earthquakes from location, magnitude, and frequency  MIH geology 
and mines 
department 

Water Supply  
10. 

Nampapa and 
Water used by all the various non-agricultural uses and plans Provincial 

Nam Saat 
11.

Nampapa and 
Nam Saat 

 Waste Water treatment Provincial 

H oydr power  
1

p

2. Storage volumes, flow changes, resettlement numbers, MIH Electricity 
submerged land areas and fish passes for dams actual and 

lanned  
Department 

13. ams on tributaries to be considered?  LNMC or MIH Are run-of-river d
Agriculture and Fisheries  
14. 

y
Information on fisheries production in streams over at least 5 

ears and any projections 
Provincial 
fisheries 

15. 
exiting and planned irrigation projects. 

Data on irrigation water supply in wet and dry seasons to ID, MAF 

1
production and depth etc over at least 5 years  Irrigation 

6. Any plans/projections on wet and dry season irrigation areas, Provincial 

 

Small Areas of Three Provinces 

Three provinces, Huaphan, Xieng Khuang and Vientiane, have small areas within SA1L. 
It was decided early on in the BDP process for SA1L that if village survey data from the 
whole of these three provinces were used it would bias the overall view of SA1L. 

spection of district maps shows that even use of district data would be inappropriate. 
tter. But even if this were easily available it 

ould take time to obtain and incorporate for limited improvement of the overall view of 
SA1L. So it was d  provinces until 
 later stage of pla

n the other hand, any special project data from these areas such as dams or tree planting 
ata 

 
 

 

In
‘Khet’ {former Tasseng} data would be be
w

ecided to leave out village survey data from these three
nning refinement. Data from the first two provinces above is nearly all a

in the Nam Khan tributary catchment. The area in Vientiane province is in the Nam 
Phuong ‘tributary zone’ of several small tributaries. If these catchments are to be studied 
in detail the data from the relevant khets would be necessary.  
 
O
that can easily be extracted from the provincial or district data or reports was used. D
obtained from remote sensing for the small areas of these three provinces is already 
incorporated in the SA1L maps without any trouble. 
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Figure 2    The Major Tributary Catchments of Sub-Area 1L 

 
(MRC) 

 
1.2 The Local Challenge 

 
The development a n 
SA1L are 

5. Hilly and 
ulti-ethn  
arsely p u

 densi
9. The rainfall ra ily, 

mainly in a well defined wet season 
10. Land that is about 95 percent steeply sloping, excluding Xayabouli.   
11. Most of the forest has gone in the central zone of SA1L.  

heir 

children dies in its first year. 

 ch llenge in Northern Lao PDR seems enormous. The conditions i

mountainous 
ic 6. M

7. Sp op lated  
8. The ty of roads and communication infrastructure is still very low. 

nges from about 1200 mm to about 3500 mm falling heav

12. The people are ‘materially poor’ by modern standards, but not necessarily by t
own standards. 

13. Many have poor health. In some hill and mountain villages about one in three 
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• But the people are culturally rich. 
 
The Northern region also has positive features that give hope for the future.  

 
The North is a major tourist attraction for several reasons: Luang Phabang city as a world 
heritage site, the diverse ethnicity and the striking landscapes. As well there is much
surviving forest in the peripheral areas and substantial rainfall. 
 

1.3 Two Important Concepts 
 
Two important concepts can help understand the issues. 
Diversity 

• Diversity of organisms is a critical concept. 
• High diversity, as in a tropical forest or an integrated farm, helps ecological 

stability and 
• Low diversit  growth. 

 
p 

revention is important. Price collapse in 
predominant crops such as coffee and job’s tears in low diversity farms also 
seriously

• A balance between stability and growth is best, but what balance? The choice 

thus sustainability. 
y, as in a tree plantation, helps short-term material

• But low diversity brings risks. Bird flu in factory chickens, teak leaf disease are 
recent examples. The risk in factory farms is particularly high when one farm has
an ecological connection to the natural ecosystems from which diseases can jum
to sensitive animals. Disease p

 affects these farms. 

should be made at the local level, but after support for learning. 
 
Learning 

1. Learning is critical to development. It is the key process in HRD 
2. Learning is a wi ay to assist learning. 
3. All the people from remote villagers to senior government staffer in SA1L will 

need to learn rapidly

der issue than training. Training is just one w

 to face not only the local challenge but that coming from 
many directions. 

4. The challenge includes giant growing neighbours, that are sources of ideas and 
markets, and can be seen as a ‘land link’ opportunity, but must also be recognized 
as a risk or threat. The threat may come in the form of government debt, private 
debt, illegal migration, plant, animal or human disease, or bribery associated with 
investment. 

5. The challenge also includes global pollution, global disease and technological 
change/growth. 

6. The learning must be rapid if Laos is to face this challenge, prosper, remain at 
peace, and stay culturally and politically independent. 

 
The key issues are  

• Who will learn,  
• What will they learn  
• How will they learn.  

 
These are the most important issues of all 
 

1.4 Government Policies and Strategies 
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This study of trategy 
NRDS} developed by the Committee for Planning and Cooperation with ADB support, 

which itself builds on the government’s long-term plans and especially the National 

ass poverty by 2010, elimination of 
opium production by 2005 and phasing out of shifting cultivation by 2010. It also has 
three pillars or ob

1. rap ith equi
2. socio-cultural developm
3. conservation of the environment,  

that together can guide this water resources planning process. It is this government desire 
to balance elo nt that n inte  wate sources or 
catchment planning to proceed easily. 
 
The table below illustrates the government’s policies in the eight sectors.  
 

Table 2  National Development Policies 
Sector Development Policy 

Sub-Area 1L acknowledges the Northern Region Development S
{

Poverty Eradication Program {NPEP}.  
 
The NPEP has three key goals: eradication of m

jectives:  
id growth w ty,  

ent and  

 and integrate dev pme  enables a grated r re

Watersheds • Develop watershed management. 
Fisheries  • Collection of information on the extent and nature of capture 

fishery;  
• Develop infrastructure and human resources in fishery management; 
• Promote development of aquaculture; and  
• Regulate fishing activities 

Hydropower • Reduce imported fuel; 
• Support rural development and reduce regional power imbalance; 
• Encourage private sector investment in hydropower development; 
• Earn foreign currency for socio-economic development; 
• Minimise environmental impacts; 

Irrigation • Achieve food self-sufficiency; increase commodity production and 
reduce shifting cultivation  

• Involve all stakeholders in irrigation development and management; 
• Coordinate irrigation schemes with other means of increased 

agricultural production;  
Urban water supply, sanitation and waste water 
• Increase amenity of life in urban areas by providing affordable, 

reliable and quality services in commercial water supply and in 
sanitation. 

Water supply 
and waste 
water 
 

Rural water supply and sanitation 
• Improve water supply and environmental health in rural areas; 
• Focus on inaccessible, poverty-ridden areas; and 
• Encourage private water supply and sanitation ventures in easy-to-

reach areas. 
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Navigation • Maintain current transport capability by river; 
• Improve navigation aids and information for safety travel; 
• Encourage use of river transport in wet season to reduce road 

transport traffic; 
• Riverbanks erosion protection; 

Floods • Protect against flood damage 
Tourism • Promote eco-tourism and cultural and historical based tourism hand 

in hand with water resource and environment protection 
 

 
 
New strategies for government to overcome low per person productivity in town and 
countryside is important. Even present productivity in sloping land is falling due to 
shorter fallow periods, and before it can be raised it must be at least stabilized and for that 
to happen requires totally different farming and tree planting systems and /or out 
migration from the steep land.  

 
ing through, interacting and living in a hilly and 

ountainous environment, and the colonialism and wars they have suffered. A complex 
eography and history must be understood to understand the present conditions and thus 

to  
of g quit -c de nt vir ntal rva
 
In the cities and for major infra-structural projects, greater reliance on open market 
mech it  gov nt supervision is required. This is at least relevant to 
hydro rojects, r er bank orks, riv  transpo and tr lantat s.
 

P A   P L
 
As is n th  b e L  is n i ng g  
have either grown rapidly or are growi
but also actual and potential threats. 
 

Figure 3  Relative Populations of Neighbouring Nations 

 
But it should be recognized that low productivity is a symptom or outcome of the history
of several agricultural peoples mov
m
g

propose better ways forward. This is evident in the government call for the integration
rowth, e y, socio ultural velopme  and en onme  conse tion. 

anisms w h better ernme
power p iv  w er rt ee p ion   

2.  OPUL TION AND EOP E 

 shown i e figure elow th ao PDR
ng rapidly. This provides not only opportunities 

 a tiny ation ma nly amo iants, that

Relative Populations of Lao PDR and 
Neighbours

PR China
Vietnam
Thailand
Cambodia
Lao PDR
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Within SA1L Luang Phabang, Bokeo and Xayabouli have the densest, if not still sparse 
populations. Luang Phabang because of its ancient status, Bokeo due to its similarity and 
closeness to Chiangrai and Xayabouli because of its flat to undulating land. 

Figure 4   Provincial Population Density 
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in Six Provinces of Sub-area 1L
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The population is als ches for scattered 
villages. The density 
 
Looking at the ‘population map’ prepared by MRC (below) the population is certainly 
densest and seems to be concentrated in the flat lowlands but this area is so small that 
really most of the population is probably scattered at low density in villages in the hills 
and mountains. 

o shown in the map below mainly as dots and pat
is given in ‘head’ per square kilometer.  
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Figure 5  Population Dot and Shading Map for Sub-Area 1L 
 

 
Luang Phabang has the large bly due to it having the 
ancient regional center despite an unfavourable topography. Nevertheless it is the 
topographic-related density that is important.  

Table   Provincial Populations and Densities, SA1L 
Province 

Villages 2000 (mid-
year) 

km2 
Density 
head/km2

st population and density presuma

 

Rural Population Area* 

Phongsali 562 174,000 16270 11 
Louang Namtha 382 131,000 9325 14 
Oudomxay 677 240,000 15370 16 
Bokeo 346 130,000 6196 21 
Luang Phabang 895 416,000 16875 25 
Xayabouli 480 333,000 16389 21 

* Exact areas are in dispute 
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Figure 6   SA1L Population Densities 
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uang Phabang also ha lds. Xayabouli has 
the best sex (not gender!) balance. 
 
 

 saly nam
 

boury 
 

 
L s the greatest number of villages and househo

Table  Settlements, Households and Sex in the Provinces of Sub-Area 1L, 2001 
Feature Phong- Luang- Oudom- Bokeo LPB Xaya- Total 

tha xay 
 

Area Km2
16,270 9,325 15,370 6,196 16,875 16,389  

    80,425 
District 7 5 7 6 11 10 46 
Village 598 403 695 373 950 533 3,552 

Household 26,800 23,034 35,886 22,121 65,620 56,406 229,867 
Population 179,600 134,900 241,100 133,500 428.800 342,900 1,460,800 

Males 90,400 69,000 124,500 67,500 216,400 171,500 739,300 
Females 89,200 65,900 122,600 66,000 212,400 171,400 727,500 
Density 
Per./km2 11 14 16 21 25 21  

(National Statistics Center 2001) 
 

Population Growth Rate 
 
The population of Northern Laos, that includes not only the six provinces of SA1L but 
also Huaphan, Xieng Khuang and Xaysomboon Special Zone, has been growing at the 
moderately fast rate of about 2.4 percent per year  
 

Table  Populati hern Lao PDR on Growth in Nort
 1982 1989 2000
Population of (millions) 1.1 1.3 1.7 
Annual growth rate 2.38 2.42  

(Jica/MAF pap8-3) 
 
The figure below shows the population spurt from 1998/99 as the number of families 
really households). (
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Figure 7   Household growth in Lao PDR 
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Six provin
rates of 2.6

1L
2.631. 

Table    Pro
1

 have populations growing at similar rates annual een the 

l Population
2000 

rowt
01 2 

Gr
rat
(Pe ) 

5. Luang Pr 406,000 416,000 428,800 44 2.62abang 0,693 4
7. Sayabou 324,700 333,000 342,900 35 2.62ry 2,424 2
3. Oudomsa 233,900 240,000 247,100 25 2.62y 3,910 7
1. Phongsal 170,100 174,000 179,600 18 2.62y 4,626 3
2. Luangnamtha 127,700 131,000 134,900 138,596 2.621
4. Bokeo 12 137,233 2.6316,400 130,000 133,500 

Total 1,388,800 1,424,00  1,466,800 1,507,482 2.6240
(Data from Sub-Area Sector Review) 

 
Figure 8  Population Growth in Six Provinces 
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(Note that the lation for O here is different from that of the NSC). 

growth ra  the hill and eoples is higher than that of the lowland Lao so 
f North ely to be hig n the national a e. 

rate ghest in Xay ollowed by Lu Phaba ificantly the
are also the provinces with highest death rate along with Bokeo. Life expectancy for 

 popu udomxay 
The te of mountain p
that o is lik her tha verag
 
The birth  is hi abouli, f ang ng. Sign se 
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women is high n Phongsali udomxay. Bokeo has a high birth rate and high 
 rate ow infant mo

ring b  and s  Luang 
 and W re expe cing the highest inflow of people, while 
d districts fu  east are exp ncing signif  outflo ongsali is 

encing major ation betwe tricts while incial als
tha, Oudomxay and Luang Phabang are experiencing the m if nt i

oving out. Southern Luang Phabang people are 
tha people are m

ern Luang Phab people are m g to Oudom   

The people of Phongsali and Luang Namtha no bly sp nd a higher pr portion of inco  
on food than others of SA1L 
 

The structure of population needs to be known in order to predict the significance of 
these scenarios for development. It is assumed that the resent y  structure w
age slightly as the large numbers children enter the work force, w oderate decline 
in fertility due to the spread of girls schooling and urbanization.  

e structure is, because this requires major investment in 
schooling and health. The national population scenarios are given below. 
  
 pulation Scenarios (000’) 
 00 2005 2010 2015 2020   

est i and O
mortality  but l rtality rate. 
 
Significant migration is occur etween within province . Northern
Namtha estern Bokeo a rien
scattere

ri
rther erie icant ws. Ph

capitexpe  migr en dis  prov  of Luang 
icaNam ost sign nflows. 

Notably Xayabouli residents tend to be m
moving out to Xayabouli and eastern Luang Nam
west

oving to Bokeo while 
ang ovin xay.

 
ta e o me

p oung age ill 
ith if a m
       

Population Scenarios 
 
Given Laos’s low population and low population/resource ratio, population growth is not 
a concern, but the young ag

 
 Table  National Po
20

Sc 0 5900 6800 7700 8700   enario 1 520
Scenario 2 5100 5800 6400 7100 7700   
Scenario 3 5234 5921 6651 7415 8207   

 
Figure 9   Population Scenarios 

 
The Khamu people and others of the Mon-Khmer family of the Austro-Asiatic Linguistic 
group is the earliest recognized ethnic group in Sub-area 1L, dating back more than 2000 

 
(Data from National Sector Review) 

 
 

Data from the (National Sector Review) 
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years. They are thought l population that is 
recognized from 10,000 years ago. It is probable that the Mon-Khmer initially lived 
mainly in the lower flatlands. Into this northern region of Laos various other ethnic 
groups have been migrating from the north and possibly other directions, starting with the 
Lao and possibly other Tai-Kadai groups more than a thousand years ago. More recently 
various Hmong-Mien and Tibeto-Burman groups have migrated in, mainly occupying 
hilly and mountainous land.  
 
The people of SA1L are  

1. Mainly Austro-Asiatic (Mon-Khmer) (mainly Khmu) living predominantly in 
hilly country in the central zone 

2. Lao living mainly in lowlands (mainly Lue and Luang Phabang Lao) 
3. Hmong-Mien (Miao-Yao) living in mountains, mainly right in the centre. 
4. Sino-Tibetan (Tibeto-Burman) living in hills and mountains in the far north and 

west.  
 
The Mon-Khm
a -
B
M  Luang Phabang, 
northern Xayabouli and southern Bokeo. Tai-Kadai group to which the Lao belong, are 
found mainly in Xay
d nsity than those on
f

 

Figure 10  Ethnic Groups of Sub-Area 1L 

 to have evolved from the Hoabinian cultura

er are the predominant group in Oudomxay and Luang Phabang but are 
lso numerous in southern Luang Namtha, eastern Bokeo and southern Phongsali. Tibeto
urman people are concentrated in Phongsali, Luang Namtha and Bokeo. The Hmong-
ien groups, more scattered across SA1L, are common in southeastern

ab  but in higher 
e  steep sloping land. Nevertheless the Lao people are increasingly 

ouli and other small plains and river flat areas

arming (including growing and owning trees) on the slopes {Bounthavy and Taillard, 
2000}.  

 

 
(MRC) 
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Ethnic minorities form between 71 and 98 percent of the population of the six provinces
 

Figure 11  Ethnic Minorities 

. 

Percentage of Population Composed on 
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Area 1L
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(Data from MRC) 

 
We should carefully consider the HRD implications for this language diversity.  

 

are rare. Nevertheless total populations 

aterial poverty is widespr er in Xayabouli province 
with its s of plain ). Bu eep in 
mind that poor families are poor wherever they are. At the district level in Xayabouli 
some districts have very low poverty incidence and others very high, so as the 
govern dicated, ill targe s r n prov But even so 
poor fa wi wealthy rict may feel neglected. 
 

Table   Poverty in Six Provinces of SA1L 
Province Total N ber 

ra
Villages in 
Province 

tion 

ated 
mid-year) 

Families 
2
N

Poo
Fam

Percent 
poor 

 
2.1 Livelihoods and Living Standards 

 
ivelihoods and Living Standards L

 
The hill and mountain people mainly live traditional subsistence lives far from towns and
even roads. They live under very rough conditions, suffering low health and life 
xpectancy. Facilities and government services e

are growing partly due to services where the people have moved to near roads or where 
roads have been built near them, and also to the wider vaccination and other health 
programmes that have reached isolated villages. 
 
M ead in the SA 1L but is notably low

ndul see ta large area s and u ating land (

r district

ble below t we should k

ment has in it w t poo ather tha inces. 
milies in an other se ‘ ’ dist

r Populaum
ilies 000?? 2000 of Ru l 

SC (Estim

Phongsali 562 174,000 27,525 15,414 56 
Louang Namtha 382 131,000 23,193 12,236 57 
Oudomxay 677 240,000 40,043 22,331 56 
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Bokeo 346 130,000 22,870 9,446 43 
Luang Phabang 895 416,000 64,881 29,546 46 
Xayabouli 480 333,000 56,783 13,730 24 
 

Figure 12  Poverty in SA1L 
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Provinces
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he people of the North have long developed pre-industrial trade routes along rivers and T
mountain passes for trade in products with a high value to weight ratio. This trade was 
initi
national borders, across them into oth

Table    Sub Area 1L Poverty  by District 
1 Phongsaly province 4. Bokeo province 5. Luangprabang province 

ally between cultural groups in different regions and now with the relatively new 
er nations.  

 
Material poverty is widespread in the SA1L, probably the poorest sub-area in Laos. 
Notably in Xayabouli province has a lower incidence with its large areas of plains and 
undulating land. The greatest poverty thus must be in the hills and mountains. Note the 
high values in Oudomxay in the table below. 

 
e have no time-series data on poverty. How is it changing in various places? W

 

   District Poverty Incidence District Poverty Incidence District Poverty Incidence 
Phongsaly 47.9 Houay Xai 30.4 LuangPrabang 41.8 
May 83.1 Ton Pheung 10.1 Xieng Ngeum 27.7 
Khoa 45.3 Moeng 24.5 Nan 52.3 
Samphanh 96.2 Pha Oudom 63.0 Pak Ou 30.0 
Boun Neua 54.2 Pak Tha 45.5 Nam Bak 49.5 
Nhot Ou 79.0 Total 37.4 Ngoy 53.4 
Boun Tay 40.0   Pak Xeng 78.4 
Total 64.2 3. Oudomxay province Phonxay 89.1 
2.  Luangnamtha province District Poverty Incidence Chomphet 50.4 

District Poverty Incidence Xay 59.2 Viengkham 64.7 
Namtha 44.0 La 60.6 Total 49.4 
Sing 56.7 6. Xaygnaboury NaMo 92.5 
Long 37.4 Nga 66.7 District Poverty Incidence 

ViengPhoukha 90.3 Beng 72.6 Xaygnaboury 31.9 
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Nale 79.7 Houn 80.5 Khop 22.9 
Total 57.5 Pak Beng 63.5 Hongsa 18.7 

 Total  Ngeun 6.4 
    Xieng Hone 61.4 
    Phiang 33.6 
    Pak Lai 10.1 
    Kenethao 17.3 
    Botene 6.8 
    Total 21.2 

 
The People’s Opportunities to Gain from Water Resources Development 
 
Because of the large proportion of people living near subsistence lives, their main use of 
water is for domestic use:  

1. rainfed agriculture,  
2. multi-forest products,  
3. aquatic wild harvesting (fishing plus)  
4. irrigation and  
5. local transport,

roughly in that order.  
 

rural areas. From the figure below it can be seen that Luang 
amtha is the most urban province followed by Oudomxay. On average the northern 

    

  

 
 
 

2.2 Rural and Urban Populations and Conditions 
 
Urbanization just means that the percentage of the population in towns and cities is 
growing relative to the 
N
region is about 10 percent urban totaling about 150,000. The four largest urban 
settlements are Luang Phabang, Oudomxay, Luang Namtha and Xayabouli.  

Figure 13  Rural Population Percentages 
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As SA1L has no major towns that attract large numbers of migrants from other regions 
of Laos. The growth rate due to migration may be lower than the national average, but 
immigration from China, Vietnam and Burma could be significant.    
   

Table    Urbanization Scenario, Lao PDR 
 1999 2005 2010 2015 2020 2025 2030 
% Urban 23 26 30 33 36 39 43 

  
 

The annual growth rate falls from about 5.5 percent to about 3.5 percent over 20 years. 
 

Figure 14 Urbanization  Scenario 
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At an annual urban population growth rate of  5.5 percent falling to 3.5 percent it is 
projected to reach over 35 percent of the nation by 2020. This will give rise to a higher
demand for urban water supply, but most importantly will be associated with higher 
industrialization, wealth demand for a greater variety of rural products, including th
from wa

 

ose 
ter resources, and giving rise to greater waste discharge to water bodies.  

Urbanization in the SA1L is at about half the national level at about 10 percent and will 
take place at a lower rate than the national average reaching perhaps about 17 percent in 
2020 largely because a large proportion of the rural population have no roads and 

 

Education 
 
The adult literacy rate is highest near Luang Phabang along the road to Xayabouli, in 

ayabouli Province and some other scattered districts. Low rates are found in Phongsali 
for young adults especially is a little 

fferent with very low rates in a strip through northwest Luang Phabang to southeast 
Oudomxay. Mainly this reflects the presence and absence of primary schooling, and in 
turn reflects ethnicity. In most part t  Ti urman and Mon-Khmer people. The 

belong to minority groups. It might be relatively faster if the focal area strategy 
continues to move people to lower locations. Note however that urbanization is merely a
population percentage and does not necessarily mean development.   

X
and Luang Namtha and parts of Bokeo. The pattern 
di

hese are beto-B
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exception is the Mon-Khmer area in Northern Luang Phabang that has a relatively high 
degree of primary schooling. 

Un

 

n 
eration especially in the poorest districts.  

 

ment has recognized that a different approach is needed.  

 
 

Table    Focal Sites and Poverty 
Province No. of Focal Site Poor (P) Ratio of FS 

exploded Ordinance (UXO) 
 
Unexploded Ordinance or live bombs, nearly all of which were dropped by the US Air 
Force between 1964 and 1973, litter the countryside and injure and kill the rural people, 
including those in SA1L, especially in Luang Phabang, Luang Namtha and eastern 
Phongsali. The high risk to many farming people is a serious impediment to development
that must be taken account of in any rural work programme. In fact clearing of UXO 
must be considered priority work, so the areas with UXO should not be avoided but give
pecial consids

Cross Border Comparisons 
 
The people in the same ethnic groups across the border in China are said to be 
progressing faster than those in the Lao PDR (NRDS, 2003) but regional topography and
technological development must be taken into account. 

Focal Sites 
 
Some areas are so rugged, infertile and sparsely populated that normal development 
processes involving improved access to services and markets are very expensive. The 

overng
 
The government is moving people to focal sites along roads to facilitate the provision of 
services. There is some evidence that the in-migration is creating high population-
resource ratios in these limited areas (NRDS).  
 
By comparing the number of households in focal sites and the incidence of poverty in the

red lesssix SA1L provinces, Bokeo is doing fairly well and Phongsali appears to have fai
well.  
 

Villages  (FS) 
Households 

Households to P 

Phongsali 12 481 15,414 0.03 
Louang Namtha 11 833 12,236 0.068 
Oudomxay 35 2,303 22,331 0.103 
Bokeo 53 3,330 9,446 0.352 
Luang Phabang 79 4,600 29,546 0.156 
Xayabouli 44 2,377 13,730 0.173 

 

rowth Corridor 

orth-South Transport Corridor b tha 
pleted in 2006. This road will prove a population and 

G
 
N
and Bokeo is planned to be com

etween Yunnan and Chiangrai through Luang Nam
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investment magnet, with employment opportunities. This will cause a massive 
commercialization and at first a cultural diversification, and over time a cultural 
homogenization of the strip through which it passes. 
 
The countryside along the road will suffer from farming production pressure but may be 
ble to convert rapidly to modern permanent farming systems. The demand for water in 

the form of industrial and commercial water supply and irrigation supply will rise 
arkedly.  

 
f the 

l 
ck of a sudden massive 

ternational intrusion can be well handled. The prospects of sales, investment, jobs 

etc if not well managed.     

onomic and Social 
Indicators 

  
 in 
er 

rom 
5. 

Figure 15  Growth Rates 

a

m
 
Luang Namtha and Bokeo towns will need good planning in order not to sink into 
inefficiency, pollution, and social disharmony. Planning staff for these two towns should
be offered training and other learning support in town planning if not already part o
small towns project. The agricultural staff should be offered special support in modern 
steepland farming and timber tree culture.  All staff should be offered training in genera
development together with associated funds so that the sho
in
cultural diversity and tax revenue, could be accompanied by poorly designed and 
regulated logging, water, air and noise pollution, prostitution, HIV/AIDS and other 
diseases, drugs, people smuggling, conflict, theft, gangsterism, 
 

2.3 National and Regional Financial/Ec

 
It can be seen from the figure below that national sector production is highly variable.
The price of industrial output was of course hit by the 1997 financial crisis particularly
Thailand following the early 1990s boom both of which are clearly evident. On the oth
hand agricultural growth is very much affected by the weather, varying for example f
2.7 to 8.3 percent in one year. The services growth rate showed a long decline from 199
 

National and Sector Growth Rates, Lao PDR
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We mig he 
near fu theast Asia will be 
followed by more leading almost inevitably to another boom of some kind. The risk of 

 
ht assume that such a rising boom and following bust will not happen again in t

ture, but this may be foolhardy. Enthusiastic investment in Sou
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political crisis if not major terrorism, herd financial movement and even war will always 
e there. Financial or economic scenarios for wider regions produce highly uncertain 

 
d 

ce 

iented investments, and keep some financial reserve for difficult times. 

ure ) 
nd 
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 to take up a large 
roportion of government revenue and ultimately hinder government led development.  

b
results if they are not foolhardy. Here emphasis is best put on action that can protect the
nation and Northern region against uncertainty rather than merely trying to anticipate an
gain from high growth rates. Government and private planning should include a balan
of safe and adventurous risky investments, a balance of internal self-sufficiency and 
export or
 
Financial inflows to, and outflows from, the Lao PDR are critical indicators (see Fig
that must be monitored carefully. Direct Foreign Investment sank in 1998 and 1999 a
until recently it was assumed that this inflow would continue in its turn of the millennia 
doldrums, but in 2002 it picked up markedly and continued to rise into  2003 to US$1
million. Grant inflow rose from 1997 and the following two years. Note the significant 
rise in debt servicing from 1997. This is the danger trend that can rise
p
 

Figure 16  Financial Inflows and Outflows 
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DFI and grant inflow (Bilateral, UN and NGO projects and a small proportion of multi-
lateral bank inflow) loan inflow and debt outflow can all potentially affect the rate of 

 benefit from grants is greater than that for an equivalent amount 
rants are well managed. The potential for DFI in the north lies 

ainly in tourism timber plantations and wood processing, mining, manufacture, 

ailand road. Tourism may be another 
rea of growth in FDI. 

ershed 

Tourism is now Laos’ most important ‘export’ followed by garments, electricity and 
wood products. 

progress on SA1L. The
of loans or DFI if the g
m
hydropower generation and transmission.  Labour-intensive industry could take off in 
Bokeo and Luang Namtha along the new China-Th
a
 
Grant aid is mainly directed at rural development, covering roads, agriculture, wat
management, health and schooling, but also very small hydropower and solar power. 
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Figure 17  Exports 
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ourism is now Laos’ most important ‘export’ followed by garments, electricity and 
ur 

 

t 

ainly from FDI. The potential for furniture is 
ited in the No me close-by 

ing fo
prospects. Training in sustainable selective logging for concessionaries m
needed. 

H Devel nd

ther Develop is ing 0.03  year. 
t e diate a 97 pse, this d pick u
e % p r say t which tim ould b  but as 

her  slow urth ecom r to a e.  
1998 2001 

T
wood products. All four have remained stagnant in the last two years. Of these fo
garments have the most uncertain future as the low tariffs offered by the European Union
will soon become global. The other four sectors face uncertainties but will certainly 
grow.  
 
The biggest challenge is to move the wood exports from unprocessed ‘roundwood’ to 
sophisticated wood products such as furniture. The figure.shows a hopeful plateauing ou
of roundwood output from 1995 to 2000. Roundwood exports are said to have declined 
20% in recent years. Practical furniture skills exist in-country, but Laos needs assistance 

ith design that probably will come mw
lim rth as most of the forest has gone, but Huaysai that has so

ll s e and fremain rest and wi oon have a n w bridge to Thail  seems to o fer the best 
ay also be 

 
uman opment and Gini  I ex 

 
The Nor n Region’s Human ment Index (HDI)  grow 5 per
Given that his includes th  imme ftermath of the 19  colla  coul p 
in the futur  say to 0.04 er yea ill 2007, by e it w e 0.77 it 
rises furt  it would down as f er increments b e harde chiev

0.426 0.531 
(C ) 

But the Gini coeff

oncept and data from UNDP
 

icient of the Lao PDR has grown 
  

9971992/93 1 /98
0.28 356 0. 7 
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This means in s growing  on n owns thing t re is 1. This 
growing inequ rtly regio t is m urban-r

3. WATER MOVEMENT AND RELATED PROCESSES 
 

ao PDR constitutes 25 percent of the area of the whole Mekong Basin but contributes 
3/sec. The contribution 

of Sub-area 1L can be roughly estimated at about 1500 m3/sec or 47,000 Mm3/year that 
 total. Notice that this stream flow is the whole of SA1L not just six 

rovinces. It will be compared with water consumption by riverfed irrigation and town 

ot 
ith the stream flow. The water resources of Sub-area 

L depends on a moderate rainfall but the spatial variation is significant. The regional 

 

At this 
 anecdotal evidence on sedimentation and mass movement from provincial 

taff. 

larger tributary catchments, Namtha, Ou, Seuang, Khan, and many 
smaller areas. Mountainous and hilly steep sloping topography cover nearly of Sub-area 
1L. Plain areas are found mainly in Xayabou areas in southern Bokeo, 
southern Oudomxay, Northern Luang Namtha. Elsewhere stream flats are narrow. 

 
Tall forest is mainly confined to peripheral areas in areas of varying stages of regrowth. 
Dominant land cover is now low forest regrowth, scrub, bamboo, and temporary 
cropping.  

 
Soils 

 
The soils are well leached and acid belonging mainly to gleyic acrisols, with significant 
areas of ferric luvisols and eutric cambisols.  
 

• Acrisols  have an argillic B horizon with base saturation of less than 50 percent. 
These soils are moderately strongly leached. Gleyic acrisols have some 
hydromorphic properties due to some waterlogging. 

• Luvisols have an argillic B horizon with base saturation greater than 50 percent. 
Ferric luvisols show red mottles or concretions, with apparent cation exchange 
capacity of the clay fraction less than 24 milliequivalents/100grams. 

• Cambisols are brown earths without an argillic horizon but with a structural B 
horizon.  

 
Runoff and Water Use 

 

equality i . When e perso every he figu
ality is pa nal bu ainly ural.  

 

L
about 35 percent of the mainstream flow rate estimated at 5270 m

is 28% of the Lao
p
piped supply 
 
Rainfall data is widely scattered and interpretation gives very variable results. We do n
have a rainfall figure to compare w
1
evapo-transpiration is poorly known but has been drastically reduced by the destruction 
of dipterocarp forest and its replacement by permanent and semi-permanent degraded 
ecosystems, agriculture, villages, towns, roads, quarries and mines. Tree plantations,
mainly of teak and fruit trees cover only a small area.   
 
The data on transportable earth materials (soil and sediment) is also very poor. 
stage we need
s
 
The area contains four 

li, with smaller 
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To a mainstream input from PR China estimated at. 2,688 m3/sec {84,770 Mm3/ year}. 
noff from all tributaries in SA1L is about 1500 m3/sec or 47,000 Mm3 {mega cubic 

everal sites have been proposed for medium to large hydroelectric dams. Many small 

tricity 

 

creasingly very small hydroelectric schemes are being constructed on small streams in 

re considered in more detail below. 

Flow Changes 

reco s
flow a
gra l
per  
dam
 

 
Although this study is of a sub-area of the Mekong basin, ultimately each sub-basin or 
tributary catchment should be studied separately and as a whole. It is sub-optimal to 
develop river cage fisheries in one river, pump irrigation in another and hydropower in 
another without reference to all sectors and themes for each catchment or sub-basin. 
Simply a ‘balance of sectors and themes’ for the sub-area is not appropriate. 
 
It will be worthwhile for sub-area staff to consider each of the major tributary catchments 
or watersheds separately. Geology and topography, rainfall, evapo-transpiration, land 
cover-land use, populations, location in relation to other phenomena, etc., may create 
special constraints and offer special opportunities.  
 

• Ultimately each sub-basin or tributary catchment should be studied and planned 
separately and as a whole.  

• It would be best to chose on medium sized catchment such as that of the Nam 
Beng to organize a model integrated study and development project. as well as 
make selected studies of the whole area where data are weak. 

ru
metres}. Compared with that used by vegetation which is more or less half of rainfall, 
irrigation is a minor user, consuming a mere 200 Mm3 and town and village water 
supply, including minor industrial uses consuming a much smaller amount still.  
 

Hydro-electricity 
 
S
and very small ones have and are being built. Because of the very small area of flat land 
irrigation is not a major option which restricts the possible benefits of dams. Elec
might be able to be exported but the economics of future markets for large dams is 
uncertain. Cost-benefit studies done of nearly all medium and large proposed dams and
reservoirs in SA1L show that the costs of generation will be similar to or above that of 
likely market prices for electricity of about 4 cents/kWh. 
  
In
Northern Laos to provide electricity to local communities. These rely only on small weirs 
and so do not affect downstream flows to any marked extent.   
 
Dams and electricity a
 

 
The flow in the Mekong has been shown to be changing over the 40 – 50 years since 

rd  were first kept. The seasonal flow variation is evening out a little. Wet season 
s re decreasing and dry season flows are increasing. This is said to have been a 

dua  rather than a stepped change. As rainfall so far has hardly changed over this 
iod the changing flow regime has been attributed to the construction of many small 
s.  

Tributary Catchments 
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Preci
 

he precipitati  with some 

ril 

The standard map of rainfall distribution in the Lao PDR published by the National 
Geographic Offic ws rainfall 

axima of more than 3000 mm in an E-W zone in the highlands just south of the Xieng 

pretation has been challenged by the Mekong River Basin Diagnostic Study 
sing data up to 1993 showing similar maxima in the mountains of Bolikhamxay and 

ith 

 has yet another interpretation which shows the first 
aximum of 2800 mm further south actually centering in Northeast Thailand well 

Evaporation estimates range from 1500 to 1800 mm. 
 
The University of Colorado study for the Mekong Committee in 1990 estimated that 
under conditions of global warming the driest month in Luang Phabang may remain 
December or change to January, while the wettest month may remain as August or move 
to July. No suggestion of higher rainfall was made by that early report on the effects of 
global warming. 

Catchment Discharge 
 
Seven river gauges are sited in SA1L, five on tributaries, and two on the mainstream, all 
but one within easy reach of Luang Phabang city. 
 
River flows obviously vary with the season and weather, in particularly  the rainfall. The 
hydrograph below shows the flow variation for the Nam Khan in Luang Phabang 
Province over 10 years 1991 to 2000. Notice drought years in 1992, 1993 and 1998. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

pitation 

on in the Lower Mekong Basin falls mainly as rain [probablyT
hail in the high mountains in the cooler months] nearly all in a wet season from May to 
October. However in higher parts of the Upper Lancang Basin in China much of the 
precipitation occurs as snow and melts in spring and early summer roughly through Ap
to July. 
 

e based on data from the Department of Meterology sho
m
Khuang Plateau and another of more than 3000 mm in a zone from Northern Bokeo-
Southern Luang Namtha through to central Oudomxay.  Significant high rainfall zones 
cross the Nam Tha, Nam Beng and Nam Khan tributary catchments. 
 
This inter
u
northern Vientiane provinces, the latter stretching into southern Luang Phabang but w
no more northerly maximum.  
 
The JICA Master Plan Study
m
outside SA1L, and the second maximum of much less significance at 1800-1900 mm in 
Phongsali Province in the Nam Ou catchment.    
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Figure 18   River Flow Variation from Year to Year 
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Table  Tributary Hydrological Data 
River Gauge site Drainage 

area 
(sq km) 

Period of record 
 

Average 
Discharge
(m3/sec) 

Annual 
Discharge 
(Mm3)  

Nam Ou Muong Ngoy 19,700 mainly since 1987 403 12,700 
Nam Seuong Ban 

Sibounhom 
5,800 Mainly since 1987 86.9 2740?? 

Nam Pa Ban Kok Van 700 Mainly since 1988 8.54  
Nam Khan Ban Pak Bak 5,800 Mainly since 1985 86.1 2715 
Nam Khan 2974 Ban Mixay 6,100 From 1960 94.3 
Mekong g Saen 0 c 8 84,768 Chian  189,00 Mainly sin e 1960 2,68
Mekong g 

 
,000 ce 1914  gaps 3,807 120,058 Luan

Phabang
268 sin with

Mekong y since 1913  Pak La  with gaps  
(MRC Hydrological Yearbook

 
 
From the table above it can be seen that the tributary catchment water yields are 
remarkably similar to each other and to the Mekong, mainly lying between 12 and 15.5 
l/sec/km2. The Nam Ou is the exception having a value of 20.5 l/sec/km2. This does 
seem to be consistent with the Jica interpretation of rainfall showing a moderately high 

infall zone in Phongsali. Moreover the forest cover is relatively high in the upper Ou 

r

) 

ra
catchment in Phongsali. Why the Nam Pa should be lower than the rivers on either side 
of it is not clear as the forest cover is not high. Does the catchment lie in a minor rain 
shadow and/or could a proportion of its flow at the gauge site be taking place in gravel or 
limestone aquifers beneath the river? 
 

Table     River Discharges per Unit Catchment Area 
iver Gauge site Catchment Period of record Maximum Minimum R

area  discharge discha ge Yield 
Average 
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(sq c) 3/s l/sec/km2 km) (m3/se (m ec) 
Nam Ou Mu 19,700 m inly since 1987  20.5 ong Ngoy a 9288 48.2
Nam 

 
Ban 
SibounhomSeuong  

5,800 Mainly since 1987 1,480 0.82 14.98 

Nam Pa Ban Kok Van 700 Mainly since 1988 12.2 188 1.05 
Nam Khan Ban ak Bak 5,80 Mainly since1985  14.84  P  0 819 3.06
Nam Khan Ban Mixay 6,100 F 1960  15.46 rom  5280 3.50
Mekong Luang 268,000 since 1914 with 25,200 652 14.2 

Phabang gaps 
Mekong Pak Lay  since 1913 with 

gaps 
   

(MRC Hydrological Yearbook) 
 

Table     Estimates from Rainfall and Runoff ratio  

River 
Catchment (Km ) (MCM) 

Average 

 

Average 

(M

Catchment 
Area 

Annual 
Rainfall 

Annual 
Runoff 

Annual 
Runoff 

2 Ratio m3) 
          
Nam 8,990 13,865 042  Tha 0.58 8,
Nam 120 3,270  Beng 2, 0.58 1,896 
Nam  31,957 0.58 ,535  Ou 24,500 18
Nam 6,580 7,404  Seuang 0.58 4,295 
Nam 7,380 12,931 0.58 7,500  Khan 

(Jica/MAF Study) 
 
These figures are much lower than those estimated from rainfall. 

Water Balances 
 
River discharge b-Area 1L in 
Northern Laos. Annual runoff/rainfall ratios in all Lao tributaries have been estimated to 
mainly be in the range 0.5-0.6 bu am Lik, Nam Kading, Nam 

d soil water discharge to streams, or as a 
 

ated accurately enough from the small number of gauges sited in 

More rainfall gauges are needed. A study comparing the various interpretations of rainfall 
is also recommended. 

                  

data is available for three of the tributary catchments of Su

t range from 0.8 in the N
Xane to very low in the XeDone.  
 
t can be expected that overland, groundwater anI

whole stream flow (assuming the groundwater flow beneath the stream is negligible) will
be significantly more than half of rainfall to the extent that rainfall is heavy and the 
catchment is covered by non-forest vegetation. The question is whether catchment 
ainfall can be estimr

complex topography, and from remote sensing, to test the effect of vegetation 
differences.  
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Trans-boundary Iss
 
Trans-boundary issues are usually mentioned in the international context, but the effect of 
activities in up-catchment provinces on down catchment provinces should also be 
considered. The more general point can be made that all relatively up-catchment 
activities should be sensitive to down-catchment people and livelihoods. This must be 
considered at several hierarchical levels depending on the stream network but also 
groundwater flow paths.  
 
The importance for down-catchment people depends on the volume and timing of water 
flow in relation to the channel available, the suspended and bed load, chemicals 
transported and of course the activities of those down catchment. For example, increased 
flooding not only results from heavier storms and changed land use in case of small to 
medium watersheds but also population and settlement growth on the flood plain. The 
‘flatlanders’ must realize their own responsibility for flooding. When they are city people 
also generating high levels of air pollution the responsibility is two fold. 
 
Moreover trans-boundary issues are not only water-based but air-based. Polluted air from 
other regions and air and water-vapour flows due to activities elsewhere are also trans-
boundary issues. And of course human (political, economic and social) relationships are 
also trans-boundary. 
 

3.1 Proposed General Technical Strategy 
 

• More effort is needed on data collection and analysis.  
• Ultimately each sub-basin or tributary catchment should be studied and planned 

separately.  
• Data should be organized according to catchments. Local organizations should be 

set up for each major catchment and groups of minor catchments. 
• Simply a ‘balance of sectors and themes’ for the sub-area is not appropriate.  
• It would be best to chose on medium sized catchment to organize a model 

integrated study and development project as well as make selected studies of the 
whole area where data are weak. 

ues 
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4.  WATERSHED MANAGEMENT: forests, degraded 

s 
c 

 its 

s are responsible for developing watershed plans by themselves or with 
g these 

atershed management is of course an inaccurate term ost of the 
ctivities in the ‘watershed’ are i

available from MRC. This should be used flexibly as it 
 based on slope and soil, and takes no account of villager preferences. 

 

 

ecosystems, trees, and rainfed agriculture 
 
Because Sub-Area 1L is 90-95% hilly and mountainous, watershed management loom
large in any analysis of the area. The ‘sector’ is one that not only includes the specifi
watershed area planning but the roles of agriculture, plantations and forestry in all

rms.  fo
 

4.1 Organized Watershed Management 
 
The government is planning to prepare watershed development plans for the whole 
nation. District
neighbours, depending on the topography. Provinces are responsible for integratin
plans and developing strategies for watershed management and priorities.(National Sector 
Review) 
 
W  for this sector as m

n effect ‘non-management’ really oblivious to the issues a
and often degrading. It would be better to call this sector simply Watersheds just as say 
Fisheries is called just that. 
 
A watershed classification map is 
is  
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Figure 19  Physical Watershed Classification in SA1L 

 
 

Table   Watershed Management or IWRS Projects in SA1L 
Watershed Province Area (km2) No. of Villages 
Nam Tin  Boke 23  o 220 
Nam Et Phou 
Loe

LPB and 4200  110 villages in buffer 

conservation area 
i NBCA Huaphan zone and 35 in 

Nam Neun Xieng 
Khuang and 
Huaphan 

6881 ~400 

 
4.2 Land cover – Land use 

 
The range of forest types and areas given for Northern Lao PDR varies according to the source. 
Data comes from two sou T) and village survey. The 

umbers are hard to reconcile. Some maps show large areas of shifting cultivation while others 
e 

ned by changes over time, but most seems to be due to varying 
inte re ous figures. 
 

rces of remote sensing (Landsat and SPO
n
show very small areas although the studies are only a few years apart. A proportion of th
differences can be explai

rp tation of the data and different data. The table below summarizes the vari

Table    Percent Area of Shifting Cultivation from Three Sources 
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  2005 2010 1982 1989 1993 1995 1997 2000
MAF 
Study/Jica  

3.6%     3.87% 3.9%?  

MRC   approx 
25% 

x  
Landsat 

 appro
5% 

0%?  

Survey of    
Villages 

2%  1. 0.5%2% ? 0%? 

 
d uses/c nd po ulation for orthern La  figure 

s all the other land covers but does not show the area of forest etc. The 
rge area of grassland is significant, probably largely created by highland ‘pioneer’ 

covered by shifting 
cult t
 

Table   Agricultural Land Use (and ‘forest’) and Population 

The following table shows lan
below it show

overs a p  N os. The

la
shifting cultivation. According to this data the percentage of total area 

iva ion ranged from 3.6% to 3.87% over 18 years. 

in the Northern Region of Lao PDR (Unit ‘000 hectares) 
 1982 1989 2000 

Forest, potential forest and other 
wooded areas  8,995 8,980 8,871 
Shifting cultivation 353 365 380 
Permanent agriculture 51 57 125 
Grassland 368 365 380 
Other areas 54 54 65 
Population (thousands) 1113 1296 1708 
Crop land per capita (hectares) 0.36 0.33 0.3 

Total Area (‘000 Hectares) 9821 9821 9821 
Percentage Area of Shifting 

Cultivation 3.6%  3.87% 
(Jica/MAF study p. 3-43) 

 
Figure 20   Land use and Population in Northern Laos 
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(Data from Jica/MAF) 

According to this study the percentage of total area covered by shifting cultivation ranged 
from 3.6% to 3.87% over 18 years, 1982 - 2000 
 
The map below from the MRC based on Landsat satellite imagery shows a large area of 
shifting cultivation in 1993 that is much greater than 3.8 percent of the area of Northern 
Laos noted above.  
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t Luang Namtha, Bokeo and central Xayabouli have very little shifting 

ultivation in this map. Could this be true? 
It is notable tha
c

 
Figure 21   1993 Land cover-Land use Map SA1L 
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Belo  is p that shows the land use/ land cover for SA1L for 1997. This is closer to 
the 3  of N n L ote  sh ultiv rea 
decreased at this rate between 1993 and 1997 it should have been eliminated by now. 
 

Figure 22  L er se A1L

w  a ma
.8 percent of the area orther aos. N that if ifting c ation a

  1997 and cov -Land u  Map S  

 
To what extent is the 1997 shrubland really regrowth in the cultivation cycle? Such maps 
should be accompanied by the criteria for categorization. To whatever extent shifting 
cultivation has been abandoned to low or non-productive ecosystems, the paucity of 
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fore i
change
 
The ‘shrub’ area undoubtedly includes the fallow lands of the shifting cultivators and 
thu iv
the actual cropped fields of the year of investigation would mean a multiplying the 
agr l  
about 8
 
It w l
collation and surveys distinguish between the cropped area, the low regrowth in the cycle 
and that outside the cycle that is either degraded and stable or recovering to forest. 
 

 

 
 
Agricultural, Forest and Other Land  
Wet Rice 205,937 

st s serious. But interestingly on these two maps the area of forest has hardly 
d.  

s g es a misleading picture. Fallow should be mapped separately. Adding fallow to 

icu tural area by a factor equal to the cycle length in years. This would range up from
 years. 

ou d be useful if future mapping whether using remote sensing or village data 

Administrative Forest? 
 
The chart below is another interpretation of land cover –land use. This shows very large
areas of forest of various types that are inconsistent with all other data. They probably 
have administrative significance. 
 

Short-term crops 375,585 
Orchard crops 18,147 
Communal Grazing 1,445 
Household grazing 11,268 
Government station grassland 630 
Other agricultural Land 29,934 
Industrial trees 15,779 
Conservation Forest 1,952,518 
Protection Forest 1,183,926 
Production Forest 640,091 
Rehabilitation Forest 619,764 
Degraded Forest 101,272 

(Data from Jica/MAF) 
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Figure 23  Northern Land Use Pie Chart 

Forest, Other and Agricultural Land in Northern Laos
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Trends in harvested area of rice shown below indicate jumps in the area of rainfed wet 
rice and irrigated rice, but a decline in area of sloping land rainfed rice which means a 
reduction in the area of shifting cultivation systems. The question is whether this is due to 
out-migration or smaller area of shifting cultivation through the mechanism of land 

ice Areas 

allocation. 
 

Figure 24  R
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Not only is shifting cultivation in densely populated areas causing high runoff and 
erosion but it contributes to air pollution through burning in the hot season. A much 

u o burn  than latlan r terra ice a ere 

(Data terprete rom  State e B eport 3) 

greater amo nt of bi mass is ed  in the f d o ced r reas wh
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stalks are also burned. This air pollution is locally visible and probably temporary 
reducing solar radiation and thus plant growth. It has a detrimental effect on human and 
animal respiratory systems. Moreover it is believed to contribute ‘climate change’ by 
inhibition of solar radiation thus counteracting global warming a little. 
 

Village Survey of Shifting Cultivation 
 
According to Jica/MAF a separate government survey by interview of villagers
that for Northern Laos:  

• the area of shifting cultivation was muc

 showed 

h smaller than that shown above, 
particularly for the 1993 map. 

• and it shows the area to be falling markedly from 2% to 1% of the total area.  
• The number of families is shown to be falling in parallel. 

 
Table  Areas of Shifting Cultivation and Families 

 1995 1998 Fall 95-98 2000 
Families 198,868 156,720 21%  
Shifting Cropped area (hectares) 192,258 148,000 23% 118,999 
Total Area 9,821,000 9,821,000  9,821,00

0 
Pec t
Cu a

2.0%   1.2% en age Area of Shifting 
ltiv tion 

 
Thi a  or 1995 to 2000 is conceivably due to  

3.  Out-migration of shifting cultivators individually or as a village. 

 
hey farm in order to avoid taxes. Some farmers 

ay have had their shifting cultivation area reduced by land allocation but according to 
hey were 

 

s and 

in the difference between the remote sensing in close-by years, and survey 
and remote sensing results? 

s s id reduction from 1990

4.  Cultivators taking up permanent farming or other occupations in the village 
 
As the number of families is also dropping (by 21%) the fall in area (23%) does not seem
to be due to farmers lying about the area t
m
the survey this must be a minor effect. Is it possible that some families denied t
doing any shifting cultivation in order to avoid taxes or other penalty? Where actually do
the out-migrating families go and what other occupations do they take up? Anecdotal 
evidence suggests some return to old locations, and others migrate to other province
to local towns. 
 
Can we expla
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Land Reform 

and reform being carried out in the Lao PDR is called Land Use Planning and Land and 
orest Allocation (LUP/LA). This is said to be tending to result in reduced access to land 
nd some increased poverty. The process needs ongoing improvement but is undoubtedly 
n important step in the process of ‘stabilizing of shifting cultivation’. A form of general 
nd use planning is usually integrated with land and forest allocation. One consideration 
 the possibility of greater integration with agricultural extension. Other issues are 
opulation growth, document and data storage, the value of land certificates for loans, the 
ppropriateness of the tax level, and gender equity.  

 
Table   Land Allocation 

Province Total Number of Rural 
Vi

Number of Villages with 
LA/LUP in 99-2000 

 
L
F
a
a
la
is
p
a

llages in Province 
Phongsali 562 214 
Louang Namtha 382 230 
Oudomxay 677 305 
Bokeo 346 449 * 
Luang Phabang 895 1296 * 
Xaignabouli 480 1374 * 
* Probably double or triple counting of LA/LUP at least in these provinces. Many 
villages that were counted as complete have not completed all steps of LA/LUP. 
 
Land and forest allocatio  critical step in the 
mitigation of rapid runoff and erosion on 
that at the general level is useful an limit farmer options that will 

w extension and other ideas and market opportunities.                                                                            

 the total land area of Sub-Area 1L has been allocated. A 
te is provided by the government. Farming land has been 

allocated to households {really male head of household} and local forest land to villages 
to look after collectively.   
 

  Land use for Allocated Land in Six Provinces in SA1L 
 

n to families and vill ges respectively is aa
sloping land. Land Use Planning is a process 

but at the detailed level c
be presented by ne
 
A little more than one third of
temporary land use certifica

Table   

Category 

 
Bokeo Xaya-

boury 
Luang 

Prabang 
Phong 
Saly 

Luang 
Namtha 

Oudom-
xay

Villages Allocated Land & 243 397 466 515 1,346 1,281 
 Forest 
Land Use             

• Paddy 547 5,886 2,669 5,713 13,613 8,288 

• Short-term Crops 688 626 398 28,569 236,963 56,161 

• 8,194 Orchard Crops 300 770 2,539 1,404 2,899 

• Communal Grazing  93 825 103 0 0 62 

• Household Grazing 5,030 738 538 0 0 1,305 

• Improved Grassland 0 0 0 0 0 0 

• Government Station 
Grassland

618 0 0 0 0 0 

• Agro-Pastoral 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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• Other 23,089 1,240 62 0 0 269 

Total Agricultural Land 30,365 10,085 6,309 35,687 253,475 74,279 
Forest Land              

• Industrial Trees 148 17 1,719 526 4,538 8,750 

• Conservation 37,593 127,996 130,422 199,226 179,050 144,986 

• Protection 32,404 100,001 159,797 183,376 156,323 215,810 

• Production 24,415 96,495 28,877 135,733 197,203 115,297 

• Rehabilitation 10,714 46,231 91,679 104,126 227,770 99,322 

• Degraded 307 3,207 11,101 0 3,908 78,455 
Total Forest Land 
Allocated 

105,581 373,947 423,595 622,986 768,827 662,621 

Total Land and Forest 135,945 384,032 429,904 658,673 1,022,302 73
Allocated 

6,900 

(Jica/MAF) 

Summary 
 
Total Agricultural Land Allocated  410,200 
Total Forest Land Allocated 2,957,557 
Total Land and Forest Allocated 3,367,757 

 
Shifting Cultivation and Land Reform 
 
For several years the government has been aiming to reduce shifting cultivation by 
resettlement of the practitioners to other areas. Now the government is planning to reduc
shifting cultivation (graph below)  by training the farmers in new techniques of 
permanent sedentary farming including contour cultivation and diverse tree culture tested
by the Lao-Swedish Forestry Programme and continued by NAFRI with the LSUAFRP.
It might be noted however that if sedentary

e 

 
 

 farming is to sustain viable livelihoods each 
ay fall in the short term while new 

 southern Bokeo, north Luang 
amtha but is grown right across SA 1L in small stream flats and large areas of sloping 

nd 

thern Xayabouli.  

family may need a largish area as land productivity m
systems are being established.  

Other Aspects of Rainfed Agriculture 
 
Several agricultural border areas are doing well commercially such as cotton growing 
areas in Southern Xayabouli and Sugar cane areas in western Phongsali (NRDS). 
 
Wet rice is prominent in flatlands in NW Phongsali,
N
land. 

Forest Cover/Forest Loss 
 
Different elements of the population have been practicing  

• Shifting cultivation in the hills for many hundreds, perhaps more than a thousa
years  

• Logging by clear felling for many decades,  
 
As a result the forest cover in SA1L has been severely depleted, especially in central 
Luang Phabang province and directly to its west in Oudomxay and nor
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• Forest is now thought to cover about 41 - 47 percent of Laos depending on the 
source of data. But th  of Forestry suggests the 41 
percent figure is fairly accurate. However we do not know their criteria for 

ing regrowth and forest. 
• Deforestation seems to have increased in the 1990s due to the growth in roads and 

10  percent in most of the central 
ost of the population live.  

n 
tha, Bokeo, southern Xayabouli and the edge of Huaphan 

ng Khuang  

esp
supporting regrowth around the rem
 

 

e latest data from the Department

separat

some other infrastructure. 
• But according to the MRC satellite image interpretation it only covers about  20 

percent of Sub-area 1L and by eye only less than 
part of SA1L.  This is where m

• This deforested area and much of the rest of the north is covered by low forest 
regrowth, scrub, bamboo, and shifting cultivation fields.  

• Forest is now especially concentrated in the extremities of the sub-area i
Phongsali, Luang Nam
and Xie

 
Wild harvesting by villagers (NTFP) in the forests is severely threatened by forest loss 

ecially in the central east-west zone. It is here that efforts on forest conservation and 
aining stands should be most intense. 

Figure 25  Land Cover, 1997, SA1L 

 
(MRC) 
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Figure 26   Types of Deforestation in SA1L 

 
(Landsat image from MRC) 

 
Figure 27  Clear Felling SA1L 

 
(Landsat image from MRC) 
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Two Methods Compared for Six Provinces 

s of Forest Cover of Six 
rovinces. 

Land Forest Percent Forest Percent Ratio of Population Population 
 

s/ 
km2) 

 
• But according to the Department of Forestry’ NFI analysis of 1999 (using 

SPOT?) shown below it covers 39 percent of SA1L  and GTZ/MRC analysis for 
1997 (Landsat) it covers 18 percent. 

 
Table   A Comparison of MRC/GTZ and NFI Interpretation
P

  

area Cover 
NFI 
1999 

Cover 
NFI 

Cover 
MRC/GTZ 

1997 

Cover 
MRC/ 
GTZ 

MRC/ 
GTZ % to 

NFI% 

(2000) Density
(person

Phongsaly 1595100 718000 45 382800 24 0.53 174000 10 
Luang 
Namtha 841000 464400 55 269120 

 
32 

 
0.58 131000 14 

Oudomxay 1550900 488000 31.5 170500 11 0.35 240000 15 
Bokeo 490500 272600 55.5 142100 29 0.52 130000 20 
Luang  
Phabang 2001200 364300 18 180090 9 

 
0.5 416000 24 

Xayabouli 1638500 862300 52.5 343980 21 0.4 333000 20 

TOTAL 8117200 3169600 39 1488590 
 

18 
 

0.46 1424000 17 
 
The ratio of MRC/GTZ percentages to NFI percentages is usually about 0.5 – 0.6, but for 

ouli and Oudo m may have more 
nsistently i ed area row st as rest while the NFI 

les ste terp gro  fores  The two teams might 
 m g  s w nt it lain the 

es rathe t a fo  thi o common. 

pecially 
 the central east-west zone whatever the exact forest area. It is here that efforts on forest 

orting regrowth around the remaining stands in the most degraded 
ntense. Wildlife conservation would be supported by joining forest 

noff is erosive  
• Depleting erodab
• Causing small str
• That may be deposited behind weirs and in reservoirs and canals, 

 

Xayab mxay prov . It s that RC/GTinces eems the M Z tea
on-foor less co

team has more or 
pare

nterpret
s consi

 large 
ntly in

s of reg
reted re

th fore
wth as

 n
t.

meet and com
ethodologi

ethodolo
r than jus

ies. This
 put out 

hows ho
map. Un

 importa
rtunately

 is to exp
s is all tom

 
But since that time what is now the Forest Inventory Planning Division of the 
Department of Forestry has assessed the 2002 SPOT images. But the only statistics we 
have is the national forest area of 41 percent.   
 

ild harvesting by villagers (NTFP) in the forests is threatened by forest loss esW
in
conservation and supp
areas should be most i
areas, large and small, into continuous zones with only small tracks across them. This 
would give wildlife a larger resource area in which to seek to survive.  
 
Where vegetation is not diverse and/or dense and disturbed by cultivation, 
Rainfall and ru

le soil,  
eams to fill rapidly with muddy water 

• Degrade fish habitats 
 
Land slides and mud flows may also occur, especially where clear felling of forests is still
occurring. 
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Timber Tree Plantations and Logging 

Timber tree
gly fforesta eaffores n is actuall , a ies 

ans c cre fore um an er e n l r wt cess
hey nte e with  o ay oth y e r p ing n 

e owt derp ing t c s v s d ees br ntat
lim ng gro nt  an nti mb r ot ree

 of timber tree plantations in areas of degenerate ecosystems 
and low regrowth, is appropriate where it is too steep for sedentary farming systems, but 
well away from tall or re-establishing forest. 
 
The graph shows progress in plantation area for six northern Lao PDR provinces. Luang 
Phabang and Xayabouli are well out in front in timber plantations. Oudomxay could well 
be given further support as it has very little forest.   
 

 
 plantations must be distinguished from forest regrowth or what is 

misleadin
that hum

called rea tion. R tatio y impossible s it impl
an re ate a st. H ans c  eith let th atura egro h pro  

occur or t can i rfer  it in ne w or an er, b ithe lant chose
species in th  regr h (un lant ) tha reate ariou egr of hy

 t
id pla ion–

forest, or e inati the re wth e irely d pla ng ti er o her s (a 
plantation).  

 
Planting and maintenance
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Figure 28   Timber Plantations in Six Provinces  
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

Timber out
 

4. The predominance of roundwood in timber output  

This is 

Figure 29  A Decade of Timber Output 
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put 

The graph below shows  

5. A promising plateauing out of roundwood output from 1995 to 2000.  
6. Roundwood exports are said to have declined 20% in recent years.   

promising for Laos. 
 

Timber Output, Lao PDR
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(Data from Jica/MAF) 

ovement Mass m
 
Mass m

1. 
2. Mudslides,  

 
 

ovement includes: 
Landslides,  

3. Rock fall  
4. Soil creep  
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Landslides come in two types: deep and shallow.  
 

1. Shallow ones are usually due to the action of water on subsoil weakened by the 

ften in 
aturated ground, and so occur beneath all types of land cover on 

 
Mass m  to streams. Landslides 
can also block streams quickly creating a tem  and reservoir that will be likely 
to suddenly give way to cre can engulf nearby 

ownstream villages.  In Southeast Asia m ainly take place following 

 
Northern Laos is subject to earthquakes and clear felling, but data on landslides and 
mu
prov c

Sed e
 
The results ive as sediment does not travel as far and 
fast as man d locally and moves on a little in the next 
flood. The results of watershed m ent are thus long term for large catchments.  
 
The rate at
(efficiency!) and density of sedim

7 

fting cultivation was even smaller and falling markedly from 
ce but the rate at which it is taking place, 
al area remaining is uncertain. This makes 

seful scenarios very difficult. More effort is needed to resolve the inconsistencies and 

t the same time however forest area still seems to be declining, so this must be due to 
gging. Legal measures are resulting in decreased logging, reduced runoff, erosion and 

roundwater recharge. This must be causing migration to towns. But logging exports are 
ontinuing in some areas and given anecdotal evidence of rates it is likely they are 
oming from clear felling or rapid selection. Not only enforcement of existing laws but 

removal of deep rooted vegetation i.e. trees.  
2. Deep landslides are due to earthquakes and thus rock and deep soil failure o

permanently s
slopes.  

ovement is an often forgotten form of sediment movement
porary dam

ate a muddy flood or mud flow that 
ud flows appear to md

clear felling of forest.  

dflows is poor. Data gathering could start by gathering anecdotal evidence from 
in ial staff. 

im nt Movement by Surface Water 

 of watershed management are decept
positey assume. Most sediment is de

anagem

 which a reservoir is filled by sediment depends on inflow and trap rate 
ent that increases over time.  

 
4.3 Watersheds Scenarios 

 
In contrast to the data in the table above the MRC Landsat-based maps for 1993 and 199
show shifting cultivation dropping from 15-20% to 3-5% of the total area in four years. 
The latter figure is closer to a Jica/MAF estimate. The apparent progress shown on the 
MRC maps would give hope that shifting cultivation would have already been eliminated 
but this does not seem to have happened. Another survey by interview of villagers 
showed that the area of shi
2% to 1%. A reduction seems to be taking pla
the way in which this is happening and the tot
u
increase understanding of past processes. 

Logging Scenario/Strategies 
 
A
lo
g
c
c
training in ecological selective logging is required. 
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Certification of trop tha m sustainable logging perhaps without any 
p may be resulting in higher prices in Europe. Thus it is 

ing economically worthwhile not only for the long-term value for the 
also for s  gain

ortion in t on in vation that has taken place by the 
 villages to wet rice land or urban areas has not yet resulted in sufficient 

regrowth to identify as forest. T s.  But at least the 
ountainous and hilly areas need strong support for forest regeneration around existing 

small forest areas as these have the best hope of regenerating to natural high diversity 
forest.  Further remote sensing work is needed to identify such areas. 
 

Two Forest/Plantation Scenarios 
 
1. Optimistic 
 
If logging is reduced and made sustainable and significant areas of regrowth revert to 
diverse forest as opposed to low diversity grassland, bamboo or ‘shrub’, that the area of 
forest could grow and serve as a long term resource for  

F. small scale wild harvesting,  
G. careful selective logging,  
H. tourism and recreation, and  
I. a moderator of overland runoff, erosion and recharge of  groundwater.  

 
2. Pessimistic 
 

re is bleak.  
uction will decline and rely only on the few species grown in timber 

but 

j)  

Sloping Land Farming Scenarios 

uding contour cultivation and diverse tree and crop culture. It 
should be possible to assess progress on this plan (see figure below).  

ical timber t comes fro
socio-economic ex loitation 
probably becom
nation but hort-term  to practice careful selective logging. 
 
That prop he reducti  shifting culti
relocation of

his may take several decade
m

If not, then the futu
g) Timber prod

plantations.  
h) Rapid surface and groundwater runoff will grow and erosion will grow at first 

may eventually stabilize as low diversity low productivity ecosystems become 
established in poorer soils.  
Groundwater levels may rise to waterlog flat areas and contribute to riverbank i) 
collapse.  
Subsistence villagers will suffer further; 

k) eco-tourism and cultural tourism will die. 
 

 

 

 
To whatever extent the government has been successful in reducing shifting cultivation 
by resettlement of the practitioners to other areas, it is planning/has planned to reduce 
shifting cultivation further by training the farmers in new techniques of permanent 
sedentary farming incl
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Figure 30  Five Year Plan to Reduce Shifting Cultivation 

Shifting Cultivation Reduction Plan
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in the 

d to sites along roads but still in hilly country. 

ut 

ee Plantations Scenarios 
 

s 

ut well away from tall or re-establishing forest. However research is needed to 
ow that teak plantations are less erosive that diverse farming systems. Timber tree 

 
At a simple extrapolation this would bring them to about 26,000 

ectares each in 2020 but at least in Luang Phabang the government is discouraging teak 
planting as the v ance assistance 

 needed.  

(Data from Jica/MAF study) 
 
 
It might be noted however that if sedentary farming is to sustain viable livelihoods each 
family may need a larger area than under ‘late shifting cultivation’. This is needed to 
maintain even the frugal living these people have now as land productivity may fall 
short term while new systems are being established.  The land allocation process may 
have been allocating too small areas to try to reduce shifting cultivation possibly 
especially where villages are move
 
Sloping land rice (shifting cultivation) areas is probably falling, but at an uncertain 
possibly slow rate. Let us assume that shifting cultivation can be more or less eliminated 
by migration to towns and transfer to permanent farming not by 2010, but by 2020. B
to do this it would seem a larger rural development budget is needed. 

 

Timber Tr

Planting and maintenance of timber tree plantations in areas of degenerate ecosystem
and low regrowth, may be appropriate where it is too steep for sedentary farming 
systems, b
sh
plantation area established so far may be slightly reducing runoff and stabilizing soil. 
 
 
Timber plantations in Luang Phabang and Xayabouli are growing at the rate of about
1000 hectares per year. 
h

illagers are losing their land to urban investors. Micro-fin
is
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If the Kyoto ol com tion and the emi ing  are
Laos, a careful training and micro-financing plan will be needed to make sure 
benefits are well spread. This should start immediately before pressure from Kyoto, or a 

gr nt, force id and 
 to in at leas of the tw ell estab d planta nces ell as 

mxay as it has much degraded land, but very little forest.  

me should start slowly at say 100 hectares a year and pick up 
to 20  -3000 hec  after five ears when od methodology becom s 
ished nd eventual  faster r e, say 20,00 ctares a ar when fee ack 

s The  hect res and the d graded 
ortion that is unlikely to ever 
illion hectares (a gue  years. In no sense is 

ne well understood 

 protoc es to frui ssion trad provisions  used in 
that the 

revised a eeme s a rap thus poorly planned expansion. Probably it would 
be good start t one o w lishe tion provi  as w
Oudo
 
 
A timber plantation program
speed 00 tares  y a go e
establ
eliminates problem

 a ly at a
whol

at 0 he ye
a

db
ee of SA1L is about 10 million

revert to forest may be about a quarter of this, say 2.5 p
m stimate) so even at this rate it would take 125

erely one possibility. The important point is othis a prediction, but m
in Laos that it is best to start slowly and evaluate progress. 
 
Following the slowing at the turn of the century it is expected to pick up following a new 
development plan. 
 

 
Table   Timber Plantation Scenario 

Year 1999 2000 2005 2010 2020 
Annual 
Expansion Rate 

2,000 1000 1,000 2,000  

Total Area 17,000 18,000 23,000 28,000 48,000 
 
 
The effect on runoff and erosion will depend on whether the plantations are simple low 
diversity ones or whether water resources are considered in the plan. Teak leaves produce 
highly erosive drops so it could be worthwhile to strip plant along contours with vetivia 
grass. At least some undergrowth should be encouraged. This needs research.   
 

Livestock Scenarios 
 
Livestock populations are steady to falling. A major effort in dialogue, micro-finance a
raining is

nd 
 needed to raise the number of head of livestock in the north. In so far as 

would 
t
livestock raising takes off, runoff will be high in wet and dry season, but erosion 
be moderate.  
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Figure 32  Livestock in Northern Laos 

Livestock Population in Northern Region
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Xayabouli is leading the way in large livestock raising (buffalos and cattle) except for, 
primarily due to its large plain areas. It also leads in Chicken raising (at least until the 

ird flu epidemic). Luang Phabang is leading in pigs and goats/sheep. Oudomxay comes 

in Six provinces ( Thousand heads) 
Pigs Goat & sheep Poultries 

B
in third in all types.  
 
 
 

Table   Animal husbandry 
Buffaloes Cattle 

                 
Province 2000 2001 2000 2001 2000 2001 2000 2001 2000 2001 
1Phongsaly 31.4 32 15.6 16.5 50.8 67.7 1.3 2.4 309.5 310 
2Luangnamtha 20.8 20.8 19.1 20.2 77.8 80.9 4.8 5 260.4 256.5 
3Oudomxay 45.3 46.2 31.5 33.3 82.2 81.4 12 12.2 471.6 502.9 
4Bokeo 22.3 22.7 18.5 19.6 32.9 52.4 3.3 3.4 62.8 370.9 
5Luangprabang 61.4 62.5 42.1 38.1 126.2 140.4 21.4 22.3 938.2 1,003.7 
7Xayabury 66.9 67.8 63 65.8 100.3 110.7 4 3.9 1,307.2 1,457 
(Sub-Area Sector Study) 
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4.4 Watershed Strategy 

  
Four land uses offer some hope for the degraded steep slopes. 

• Forest regrowth near existing forest   
• Timber tree planting  
• Permanent, sedentary, diverse and integrated farming systems  
• Livestock, where not in conflict with plant-based farming. 

 
The value of remaining forest:  

th Strategy 

 tall forests, regrowth and degenerate 

 in areas of degenerate ecosystems 
and low regrowth. These are very largely if not wholly monoculture stands and 
sho  
should be carefully distinguished.   

 
ation 

• Further enforcement of laws is probably needed. 

ang Namtha towns that has some close-by 
remaining forest and will soon have a new bridge to Thailand seems to offer the 
best prospects of furniture making and export. Assistance is needed with design. 
By supporting furniture you generate a lobby group for sustainable forestry as 
well as generating good jobs. 

 central area t for forest ion arou g 
small forest areas as these have the best hope of regenerating to natural high 
diversity forest.   

 
d mai r tree plan ations

1. Can provide sustenance and subsidiary sales for the people living a 
subsistence life nearby  

2. Attract tourists.  
3. Allow careful selective logging in a few larger areas 
4. Support infiltration to interflow and groundwater zones. 
5. Moderate runoff 

Forest Conservation/Regrow
 
Forestry and tree plantation management can be divided into three sub-sectors:  

1. Conservation and protection of tall growth forest ecosystems and associated 
regrowth, both inside and outside NBCAs   

2. Production of timber and NTFPs from
ecosystems. 

3. Pla  plantationsnting and maintenance of tree

uld not be called forest. The terms forest regeneration and reafforestation 

Forest Conserv

• Training in careful ecological selective logging is probably required. 
• Certification of tropical timber is resulting in higher prices in Europe. This 

process should be supported. 
• Support for Community management of forests 
• Furniture Exports: Huaysai and Lu

• The  needs strong suppor  regenerat nd existin

Planting an ntenance of timbe t  may b  appropr
s o ms and low regrowth,  

ing system
away  or re-establishin orest. 

 

e iate  
4. in area
5. where it is too steep for sedentary farm

f degenerate ecosyste
s, but  

6. well  from tall g f
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Timber plantatio  forest reg owth may ta e off if t
is im

tatio  future incom  to the own
• but many farmers are selling their land with the tim

livelihoods.  
• Micro-finance in the for ps and bank loans is needed. 
• Vetivia grass strips along contours may be advisable to reduce erosion 

orest regrowth is better in three ways than timber tree plantations because.  
4. Forest has a natural biodiversity that provides a range of timber and non-timber 

products (NTFPs).  

le. 

n  
s in  

1. lower wet season runoff ameliorating local flooding  

eed strong support for forest regeneration around 
existing small forest areas especially in the degraded areas of central SA1L 

Timber output nprocessed roundwood and wood fuel. 
Wood fuel m est 

 what is a ea

onservation 
reas). Is conservation of forest is largely taking place in Preservation forest and 

ational Biodiversity Conservation Area  (NBCA) in Sub area 1L 
 

ns and support for r k he Kyoto agreement 
plemented. Pilot projects are needed now. 

 
Timber plan ns offer secure e er. 

ber and are thus losing 

m of savings and loan grou

• It is best to start promotion slowly and evaluate progress. 
 

Forests and Plantations Compared 
 
F

5. Semi-subsistence cultivators rely on this diversity, especially in the dry season 
and after crop failure. When the area of nearby forest declines they appear to 
‘over harvest’ NTFP but really it is as much due to forest destruction as a who

6. Forest is better watershed manager 
rotective undergrowth and litter)  • less erosion (more p

• a higher proportion of infiltration  
• higher evapo-transpiratio
This result

2. but probably higher dry season subsurface runoff. 
 

The mountainous and hilly areas n

 
from Lao PDR trees is mainly u

co es from shifting cultivation clearing so is not an additional loss of for
lr dy recorded under this form of agriculture, and a form of selective to

gathering and cutting that concentrates on dead or dying wood. It only damages the forest 
if done with high intensity including live wood, perhaps for charcoal manufacture for 
sale, or for sale directly.   

National Biodiversity Conservation Areas 
 
The map below shows the area of NBCAs (National Biodiversity and C
A
Conservation forest in NBCAs or in all forest allocated to villages right across the 
country? Where are the production forests and the logging concession areas? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
N
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Name  of NBCA Area (ha) Province 
Yot Nam Thoon  
(Phou Dendin) 

222,000 Phongsaly 

Phouleuy 150,000 Huaphan,Luangprabang, Xiengkhuang 
Nam Et 170,000 Huaphan, Luangprabang 
Nam Ha 222,400  Luangnatha 
Nam Phoun 191,200 Xayaboury 

(Sub-Area Sector Review) 
 

Figure 33   NBCAs in SA1L 

 
 

Kyoto agreement 
 

1. Tree plantations and real forest regrowth support are of particular importance 
because of the Kyoto protocol…..when it is signed.  

2. A poor country like Lao PDR can sell their carbon pollution rights (or credits) to 
another nation, an industrial nation that pollutes more than its population justifies.  

ering 

3. In selling its rights it gains assistance with tree plantations or forest regrowth that 
will use carbon dioxide in their growth. 

 
{The Kyoto protocol has weaknesses and should be improved in the long-term but it is a 
hopeful first step and could promote tree plantations and forest in poor nations suff
forest loss and degradation} 
    
But many farmers are selling their land with the timber and are thus losing livelihoods. 
Micro-finance in the form of savings and loan groups and bank loans is needed. 

 
Research might be conducted on the hydrological consequences of forest regrowth and 
timber tree plantations. Raindrops from teak leaves being particularly large are especially 
erosive.  It is likely that tree plantations, well managed will produce a higher economic 
return but they can lead to gross inequality as peasant growers are tempted to sell their 
land to urban buyers. 
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Stabilizing Shifting Cultivation Strategy 
 
Further progress it is planned will mainly take place by training the farmers in new 

chniques of permanent sedentary farming including contour cultivation and diverse tree 
, 

Each family may need a larger land area than the average of 1.4 hectares during the 
nt farming. If sloping land farmers are not allocated more they may 

nore the land allocation programme which will mean that the government will have less 
his may 

d 
se, 

es of 
growing fo ment must organize a better training 
programme
 

ood Secu y

The urity and commercialization of agriculture, 
that . But at what spatial scale should food security 
be considered: household, village, province, region or nation? Where rice is very largely 
gro e in commercialization may best require a 
gradual change to ‘cash crops’ such as fruit trees and ‘row or upland crops’ implying that 
rice would be increasingly purchased even internationally. This means that food security 
at t

e aim, then rice in steep sloping land 
areas where population density is too high for sustainable shifting cultivation, rice 
cultivation must be promoted as a row crop intercropped and rotated with edible and 
forage legumes. In the short-term this may be tried, but it is likely that villagers near 
roads will come gradually to prefer tree and a variety of row crops and a higher degree of 
participation in the market.   
 
Livestock 
 
In Northern Laos livestock numbers were stagnant through the 1990s except for pig 
numbers that plummeted from 1997 to 1998. This drop did not take place in other 
regions.  
 
Given the steady numbers of livestock numbers from 1996 to 2000 can the projected 
increase shown in the table below be achieved? The northern hills and mountains appear 
to offer opportunities, but conflict with cultivators is increasing. It is unreasonable to 
expect cultivators to bare the cost of fencing. Large livestock owners should herd or 
confine their animals.  
 

Table    National livestock targets for 2000 and 2020 
 2000 2020   

te
and crop culture. This is best associated with micro-finance and assistance with storage
processing and marketing. 
 

transition to permane
ig
influence over the land used and the crop planted. The poor want more rice but t
not be possible. Northern farmers may well do better to produce more for the market an
buy more rice. The NRDS emphasises that the market can determine the best land u
but that assumes that farmers have a good knowledge of the long term consequenc

r the immediate market. The govern
 for farmers. 

F rit  or Commercialisation in Steepland Areas 
 

 government has two policies, food sec
ible in some areas are partly incompat

wn for home consumption, an increas

he household level is reduced.  
 
If food security for each household is to be the prim

 Population Production Population Production Annual Linear 
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(million 
head) 

(‘000 
Tonn

(‘000 Population Annu
es) Tonnes) Increase 

al 
Rate of 
Population 
increase 

Buffalo 25 25000 2.5 1.0 16.6 1.5 
Cattle 12 1.1 16.4 3.7 53 130000 
Pigs 4 1.4 27.7 2.4 51 50000 
Poultry  2000000 15 13 18.3 53 78 
Total 
meat 

205    77  

Eggs  10  41   
Milk  0.27  1.2   

(Data from Jica/MAF study) 
 

 
he s ent are deceptive as sediment does not travel as far and 
st as many assume. Most sediment is deposited locally and moves on a little in the next 

 thus long term for large 
diment depends on inflow and trap 

rate ses over time.  
 
Northern Laos is subject to earthquakes and clear felling, but data on landslides and 

udflows is poor. This data could be collected anecdotal as part of the watershed 
an e

 
The t operations. 
We v
have w
manage an 
be w t  
catchm
timber 
inte a o the 
loca t t

4.5 Conclusions on Watersheds 

T  re ults of watershed managem
fa
heavy rains. The results of watershed management are
catchments. The rate at which a reservoir is filled by se

 (efficiency!) and the density of sediment, that increa

m
m ag ment process. 

 fu ure of watershed management depends now on provincial and district 
 ha e no quantitative plans on the area to be covered in each province and district, nor 

e any data on what is specifically to be done under the heading of watershed 
ment as opposed to activities that are called forestry or agriculture. A scenario c

ri ten based partly by combining the scenarios of these sectors, but WM will have a
ent focus that is highly spatial with each catchment planning forest regrowth, 
plantations, and permanent farming including livestock raising, contour farming, 

gr ted farming, ‘agro-forestry’, etc  to try to modify runoff and soil transport t
l s ream. This will be partly based on the physical watershed classification but mus  

be base  
recognized that villagers’ preferences will change with knowledge, understanding and 
mar t
 
Com a
conseq
suggest

d firstly on the villagers’ preferences after dialogue and training.  It must also be

ke s. 

p rative research might be conducted on the hydrological/sedimentological 
uences of forest regrowth and timber tree plantations. This could be done is the 
ed medium catchment project (see below). 
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5.  FISHERIES 
 

• At least 70 percent if not all of the people of  the Lao PDR depend on fis
including aquatic invertebrates, for their protein input to some extent. 

• Aquaculture is taking off and from 2000 has overtaken wild/capture fisheries 
production. Most aquaculture is practiced commercially, not for subsistenc

 
Figure  34  National Fisheries Trends  

heries, 

e. 

Contrasting Trends in Fisheries Production 
in Lao PDR
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(Data from Sub-Area Sector Review) 

 
71 percent of the people of  the Lao PDR depend on fisheries for their protein input to 
some extent. Fish accounts for about 42% of animal protein consumed. Total fisheries 
production in 2001 was about about 72,000 tonnes and contributes about 7-8 percent of
GDP. Average fish intake is 14 kilograms per person. (National Sector Review).Wild 
fisheries are particularly important for the mass of subsistence farmers. The species 
caught include mollusks, crustacans, insects, amphibians and reptiles

 

. Extremely little of 

ansport and 
eposition, and the d pment’. There is 

also the risk that they ower and by 
hanges in the stream flow and erosion and sedimentation of soil and litter downstream 

ast 
 

n important law on the management and protection of fisheries was passed in 1989. 

ially 

the catch is wasted.  
 
Rural people living near wetlands fish following traditional rules that avoid over-
exploitation of the fisheries. When however traditional irrigation has a negative impact 
on fisheries those that control the irrigation scheme may overlook the impact. The impact 
may include reduction in flow below the weir and blockage of migration. This topic is 
covered further below under irrigation.  
  
River fisheries are thought be being negatively affected by soil erosion, tr
d egradation of wetlands on flood plains for ‘develo

 will be affected by larger dams built for hydro-p
c
and upstream. Chemical pollution is not a major problem as chemical inputs to 
agriculture are limited and especially pesticide use has markedly decreased over the l
decade. Modern technology and regulations are more likely to result in over-exploitation,
but this is as yet not common in Lao PDR. 
 
A
Although its main practical consequences have mainly been found in the Nam Ngum 
reservoir, the setting up of LARReC has resulted in nationwide programmes, espec
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in fingerling production which reached 185 million in 2001 (National Sector Review). 
The following table shows progress in fingerling production at this time. 
 

The Importance of Conservation 

• Wild (capture) fisheries are particularly important for the mass of subsistence 
farmers, but especially t
traditional production is stable. 

• The upper hill people and mountain dwellers have less opportunity to fish, and are 
thus more depend

• It is thus especially important that the stream fisheries are conserved for the 
riverine and urban people and that forest is preserved near upper hill and 
mountain villages. 

 
Community Fisheries in Luang Phabang and the Sub-Area Fish Value 

 
In Luang Phabang most villages have ‘community-based management systems for living 
aquatic resources. These include conservation zones, and restrictions on seasons, gears 
and fishing certain species. They often apply to migratory species and relate to specific 
spawning sites. Aquatic animals account for about half of the animal protein intake in 
these communities.  

• The province is estimated to produce between 10,000 -15,000 tons per year. At 
the town market fish fetches about 2,800 kip per kilogram (LARReC). 

• Thus the imputed value of the annual catch is about 3.5 million US dollars.  
• Luang Phabang area is about 15 percent of SA1L so the sub-area total can be 

bout 23 million US dollars. 

e annual catch in the Mekong basin is estimated at 1.5 million tones, valued 
commercially at about USD1000 million. But the size of fish caught is decreasing 
markedly. The total tonnage remains roughly stable by catching smaller fish in large 
numbers. The total must decline eventually. 
 
River fisheries a

1. Small irrigation weirs,   
2. Soil erosion
3. Increasingly over-fishing as the environment has reduced the sustainable 

 
The 30 government ngerlings for sale 
annually. But another 250 million are imported to satisfy national demand. In Northern 
Laos all provinces are involved in fingerli  ind ntial for growth 
in aquaculture g n rovince has a 
hatchery operating or under c

 

hose living close to streams in flatland or hill land. This 

• Native fish from the wild rivers are also more popular with the urban consumers. 

ent on wild forest food.  

assumed to be a

Environmental Degradation 
 
The averag

re being badly affected mainly by  

, transport and deposition,  

catch. 

Aquaculture 

 hatcheries nationwide produce about 250 million fi

ng production icating a pote
. Only 22 million fingerlin s are produced i SA1L but each p

onstruction. 
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Table   Fingerling Production in Six Provinces of Sub-Area 1L  2001 

Stations for fingerling 
production 

Provinces 

State Private 

Fingerling 
Production 
(million)  

Remarks 

1.Phongsaly  Muang Boun Neua   Under construction 

2.Luangnamtha  Muang Luang Namtha  0.52 Operating 

3. Oudomsay Done Keo 1 4.15 Operating 

4. Bokeo Muang Tonpheung 
2. Nam Tin

  Under construction 
On proposal

5. Luangprabang Na Luang 1 
1

9.5 
3.8

Operating 

6. Sayabouri Nam Tan Dam  4.2 Operating 

   22.17  

(National Sector Review) 
 
Water consumption by the wild fisheries sector is non-consumptive. Aquaculture relies 
directly on rainfall and pumping.  Some pond water is pumped from streams but we have 

o data on pond area or volume or pumping rates and times. However they are likely to 
be small. 
 

5.1 Fisheries Scenario 
 
The impact of dams on the wild bio-aquatic sectors is covered below in general under 
‘Hydropower’. Insufficient data is available to the quantitatively predict the impact. 
 
The four major negative impacts on this ‘natural’ sector have been and/or are likely to be  

1. watershed degradation,  
2. dam and weir construction, especially without effective fish passes.   
3. introduction of alien species. 
4. overfishing  

 
Reservoirs have an uncertain impact mainly increasing overall catches and sometimes 
decreasing them, but larger scale fisheries enterprises tend to take over from the 
individual fishers on the streams. 

 
• The impact of dams on the wild bio-aquatic sectors is covered below in 

general under ‘Hydropower’.  
• Insufficient data is available to the quantitatively predict the impact. 

 
The three major negative impacts on this ‘natural’ sector have been and/or are likely to be 
watershed degradation, dam and weir construction and the introduction of alien species. 
Everyone agrees that better watershed management is needed. On the other hand it is not 
easy to agree on the best balance between ‘modernization’ or even the continuation of  
irrigation ‘tradition’ and the maintenance of wild fisheries. The range of impacts is 

n
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spatially highly va ution to the key 
decisions. Continuing inter-sectoral dialogue and research are needed. 
 
The Ganga (Ganges) Basin probably provide  growth 
without thought for the fisheries sector. The larger fish whose life cycle tends to depend 
on long migration routes have been devastated by the dam  all Ganga tributaries.  
These fish are und trans-b ndar  the ekon nte
 
The projected national consumption of fish is based on population increase and an 
increase in mean c per p on,  fr 0.2 ra  1996 to 32 
kilograms in 2020 closer to present average for the four LMB nations.  
 
Demand for fish is estimated at nearly 200,000 tonnes by 2020. Fish production in the 
uture will merely be wha  other resource uses and 
nviron

Figure 35  Projected Demand for Fish 

riable so local people should be able to make a contrib

s a reasonable scenario of dam

s on  the 
oubtedly ‘ ou y’ in  M g co xt. 

onsumption ers rising om1  kilig ms in

f
e

t Laos can produce in competition with
mental limitations. 
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(Data from Jica/MAF) 

 
It is estimated that by 2020 fish production in the Lao PDR from aquaculture will be as 
follows:  

Table   Aquaculture Lao PDR, 2020                                
nes  ton

Urba 000 n fish ponds 33,
Reservoirs 60,000 
Caged fish culture in rivers 20,000 
Rural aquacult d o
cage culture an  in eld

8ure (pon
d fish

s, reserv
rice fi

irs, 
s) 

4 ,000 

Total 161,000 
(Jica/MAF) 

 
Thus about 40,000 tonnes must come fr ild f and im rts to fy the projected 
demand. 
 
From the trends shown above it is clear that with the present strategy the future of 
fisheries will largely be in managed fish s in p s and rvoir

om w ish po satis

erie ond  rese s.  
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Rural aquaculture has potential in almost all flatland areas so will be mainly of relevan
to Xayabouli Province in SA1L, but smaller areas are found in other provinces. 
 

ce 

iverse and thus ecologically stable aquaculture depends on healthy wild ecosystems to 
provide inputs. Th ies such as 

frican Tilapia an compete with the 
l 

e Nam Ngeum reservoir since 
198
pro t
 
The R
rese o

 
Gov ize impacts on the 
env FAO guidelines that encourage 

Food security for rural people 
• Poverty reduction through complimentary incomes 

ent 
for the urban population from peri-urban production. 

2. reducing destructive fishing,  

D
us the wild environment must be protected. Alien spec
d non-native carps introduced to reservoirs and ponds A

diversity of local species and escape up and down river to gradually degrade the loca
diversity. Efforts should be made to keep alien species in their managed water body. 
 
Ind nige ous species are said to be decreasing in number in th

8 but the decrease was halted for a time when the local spawning ground was 
tec ed from harvesting. 

 M C is at present having some success in breeding native species for release into 
rv irs. This is very promising. 

 
5.2 Fisheries Strategy 

Policy and Strategy 

ernment policy is focusing on project planning to minim
ironment. Fisheries are being developed following 

HRD, infrastructure, credit, processing and cold chain, marketing.(National Sector 
Review) It is aimed to integrate fishing further into the rural livelihood aiming at 

• 

• Integration of aquaculture into agricultural mixed farming for employm
• Supplementary food 

 
The government strategy for wild or capture fisheries involves  

1. decentralization of management,  

3. introducing rights-based fishing, 
4. promoting awareness 
5. rehabitilitating and restoring habitats for migratory fish, 
6. restocking with indigenous fish species, 
7. encouraging culture-based fisheries  
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The National Sector Review suggests that the strategy for acquaculture or managed 
fisheries might be as follows: 

1. Investing in aquaculture development. 
2. Integrating aquaculture into rural development. 
3. Improving culture-based fisheries. 
4. Managing aquaculture health including nutrition and genetics.  

8. Strengthening linkages with regional and interregional agencies. 

1. Rehabilitation of fish hatcheries and expansion of fish seeds production and 

scale breeding facilities at local level. 
3. Rural aquaculture development. 

 
 
Possible investm rtuni  in

1. Pangasias farming and  th
2. R&D for indigenous or  fo  
3. A fish sau
4. A fish feed mill 

 
• Everyone t b rshed m agement is needed. This will contribute 

to the ma nce of wild fisheries.  
• On the other hand it is not easy to agree on the best balance between 

‘modernization’ such as electrification ro-power and irrigation and even 
the maintenance of irrigation ‘tradition’ and the maintenance of wild fisheries. 
This is partly a choice b  and less basic needs.  

• Aquaculture should be p the risks and thus carefully. 

degrade the local diversity.  

ways to limit the escape of alien species into the wild and on effective fish passes 
at every scale. Watershed management should be further promoted and all effort 
put into wide range of options for electricity generation.  

 

5. Improving food fish quality and safety for consumption. 
6. Promoting market development and trade. 
7. Strengthening institutions. 

 
Also suggested are: 

distribution. 
2. The development of small 

4. Fish feed improvement. 

ent oppo ties are said to
production in
namental fish

clude 
e south 
r export

ce factory 

 agrees tha etter wate an
intena

from hyd

etween the most basic needs
romoted with awareness of 

Aquaculture could contribute to the overcoming of rural poverty using extension 
and micro-finance. 

• Alien species such as African Tilapia and non-native carps introduced to 
reservoirs and ponds compete with the diversity of local species and escape up 
and down river to gradually 

• Diverse and thus ecologically stable aquaculture depends on healthy wild 
ecosystems to provide inputs.  

• Thus the wild environment must be protected. Research should be continued on 
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6.  ELECTRICITY USE/DEMAND AND HYDROPOWER 
 
Lao PDR landscape has the physical potential to generate about 18,000 MW of 
hydropower from more than 60 promising sites. This physical potential and the possible 
benefits for navigation and irrigation must be considered carefully given the economic, 
social, ecological and ot l co h the present and 
especially the future four nation regional dem  this physical potential, 
gas has become an effec etitor that h otential sites unviable at 

e present time on simply technical economic grounds. If the socio-economic and 

nd such 
 

its 
awatts (MW). Energy is the expenditure of power over time so is 

easured in watt hours or to be more practical for generating stations gigawatt hours per 

o 
r evaporation takes place from the reservoir of nearly 

o metres per year an amount equal to an equivalent area of triple cropping of wet rice. 
aterial 

m environments, but the loss of water through 
w gates reduces the power potential for which the dam was built.  

e 
ming of the flow through sluice gates and past the generators, and thus the change made 

downstream users and 
environments may prefer a higher river flow at other times.  

he risk of earthquakes exacerbated by the reservoir is another problem. 

er is to reduce the regional power imbalance and thus reduce fuel imports, 
upport rural livelihoods/ development, and earn foreign currency while minimizing the 

ping watershed management. It can do this mainly by 
enc
 
The  years. Electricity demand 
or Laos from all sectors that is shown below is of course only a small part of the 

her environmenta nstraints. Althoug
and is greater than

tive comp as rendered many p
th
environmental costs are included the potential sites are even fewer.  
 
Electricity is the form of power generated by water flow through turbines. It is more 
explicit to refer to hydro-electricity rather than hydropower. Hydropower in a wider 
concept that includes the mechanical power created by water wheels. You can fi
water driven wheels used to mill rice in northern Laos in shallow fast flowing rivers. On
the other hand power and energy have distinct meanings in physics that makes their 
careful use in that sense important. Power is a physical capacity unrelated to time. Is un
are watts (W) or Meg
m
annum (GWh).   
 
We use large amounts of water to generate hydro-electricity but once used it seems t
flow on down the river. Howeve
tw
Moreover the reservoir is subject to gradual filling by eroded soil. The coarse m
accumulates as a fan at the upper end and the fine material is distributed across the 
reservoir area. Dams can be designed with sluice gates to move water and some of the 
sediment through, that benefits downstrea
lo
 
The sediment accumulated is lost to the river below the dam and thus the natural 
sedimentation and erosion processes, and the habitats on which ecosystems depend. Th
ti
to the wet and dry season flow rates and levels is an important issue for many 
stakeholders. Electricity peak demand is in the hot dry season but 

 
T
 

6.1 Electricity Supply/Use/Demand 
 
The general aims and methods (policy and strategy) of the government in promoting 
hydropow
s
environmental impacts by develo

ouraging private investment.  

 graph below shows the use (partial ‘demand’) rise over 11
f
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pot  depends on price/cost ratios. 1994 
was rose 
mar ar. 
 

Figure 36  Trends in Nationwide Electricity Demand 

ential market for Lao power generation. But this
 a key year in which the rate of increase of foreign direct investment (FDI) 
kedly raising the rate of increase in electricity demand to about 80GWh per ye
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(National Sector Review) 

 
In SA1L large differences in household electrification are apparent between provinces. 

 
Figure 37   Sub-Area 1L Electrification  

Percent of Households having Electricity, SA1L
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(MRC Data base) 

The ojected to fall from its present 4% to 2% 
from 0 ms) then grow again to 4.5 % between 2010 
and 2

 
 
 

Demand Projections 
 

 annual rate of domestic use/expansio
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Figure 38  Household Electrification Projection to 2020 
Projected Percentage of Families using 

Electricity Nationwide
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(Data from National Sector Review).                             

 
The
20,089

eak demand for four nations

 peak load in 2000 in the Lao PDR was 167 MW. For the four nation region it was 
 MW. This broadly illustrates the export potential. 

P  is estimated to rise:   
 

Table   Peak demand for four Riparian nations 
 2000 2020.   
Peak Power Demand 20,089 MW 80,880 MW 
Annual Energy Demand 124, 954 GWh 507, 200 GWh 

(Power Sector Strategy Study) 
 
Demand across the four nation region in 2000 was per year and is estimated to rise to per 
year by 2020. Peak demand is estimated to rise from 20,089 MW in 2000 to 80,880 MW 
in 2020. Such estimates are based largely on GDP growth estimates, and more 
particularly FDI projections and the growth and type of processing, manufacturing, 
transport and mining that it is believed will be set up. The demand and estimates of the 
growth of alternative power sources such as solar and nuclear are also the basis for 
hydro-power planning on the rivers of the Lao PDR. 
 
Projections for peak demand for six provinces in SA1L (table and figure below) illustrate 
that it is Luang Phabang and Xayabouli that are expected to continue to forge ahead, 
followed by Oudomxay. Oudomxay is not a wealthy province but has a relatively high 
rate of urbanization. 
 
In the graph below annual growth rates in peak ‘demand’ in the provinces of SA1L are 
estimated to range from about 0.4 MW to 2.6 MW per annum depending on the province 
and date. This should depend on the real cost and thus price. We do not know the subsidy 
here and the other assumptions behind these figures. 
 
(Economic) electricity demand (a combination of real and subsidized demand) is 
increasing at about 80 GWh per year. Two opposing affects may result in a similar rate of 
increase into the future. to decrease subsidies 
nd on the other investment is increasing. 

 

On the one hand the government is likely 
a
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Table    Peak Demand Forecast (MW) of  Sub-area 1L 

 
2000 2005 2010 2015 2020 

Phongsaly 3 5.3 7.5 11.2 16 

 Luangnamtha 3 5.5 8.2 13.2 18.3 

Oudomxay 4 8.1 12 18.8 26.1 

Bokeo 2.1 4.5 6.7 9.6 12.9 
Luangprabang 8.8 13.3 19.1 32.4 45.1 

 Xayabouli 6.4 12.5 18.6 28.6 40.3 

Total      
(Data from Sub-Area Sector Review) 

 
Figure 39  Peak Electricity Demand Projected for Six Provinces in SA1L 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

nnual growth rates in peak demand are estimated to rise over time. They range from A
about a 0.4 MW to 2.7 MW per annum.  For high growth rates from small beginnings th
percentage figures are misleading. They depend on the detail of the calculation so it is 

etter to consider the annual rises.  

e 

b
 

Table  Peak Deamnd Groth Rates 
 Mean Annual Growth Rate of Peak 

Demand over Five Year Periods 
(MW/year) 

 2000 - 2005 – 2010 – 2015 - 
2005 2010 2015 2020 

Phongsaly 0.5 0.4 0.7 1.0
 Luangnamtha 

0.5 0.5 1.0 1.0
Oudomxay 

0.8 0.8 1.4 1.5
Bokeo 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.7
Luangprabang 

0.9 1.2 2.7 2.5
 Sayabouly 

1.2 1.2 2.0 2.3
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Any serious OPEC led ‘oil crisis’ could increase the demand for and the pric
electricity, but this would be temporary. The long term depletion of global oil and gas 
reserves will however eventually result in a steady rise in electricity 

e of 

prices especially if 
ere is more global agreement on global warming. 

6.2 The Feasibility of Hydro-electricity 

ompared with the Lao physical potential of 

.  

e uncertain. 
 fewer hydropower sites are feasible, even without considering the many 
onomic and environmental costs. 

hydropower 

 time which makes the market to be 
d after the 1997 collapse and with 

gas  a
the sma
PDR in
are n
elec f
repaym lar power oes not produce enough energy for water 
pumping but the house lighting provides a lift in the standard of living {EEHB}. 
 
The hy

egaw hey have varying 
asonal capacities from less than half a year up to one year because of seasonality of 

rainfall in Laos and differing water storage capacities. Solar energy is well available year 
round in SA1L except on the far eastern side. In some cases it may be cost-effective for a 
group of villages to share a hydro scheme and a solar array to guarantee year round 
electricity. Very small hydro schemes that depend on weirs not storage take no water 
from the river although they may more or less dewater it for a reach between the weir and 

th
 

 
How accurate are the four nation projection and what proportion is subsidy demand 
which could well fall? This figure might be c
18,000 MW, but  

• Power prices have declined after the 1997 collapse. 
• And gas from Burma and Southern Thailand is a new competitive energy source
• Electricity generation from large dams has a long lead time which makes the 

production pric
• So now

ocio-ecs
 
Easy financial conditions for future dams will depend on several conditions:  

1. optimum and low impact project configurations 
2. well qualified and financially capable developers 
3. competitive construction and developing costing 
4. equitable agreement terms for the government 

Power prices have so declined with combined cycle gas plants that now few 
sites are feasible.  
EE-PSSS) {

 
Careful comparison of sites is needed to chose those most prospective on economic, 
ocial and environmental grounds. s

 
All medium to large generating plants must be connected to the national grid. This 
creates an important cost for potential plants now distant from the grid. 
 
Electricity generation from large dams has a long lead
tapped highly uncertain. Power prices have s  declineo

 as n energy source that now fewer large hydropower sites are feasible.  That from 
ller more widely scattered pica and micro-hydro that are now being built in Lao 
 increasing numbers are m ore certain investments based on local demand. There 

ma y appropriate sites, technically and socio-economically for off-grid 
tri ication. These sites are not the poorest and least accessable ones as sufficient 

ent capacity is required. So d

dro sites are variously called pica, village, micro, mini and small with increasing 
att generating capacity from a few kW up to about 10 MW. Tm

se
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the pelton generator. In such ll scale irrigation however 
always takes a large proportion of the stream flow out of the stream. The question is 
whether the extra environment created for the fish in the canals and rice fields 
compensates for the loss of stream, and how is relative access to fish affected for all 
villagers.  
 
Only two small dams (about 1MW) and several very small schemes have so far been 
constructed in SA1L. Small-medium sized hydro-electricity generation plants are planned 
for the Nam Beng catchment and near Luang Phabang city. 
 
SA1L has more than 12 constructed small and micro hydropower schemes ranging from 
1.5 MW on the Nam Ko in Oudomxay to several schemes supplying 5 kW (0.005 MW). 
 
One small-medium hydropower project is under-construction in SA1L and four other 
projects have had MOU’s si

a

 cases fish passes are needed. Sma

gned 
 
T ble   Existing Small/micro Power Plant  in Sub area 1L , February 2003 

Province  River/stream  Installed 
Capacity 
(MW)

Average 
Energy  
Generation

Phonsaly 
 

3.  Nam Nguay   0.120       

1. Nam Poun       
2. Nam Khoun    

0.11         
0.005       

 

4.  Haukha 0.005 
Luangnamtha 1.NamLi             0.046        

2. Hauykhibuan  
3. NamPoung 

0.050       
0.030                  

Oudaomxay 1. Nam Ko 1.5 6.5 
Bokeo    
Luangphabang 
 

1.Nam Dong       
2. Nam Pa           

1              
0.016       

5 

3. Nam Mong 0.070 
Sayaboury 1. Nam Ham 0.180  

(Sub-Area Sector Review) 
 
Several coal-powered electricity plants are also under construction or planned. The need 

 the sub-area is massive although the demand (ability to pay) is low. Much of the 
may 

ventually use a major proportion. 
 
The 1994 study of Run-of-River hydropower schem

ity, and requiring further study. 

in
nations electric power generation is exported, but in the North domestic demand 
e

es ranked these four northern Lao 
sites as second prior
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Table    Run-of-River Hydropower Proposed on Mainstream in SA1L 
lectricity 

W) 

 E
Generating 
Capacity (M

Pak Beng 1230 (1000-1,800) 
Luang Phabang 970 (1300-2600) 
Xayabouli 1260  (600-1200) 
Pak Lay 1010 (1200-2,000) 

 
In 2001 w over the Khone falls wholly within Laos is 
bein p
within tudy for run-of-river projects was costed at 5.4 
cen k nd 20 cents/kWh for secondary generation, (Mekong 
Ma t ronmental 

bjections, these prices put them out of contention at present market prices. The MRC 

 

 
y is 

y 
a 

ver on the tributaries? If they 
re run-of-river in actuality as well as in name together with effective, well researched 

 
In-river
attracti

Social 
 
Only a 

 a small project using part of the flo
g lanned but none in the North. All four of the Northern projects are also wholly 

Laos. Energy production in a 1994 s
ts/ Wh for reliable generation a
ins ream Run-of-river Hydropower}. Quite apart from socio-envi

o
Hydropower Development strategy notes probable Thai energy prices at 4-5 cents/kWh  
and for non-firm energy 1.5 – 2 cents/kWh. Nam Ngeun electricity at present sells for
about 3 cents/kWh. 
 
EEHB (2001) say average production costs of proposed candidates with future 
concessional financing (low interest loans) for part of its generation development are
expected to be around 3.0 UScents/kWh. The case for subsidization of electricit
greater for rural electrification. 
  
EEHB estimates that the limiting export price of electricity will be around 4.3 
UScent/kWh for primary energy and 2.4 UScents/kWh for secondary energy. The energ
projects considered economically feasible are all in the Centre and South of Laos. Hongs
lignite is considered marginally feasible. 
 
Have any surveys been done on the feasibility of run-of-ri
a
and tested fish ladders, they have less impact on the environment than storage dams.  

 current floating turbines that are now be on the market are an even more 
ve proposition from the point of view of the environment. 

and Environmental Constraints 

small proportion of the physical potential of about 18,000 may be advisable or 
even possible given the likely substantial costs and limitations that can be divided into 
thre
commu  
follows
 

. Direct Financial Costs/Risks 

ish passes 
19. Sedimentation in reservoirs limiting reservoir lifetime 

e types: A. direct financial costs, B. life, livelihood and cultural costs for the 
nity displaced, and C. environmental costs/risks and associated livelihood costs as
. 

A
17. The international market price of electricity,  
18. The costs of navigation locks and f

 
B. Life, Livelihood and Cultural Costs for the Community Displaced 
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20. The loss of reservoir land and ecosystems,  
21. The resettlement of displaced villagers and full new livelihood costs,   
22. Displaced and dispersed people’s loss of extended family and community 

networks and culture,  

. Environmental Costs/Risks and Associated Livelihood Costs 

n reservoirs 
25. Chemical and temperature changes in reservoir water. 
26. CO2 and CH4 (greenhouse gases) release from reservoirs 
27. Risk of earthquakes in large, especially in deep reservoirs 
28. Reduction in flood support for wild fisheries 
29. The loss of flood-based natural fertilizer on flats and plains 
30. Channel and bank erosion downstream of the dam  
31. Destruction of the environment at the dam and around the reservoir 
32. Introduction of new diseases into local communities by dam workers and water-

based disease vectors. 
 
‘The Water Resources Law of 1997 seeks to ensure responsible and sustainable use of 
water. Approvals for ‘large’ projects as defined, require a feasibility study and socio-
economic environmental plan. The sponsor must contribute to watershed protection and 
where appropriate provide for multipurpose water use. Logging in the catchment is 
prohibited and sponsors must assist in and fund resettlement. Existing and proposed large 
hydropower projects are required to submit EIA under the Environmental Protection Law 
(1999) administered by STEA. This includes biodiversity management, dam safety, 
mitigation, and restoration of the environment, and the establishment of an environmental 
protection fund.(Electrowatt-Ekono-Power Sector Strategy Study) 
 

6.3 Medium to Large Hydro-electricity Scenarios 
 

Flow Regulation Scenarios 
 
Large and medium scale hydro-electricity generation using the head created by deep 
storage reservoirs inevitably causes changes to the flow regime, not only in the reservoir 
but also in stream below the dam.  
 
The dam may be operated to mainly generate electricity, especially at peak demand times 
but other sectors require consideration:  

• to maintain the volume of the reservoir 
• to help mitigate severe flooding  
• to maintain moderate flooding  
• to enhance dry season navigation 
• for facilitate dry season irrigation 
• to maintain downstream ecosystems 
• to maintain downstream channel integrity 

 
The storage will reduce downstream flow at the height of the wet season and increase 
flow through the dry season. But it is not obvious to what extent regulation to generate 

 
C

23. The fragmentation of the riverine system 
24. Evaporation and evapo-transpiration i
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electricity, mitigate floods, and perhaps dry season flow for irrigation and navigation can 
lance e stre nels we col d fe  va  na

flow regimes. 
 

am les

be ba d by th am chan tlands e ogical an rtilizing lues of tural 

Two ex p  are given below of the operation of a proposed Nam Khan 2 dam 
MW) aller dam on the site in Luang Phabang Province on the Nam Khan 

n al flow = 2

m  ‘natural’ hydrographs and regulated hydrographs.  
la  hyd hs are pa bitra

3. In exam 3 is filled 
elea e dry  (17 gu n) 

In the second exam 0% of rage d r ed wh m
m a s 9 9) re tion) 

 Phabang on the Nam Khan. The examples show pre-
dam ‘natural’ hydrographs and regulated hydrographs. The regulated flow hydrographs 

e first example, nearly the whole live storage capacity of 480 
m3 is filled and in turn released in the dry season. In the second example 50% of the 

(145  or a sm
(Mean an u 715 Mm3).  
 
The exa

he regu
ples show pre-dam

T ted flow rograp rtly ar ry.  
 

the first ple, nearly the whole live storage capacity of 480 Mm
and in turn r sed in th

ple 5
season.

e sto
% (0.17) re

sed an
latio

4. th  is u eleas ether fro  the 
sa e dam or maller dam. ( % (0.0 gula

 
Two examples are given below of the operation of a proposed Nam Khan 2 dam or a 
smaller dam on the site in Luang

are partly arbitrary. In th
M
storage is used and released whether from the same dam or a smaller dam.  
 

Figure 40  Full Regulaton Scenario  

Four Decade Mean Natural Flow and 
Highly Regulated Flow, 

Nam Khan, Luang Phabang
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(Natural flow data from MRC database) 
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Figure 41  Half Regulation Scenario 
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(Natural flow data from MRC database) 

Even in the smaller storage example the dry season flow could nearly double the natural 
ow in some months if no large extractions are made. If irrigation uses a major 

proportion of the dry season releases the flow is correspondingly reduced. But the 
irrigation potential in the valley is small. Moreover the river transport is believed to be 
largely small scale and local so will hardly react to the deeper water. 
 
Such storages on a river the size of the Nam Khan are not likely to have a noticeable 
effect on the mainstream unless many such storages are completed. The concern here is 
with the tributary. Even in the smaller storage example the dry season flow could nearly 
double the natural flow in some months if no large extractions are made.  
 
If irrigation

 

fl

 uses a major proportion of the dry season releases the flow is 
correspondingly reduced. But the irrigation potential in the valley is small.  
 
Moreover the river transport is believed to be largely small scale and local so will hardly 
react to the deeper water.  
 
The water held back in such dams in the wet season will have an ameliorating effect on 
small floods, but not large floods.
 
Such storages on a river the size of the Nam Khan are not likely to have a noticeable 
effect on the mainstream unless many such storages are completed. The concern here is 
with the tributary. 
 
The full live storage capacity may not be used, as in the second scenario, to allow for 
occasional late season flood inflows and to minimize the impact on the tributary riverine 
ecology.  
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Would a smaller dam run at full ctive than a large dam used 
old a late flood, but its full 

nd flood plain) 
place fewer people. 

capacity be more cost-effe
hwith consideration for all sectors. It would not be able to 

capacity operation would have less effect on the riverine (in channel a
cology. Moreover the storage reservoir would flood less land and dise

 
How the releases are made from different levels of the reservoir is a more complicated 
issue that again at least requires dialogue with stream ecologists.  
 
Of course fish passes or navigation locks (when they work) are required for a fuller 
maintenance of the fish environment but even with a fish ladder/way the native fish are 
ffected by the reservoir geography, hydra

u
ology, chemistry and temperature as well as the 

sual introduced ded on fish 
passes to make sure they work well for high volum
 
Dialogue

 species with which they have to compete. Research is nee
es of local species 

 is needed with the wild-capture bio-aquatic sectors to determine what size, 
timing and quality of releases are needed and the importance of fish passes to maintain 
the riverine ecosystems to a reasonable extent in any dammed river. 
 
Organizational Concerns 
 
Particularly relevant for the North, EEHB recommend that a separate Rural 
Electrification Agency be established separate from the existing Electricte du Lao {EdL}. 
This would parallel the separate rural water supply agency known.  
 
Resettlement 
 
Tributary dams in Laos could force resettlement of 40,000 people. In Sub-Area1L the 
population that would have to be resettled is not known. Resettlement numbers and land 
submerged areas for three dams are needed. 
 
Resettlement including the development of a sustainable livelihood in the Boloven 
Plateau as a result of the Huay Ho, Xe Pian-Xe Namnoi schemes is estimated to cost 
USD16,00 per household. This sort of figure would presumably be necessary for other 
resettlement projects. 
 
Earthquakes 

 
Northern Lao PDR lies on the edge of the earthquake zone that stretches through the 
Himalayas to Southwest China. Earthquakes have been recorded in Northern Laos in the 
last few years. Thus it must be recognized that any dam or weir structure is at some risk 
of damage. In the case of weirs the risk is of financial loss, but in the case of dams that 
store large volumes of water, loss of life downstream is also possible.  
We need more data on earthquakes from the Geology and Mines Departme 

Future Hydro-electricity Schemes  
 
It is the Nam Beng dam that seems most likely to go ahead, supplying local demand 
rather than export. Its expected date of completion is 2008. 
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A further 40 or so very small hydro sites are being considered and should come ‘on 
stream’ in the next 15 years. This number could very probably be increased if support
were there. 

 

 

nd is 

• This thought to have already reduced suspended load as far down as Pakse  
• xpected 

n 2010 and 20

China has built two large hydroelectricity dams on the Mekong mainstream and is 
ning to build more. This thought to have already reduced suspended load as 

ar down as Pakse pro artly t as these d

2   C m Storage 

Hydro-electricity Dams  in the Upper Mekong Basin 
 

• China has built two large hydroelectricity dams on the Mekong mainstream a
planning to build more.  

The figure below illustrates the major increase in storage that can be e
betwee 16.  

 
• 

plan
f bably p as a resul ams  
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(State of the Basin Report, 2003) 

 
Figure 43  Pre-dam and Possible Regulated Flow for the Mekong at Vientiane as a 
consequence of Storage in and Release from the China Dams Cascade after 2016 
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(Pre-dam data from MRC data base) 
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Total mainstream storage as a proportion of annual river flow (same units) will increase 
from 0.02 from two dams in 2004 to 0.77 from five dams in 2016.  
A regulated scenario is given  for the Mekong mainstream as a consequence of about 90 
percent storage in the China dams cascade. 
 
This will cause a usual decrease in wet season flow, a usual increase in dry season flow 
and decrease in sediment load in the mainstream which will  

• reduce floods, improve navigation (downstream of the lowest dam at least), and 
reduce dry season pump irrigation head,  

• but will increase channel erosion, reduce flood plain sedimentation, degrade 
native fisheries. Because most of the Mekong sediment is eroded from the Tibetan 
Plateau the dams will have a severe effect on the sediment load. 

 
A promising move would be to upgrade the dialogue with China on this matter
 

6.4 Hydro-electricity Strategies 

f 

. 

A Mix of Schemes 
 
Despite the socio-economic and environmental costs some limited construction  o
medium sized hydropower dams may be advisable to spread the environmental 
degradation effects of development especially if disruption to the river regime can be 
minimized and those people that suffer, both upstream and downstream can be well 
compensated. 

A very
 

 small number, say one or two, profitable low negative impact dams  
• say medium sized dam about 10-15m dam height, storing say 20 - 250 Mm3 of 

water or generatin
• 

any in-river floatin
Also several small, a s  

• 12 very small hydro-schemes were in 2003 supply just over 3 MW of electricity 
in SA1L and 6.4 MW ide.

• These rely only on  an ve li n downstream flows, but 
still need to be de lly

• Used for isolated villages.  

r 
n 

export a large proportion of its remaining timber resources unsustainably, it would be 
well to consider the relative benefits of limited hydropower generation especially on a 
small and very small scale. In the past electricity and timber were Lao PDR’s only major 

g say 10-100MW,  
with really effective researched fish ways 

• flooding very little agricultural land,  
together with many smaller schemes, may create the lesser of the development problems. 
These medium sized reservoirs could be combined with: 
Some run-of-river schemes on tributaries (insignificant storage) with researched fish 
passes. 
M g turbines (that are on the market now) 

nd many very small hydropower generation plant

 nationw
 small weirs

  
d so ha ttle effect o

signed carefu .  

• These are more certain investments based on local demand.  
 
Given the risk of nuclear leaks, explosions and weapons proliferation from nuclear powe
generation in importing nations and the temptation facing Laos to consume and eve
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exports but now tourism  and provide an 
alternative source of foreign exchange. Other exports will rise in the future, so 
hydropower exports are not the priority that they once were.   
 
It is the agricultural land flooded and the ecological impact that are in the end most 
important, than the size of the dam so the key to whether a dam should be supported is 
the magnitude of the negative impact. It is not really ‘medium or small sized’ dams that 
should be considered but profitable low impact dams.   
 
Design, Operation and Compensation for Medium Dams 
 
If the riverine environment and its products are to be conserved it should be accepted that  

1. less than maximum

and garments have risen to challenge them

 power generation is possible from any roughly medium site. 
What is called the ‘plant factor’ the proportion of time that an energy generating 
station generates energy is limited by storage capacity, the desire to store for flood 
control and other dem
generation, or at n

2. a significant proportion of electricity revenue

ands for releases that may be greater than that required for 
on-optimal times. 

 will have to be used to compensate 
people who are disadvantaged by the project both upstream and downstream of 
the dam. 

3. Fish passes must not be imported or token but designed for local fish and large 

 
biomass and the wild fish harvest. 

enough that a large biomass of fish can pass. Most existing fish passes are either 
unsuitable for the local fish or allow too few fish to pass to maintain the aquatic

 
It should be noted that worldwide almost all people displaced by dams are now worse off 
than they were before the dam was built.  
 
Dams should be designed and operated so they can release water to go as far as possible 
towards mimicing the timing and nature of the natural flow in quantity, chemically, in 
temperature and with sediment load. This may of course make some projects unviable for 

e immediate future but electricity prices will probably rise in the future especially when 
fluid fossil fuels start to run out. 
 
Data Requirements 
 
Data for the actual, planned or ‘envisaged’ small or large hydropower dams in SA1L are 
shown below. Some further data is required. 
 

th
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Table   Actual and Plan
River Project Province Actual or 

Expected 
Date of 
Completion 

Electricity 
Generation 
Capacity 
(MW) 

Annual 
Energy 
Generation 
(GWh) 

Active 
Storage 
Capacity 
(Mm3) 

Annual 
Discharge 
at gauge 
{Mm3} 

ned Hydro-power Dams in SA1L 

Nam Ko   1970? 1.5    
Nam 
Dong 

   1.0    

Nam Long  Luang Namtha  11 53   
Nam Pha Nampha “  100/150 350   
 Viengphouka “  50 363   
Nam Tha Namtha 3 “? 200 1.25    
 Namtha 1 Bokeo 2001?? 230-272  2000  
 Namtha 4A  2015 54 250   
 Namtha 5  2010 100 430   
Nam Beng Nam Beng  2008 30 175 101 1200 
Nam Ou Nam Ou 2 Phongsali 2010,18 500/630-950 2628 66,100?? 12,700  
 Nam Ou 8 “  600 3499   
Nam Khan Nam Khan 2 Luang Phabang 2005?? 145 724 480 2715 
 Nam Khan 3 “  47 222   
(Data from Diagnostic Study 1997 and Power Sector Strategy study and Lao Sub-Area 
Sector review)                           

 
The Nam Beng Scheme 
 
The Nam Beng Scheme was originally for a dam with a 51MW capacity but when it was 
pointed out that the reserv l valley in its upper 
reaches, the planned dam height was lowered a little to that at which it would generate 

US 

en lowered further to 30 MW. No mention is made of the cost of fish passes. A 
asibility study is recommended.  

 
Very Small Hydro Power : Small Weirs 
 

creasingly small and very small hydroelectric schemes are being constructed on small 

MW of electricity in SA1L and 6.4 MW nationwide. 
his small amount is however supplying villages that otherwise would not get on the 

national grid for many years. A further 40 or so sites are being considered and should 
come ‘on stream’ in the next 15 years. This number could very probably be increased if 
support were there. The demand for electricity from the smaller more widely scattered 
very small hydro schemes are more certain investments based on local demand. But these 
sites do not cater for the poorest and least accessible villages as sufficient repayment 
capacity is required. That is, these schemes are based on real demand. Because some 
have only a seasonal capacity, integration with solar power would often be of value.                                                          
 
Resettlement  
 
USD16,000 per household is a rough estimate of financial resettlement costs including 
the development of a new sustainable livelihood. But we need resettlement numbers and 
land submerged areas for proposed dams as set out below. 
 

oir would submerge a wide agricultura

45MW and flood very little farm land. The generating cost is competitive at 3.5 
cents/kWh but only if low interest loans are offered by a multilateral bank. It now seems 
to have be
fe

In
streams in Northern Laos to provide electricity to local communities. These rely only on 
small weirs and so usually have little effect on downstream flows. 12 very small hydro-
schemes in 2003 supply just over 3 
T
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Other Consequences of Dam Construction

flow +/- 

f 

ation 
ered  

 
River Project Actual or 

Expected 
Date of 
Completion 

Expected 
lifetime 
of Dam 

Populatio
n whose 
Houses 
are sub-
merged 

Flat 
agricultural 
land sub-
merged 

Forest 
area sub-
merged 

Mean 
Percent 
change in 
dry season 

Percent o
Fish 
Migr
Hind

Nam Ko  1970?       
Nam Dong         
Nam Pha Nampha        
Nam Tha Namtha 3 200       
 Namtha 1 2001?   ?     
 Namtha 4A 2015       
 Namtha 5 2010       
Nam Beng Nam Beng 2008       
Nam Ou Nam Ou 2 2010       
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7. IRRIGATION 
  

est consumer of water in a nation. 
 

nly 4 percent of the total rice production  in SA1L is produced under irrigation, 
compared with tainous topography. 
 
Riverfed irrigation covers small areas in northern Lao PDR in NE-SW zones following 
the topographic pattern of flat lowlands.  
 

Figure 44  Spatial Trends in Irrigation in Sub-Area 1L 

Irrigation is almost always the larg

Irrigation construction by the government of Lao PDR has been expanding rapidly, but 
o

 20 percent nationwide, because of the hilly and moun

 
(MRC) 

 
Irrigation increases household and sub-regional food security and nutrition and reduces 
migration to towns, but can have a detrimental affect on fisheries and perhaps hinders 
malaria reduction.    
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Irrigation is estimated to use very roughly 90% of total water withdrawals from streams, 
spri s
lower b
 
The l  
scheme vastly out number those built with 

utside assistance, but provide irrigation to only relatively small areas. This may be 
nd trapping sediment.  

 
 echniques, Nationwide 2002
Tec i

ng  and groundwater nationwide.  For Northern Lao PDR the percentage may be 
ecause of the small area of flatland. 

 vi lage people living on small streams have long had their own small scale irrigation
s, gravity fed from weirs. They can be seen to 

o
having an evening out effect on these small streams a

Table     Irrigated Area by various T  
hn ques  Number  Irrigated area in 

the wet season 
Irrigated area in 
the dry season 

Dams  786 56,882 25,873 
Reservoirs 11,131 184 22,896 
Pumps 3,828 166,459 144,630 
Locks of canals and dykes 69 9,749 2,614 
Traditional weirs 17,604 47,945 29,261 
Gabions   116 3.168 1,117 
TOTAL 22,857 307,097 214,625 

(National Sector Review) 
 

Figure 45   Average Wet Season Irrigated Area per Scheme 
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Note that although traditional irrigation weirs let the fish through either between 

 
eans 
am 

he rice fields. The villagers, interested in irrigation and fish, understand 
e trade off, but the irrigation and the associated fish catch may be controlled by a fairly 

nflicting 
e 

perennial gaps, or when floods periodically destroy them, these very small schemes are
set up on very small streams and thus may deplete the stream below the weir. This m
that even if fish can pass the weir in wet season floods, in lower flow periods the stre
may be inadequate for fish. The fish may however live for some months in the irrigation 
system including t
th
small number of people who have use rights to narrow stream flats, whereas the fish in 
the stream or former stream could be caught by all. This issue requires study. Co
reports have been heard of the effect of small irrigation schemes on fish. Presumably th
conditions are spatially variable, depending on topography and ethnic culture among 
other things.  
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Government irrigation construction expanded rapidly from 1998 to 2000.  The wet season 

 the dry season.  Was this due to better management of old 
hemes or the better design of new schemes or both?  

irrigated area is an indication of the maximum command area. Notice that not only was 
there a rapid increase in the wet and dry season area, but also the proportion of the wet 
season area covered in
sc
 

Figure 46   Irrigated Areas in the Lao PDR 
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(Data from Sub-Area Sector Review) 

 
The massive increase in irrigation in 1998 – 2000 drew on finance from the Bank of Lao 

DR. There is evidencP
 

e that this contributed to the depreciation in the kip at this time. 

Time-series data is available for irrigation in six provinces of SA1L from 1985.  
The irrigated wet season rice area for six provinces has been rising steadily over 15 years 
from very little to about 18,000 hectares. But this is still only about 6% of the national 
figure of more than 300,000 hectares. Total irrigated areas in the dry season are about the 
same. 
 

Figure 47   Wet and Dry Season Irrigation Areas in Six Provinces of SA1L 

Irrigated Areas, Wet and Dry Season, 
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(Data from Sub-Area Sector Review) 
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If we assume that irrigated area in the wet season in SA1L is supplied with about 0.4 
metres of water, the total volume ‘consumed’ is about 72Mm3. If we assume tha
season irriga

t a dry 
tion is about 0.7m the volume consumed is about 126Mm3. Irrigation in 

A1L thus uses about 200Mm3 per year. But this is less than half a percent of the 
n of SA1L’s stream flow (1480 m3/sec or 46,620 Mm3/year) to the Mekong). 

Depth Volume 

S
contributio
 

Table   Irrigation Water Consumption SA1L 
 Irrigation Irrigation 

Wet season 0.4 m 72 Mm3 
Dry Season 0.7m 126 Mm3 
Total  198 Mm3 

 
The area of rainfed (non-irrigated) wet rice {flat land and terraced} in the wet season in 
six provinces of SA1L is more or less stable and is now about twice that of the irrigated 
area. Wet season wet rice area in six provinces now totals about 64,000 hectares.  

Figure 48  Wet Season Wet Rice Areas 

Wet Rice (Flat and Terraced) Wet Season 
Cropping Areas, 

Six Provinces, Sub-Area 1L
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(Data from Sub-Area Sector Review) 

 
 
As would be expected given the relatively large area of flat to undulating topography in 
Xayabouli the largest areas of irrigation is found there. 
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Figure 49  Wet and Dry Season Irrigation Area and Harvested Volume, SA1L 
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(Data from ca/MAF) Ji
  
The decline in the area of all wet season wet rice grown on flatland and terraced areas 
whether irrigated or rainfed in Oudomxay after 1990 is interesting if not a concern. It was
from the same date that Xayabouli recovered and took off again. The area in Bokeo and 
Luang Namtha to a lesser extent, have been rising steadily. Areas in other provinces are 
fairly stable.  
 

Figure 50   Wet Season Wet Rice Areas 

All Wet Rice (Flat land and Terraced) 
Wet Season Rice (Rainfed and Irrigated) 
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(Data from Sub-Area Sector Review) 
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Luang Namtha is leading in wet season irrigated area followed close behind by 
Oudomxay, Bokeo and Xayabouli. Phongsali is well behind having extremely little any
flat land. 
 

 

Figure 51   Irrigation Areas in the Wet Season 
Wet Season Irrigated Areas, Six Provinces 
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(Data from Sub-Area Sector Review) 
 
Note that Luang Phabang is as prominent as Xayabouli in dry season rice irrigation, bot
provinces booming notably from 1995. Luang Namtha and Oudomxay both experience
a small rise in area in 1996 -2000.  
 

Figure 52  Irrigated Dry Season Rice Areas 
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Row crops (or ‘upland’ crops) (ie non-rice) under irrigation (or what the data refers to as 
‘vegetables’) have particularly taken off in Luang Phabang. This no doubt reflects the 
tourist market and the better access to Vientiane. 
 

(Data from Sub-Area Sector Review) 
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Figure 53   Dry Season Irrigated Row Crop Areas 

Row Crops, Dry Season Irrigation, Six 
Provinces, SA1L
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(Data from Sub-Area Sector Review) 
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7.1 Irrigation Scenarios 
 
Rice Area and Yiel

Rice area and yield projections given by the government are shown in the table below. 
 

Table    Rice Production Projections for Lao PDR 
  2000 2010 2020 

d Projections  
 

Flatland Wet Rice (n
irrigated) Area (ha) 475,500 475,500 475,500 

on-

 Yield (tonnes/ha) 3.27 4.3 4.5 

 
Total P
(tonnes) 1,552,800 2,046,655 2,139,750 

roduction 

Sloping land rice Area (ha) 152,100 110,000 110,000 

 .70 1.70 2.00 Yield (tonnes/ha) 1

 
uction 

258,750 187,000 220,000 
Total Prod

onnes) (t
Irrigated flat Area (ha) 91,800 800 111,980  land rice 101,

 Yield (tonnes/ha) 4.25 6 5.49 

 (ton 59,256 671,880 
Total Production 

nes) 390,150 5
Total Rice Area (ha) 719,400 687,300 697,480 

 
Total Production 
(tonnes) 2,201,700 2,792,911 3,031,630 

(Data from Jica/MAF study) 

In t f
• s will hardly change  

 

 
he igure below of government projections/plans for rice cultivation notice that 

Traditional flatland rainfed rice area
• Irrigated areas will increase very little following projected capital investments in

agriculture noted above. 
 

Figure 54  Rice Areas up to 2020 

Projected Area of Rice Cultivation, Lao PDR 
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), is projected to

take place 

• Sloping land rice (now shifting system  a reduced 
area following the go

• But the reduction is projected to only until 2
• Thus the area of 110,000 hectares of sloping land rice remaining in 2010 will be 

grown as part of sedentary farming systems.  
 
It is thought that yields in all systems will increase.  

• The yield for flatland rice will increase rapidly to 2010, and slow after that as 
highest likely yields are approached,  

• In contrast the yield for sloping land rice will grow slowly at first due to the 
current ith roduction, and crease more rapidly after 2010. 

 
Figure 55  Future Rice Yields 
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As a consequence of area and yield rises in flatland rice total production will rise 
accordingly, Water use by irrigation will increase a little contributing to the increased 

ield. But sloping land production will remain fairly stable due to shrinking area and 
rising yield. 

Figure 56   Rice Production 

y

 Rice Production in All Environments, Lao PDR
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Irrigation Futures 
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The total area of rainfed (non-irrigated) wet rice {flat land and terraced} and irrigated 
rice in the wet season in six provinces of SA1L is now about 64,000 hectares and is 
expanding especially since 1997 at about 2,800 hectares per year. The irrigated wet 
season rice area for six provinces has been rising over 15 years from very little to about 
18,000 hectares.  
 
The rainfed wet rice area is now about twice that of the irrigated rice area but seems to be 
stable probably because any expansion of area is immediately taken up with an 
equivalent expansion of irrigation. To the extent that flat land is nearly all farmed, the 
area of rainfed rice will shrink as irrigation expands and as farmers try alternative crops 
for consumption, barter and sale, especially when they have new irrigation. Irrigation is 
likely to expand at a reduced rate when topographic limits are increasingly met. 
      
Given the seeming over investment in irrigation in 1997-2000, the changing government 
policy to make recurrent and capital costs equal and the limited area of flat land will limit 
irrigation expansion.  
 
Irrigation in SA1L is now estimated to use about 200Mm3 per year about half a percent 
of the contribution of SA1L’s stream flow to the Mekong. Is water use likely to grow to 
exc
was 2800 hectares per year but the area may be hardly expanding in 2003.  

Irrigation in SA1L is now estimated to use about 200Mm3 per year a tiny proportion  of 
e contribution of SA1L’s stream flow to the Mekong. Future irrigation water 

 

ariety of ‘row’ 

eed 1% of SA1L runoff in the next twenty years? The growth rate from 1997 to 2001 

 

th
consumption will depend on the expansion of the irrigation area, the ‘depth’ of irrigation,
ie the volume supplied per unit area, both for the wet and dry season. Different crops 
requ e ir quite difference irrigation depths. As farmers move from rice to a v
crops under dry season irrigation ‘depth’ required will fall.  A the efficiency of the supply 
process is rarely very high the crop transpires only a proportion of the water taken from 
he t  expand 

 a high of 1500 hectares per year. The 
 areas and water consum
(Assuming total wet an  1.1m as they cover 
about the same area) 

(hectares) 2020 (Mm3) 

t
o

wa er body, in this case the streams. If the efficiency increases the area could
r the pumping or diversion time could decrease. 

 
Future growth is very difficult to predict but may average a modest 1000 hectares per 
year. This could vary from a low of say 700 to

ption figures for 2020 are given in the table. 
d dry season irrigation depth of 0.7 + 0.4 m =

 
Table   Irrigation Water Consumption Scenarios 

Expansion 
Rate 

Hectares 
per year 

Area in 
2020 

Water 
Consumption in 

Probable  1000 38,000 420 
Low 700 32,000 224 
High 1500 48,000 528 

 
As would be expected given the relatively large area of flat to undulating topograph
Xayabouli the largest areas of irrigation seems to be found there. Expansion is also likel
to be greatest in Xayabouli. It might be expected to go ahead in irrigation in the near 

y in 
y 
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future, although its irrigation progress has been notably varied.  Oudomxay might be 
given some special assistance to regain past areas. 

Note that L ion, both 
provinces booming n tably from  and might be expected to continue to grow faster 
than other provinces without a s ge. R p  ‘upland’ crops) (ie non-
rice) under irrigation will continue to grow in Luang Phabang particularly if the tourism 
numbers grow stead

 
uang Phabang is as prominent as Xayabouli in dry season rice irrigat

o  1995
trategy chan ow cro s (or

ily. 
 
Waste Water or Return Flow from Irrigation 
 
Pesticide use has been reduced markedly in Lao PDR since the early 1990s so the risk of 

ater pollution from this source has all but disappeared. Mineral/chemical fertilizer w use is 
however on the increase so irrigation return flow to streams and groundwater will contain 

creasing concentrations of nitrates and surface water bodies to a lesser extent 

 
Dialogue 
 
Just as with the hydro-electricity sector the irrigation sector staff should continue a 
dialogue with fisheries staff on the effects of irrigation schemes of all types on wild 
capture) fisheries. 

in
phosphates. 

(
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7.2 Irrigation Strategy 

Government Investment in Agriculture 
 
From 2005 total government agricultural investment is planned to grow a little faster than 
in the past, but most importantly for Sub-Area 1L capital investment will equal recurrent 
expenditure.  
 

 Agricultural Sector Investment Projection, US$ Million 
 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 
Total Agricultural Sector 
Investment 17.8 19.1 20 22.3 24.2 26.2 28.1 30.4 
Capital Expenditure 14.2 15.3 10 11.15 12.1 13.1 14.05 15.2 
Recurrent Expenditure 3.6 3.8 10 11.15 12.1 13.1 14.05 15.2 

(Jica/MAF) 
 

Figure 57  Government Investment in Agriculture to 2010 

Agricultural Sector Investment, Lao PDR 
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This implies that government effort on irrigation will in future be focused on improved 
management of existing schemes, focusing on community leadership and responsibility, 
and irrigation will gain less promotion. Rainfed agriculture, promoted through research 
and extension, will gain more. This will result in a boost for the process of modification 
of shifting cultivation into permanent agriculture.  Whether this recurrent expenditure 
together with urban employment growth will be sufficient to counter population trends 
among hill and mountain people will depend on many other factors. 
                         
Weirs  or Pumps? 
                                                                                                                                                                                                 

• Government constructed irrigation is riverfed: gravity fed from weirs and pumped 
from the river.  

• Pump schemes implies large recurrent fuel, maintenance, repair, rehabilitation and 
replacement costs to run the pumps. This will take a lot of future recurrent  
budget, or will the irrigators cover these costs? 

• But pumps involve lower initial costs and perhaps most importantly do not 
interrupt fish migration routes and trap sediment like concrete weirs may do. 

• Large fish passes on weirs may be a more cost-effective solution.  
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8.  WATER SUPPLY AND WASTE WATER 

at all or not all priority projects need be trans-
boundary.  

 is 

al 

leaner and more plentiful and/or convenient water supplies raises health standards. 
Control of pollution of water supplies by human body and industrial waste raises health 
standards. Irrigation raising agricultural productivity and conservation farming, raising 

ng-term land productivity, increase health levels. But better health reduces death rates 
and thus increases population and thus impact on land and water resources unless birth 
control programmes are effective.  

e 

ational town and village water consumption is only about 5% of annual national 

 
Water supply is in a contradictory position for the MRC  
 

• Domestic supply on the one hand is a basic need and has been regarded as a top 
priority,  

• But on the other hand this consumption has very little effect on other nations. 
• MRC should state clearly th

 
Water supply in the sense of domestic supply is a basic human need and is thus 
considered to be a first priority of water management. However water supply in general
not of greater importance than irrigation which of course helps augment production of 
another basic need, that of food. If a ‘conflict of interest arises between irrigation and 
industrial, mining and other non-basic needs, this should be resolved by political, gener
social and economic considerations’. 
 
C

lo

 
But ordinary people value better water supplies mainly for the convenience, the pleasur
of having plentiful water, and the production possibilities. 
 
N
irrigation consumption of about 3000 Mm3 in round figures. 
 
Nationwide piped water using 36 treatment plants is supplied at the rate of 0.157 Mm
per day or 57Mm3 per year b  about half (0.525 r on  of the
t ulation is is abo 0 litres/cap/day (Nati Sector Review) (Half this
figure, 158 lcpd, is used for projections) but this includes industrial and other non-
d rban use. Industria  consumers are thought to account for about 1.56Mm3 per 
y % of this figure (Data from ector Review). Abou rcent s 
river water (about 0.04 percent of the Mekong’s discharge) and 15 percent is 
groundwater. Thus most waste water is tic sume that other 
people (900,000) use 50l/c/d this is an additional 16.5M iving an urban total 
of about 75 Mm
 
The rural population of about 75% of 5 million ie about 3.75 million can also be assumed 
t d w  a t tal consumption  of 68M ar. Rou i es 
a national total of about 140Mm3. This is only a very s tage o nal 
irrigation consumption.  
 
 
 
 
Nationwide Domestic, Office and Industrial Water Consumption Estimates 

3 
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 Average Percapita 
consu

Annual 
onsumption 

m3) 
mption c

(M
Urban piped 300 57 
Industrial  1.6 (part of above) 
Household urban 
systems 

50 (a 16.5 ssumed) 

Total urban  74 
Rural 50 (assumed) 68 
Total National  142 

 
 
The government aims to increase the present coverage of rural water supply from 60% to
90% by 2020 and sanitation from a present 41% to 80% by 2020.(NSR) 

Sub-Area 1L 
 
n SA1L Luang

 

 Phabang, Oudomxay and Luang Namtha at least have piped water supply 

g 

r 
 

 

 
SA1L’s  percentage of national population is about 27%. Given that it is more rural and 

-area uses about 30Mm3 per year. 

Do SA1L

I
systems. Other towns and rural people use wells, springs (both from groundwater), 
stream water and occasionally rainwater from roof catchments. The only major pumpin
station for Domestic Water Supply is at Luang Phabang on the Nam Khan pumping at 
about 8,000 m3/day or 3Mm3/year. 
 
In 1995 most people in towns and lowland villages were still using river water except fo
Oudomxay, Bokeo and Northern Xayabouli and Luang Namtha where wells were more
common. Piped water with taps was only common in and around Luang Phabang town
and the road to Xayabouli. 

less developed on average it is estimated that the sub
 

mestic, office, and industrial use in  is smaller than even the small irrigation 
consum  year.  
 
The issue is not the total consumption but the people’s access to sufficient quality water 
and n locally. 
 
We ption mining use or waste water discharge to 
water bodies in SA1L.
 

8.1 Rural Water Supply and Sanitation in Northern Lao PDR 
and SA1L 

 
 a large number of dry privies, at least in towns.  

• Bokeo has the best coverage of clean water (domestic supply). 
 

Percentage of Households with Services in SA1L in 1997-98 
 Clean Im

ption at 200 Mm3 per

 sanitation facilities, and water pollutio

 have no other data on town consum
 

 
• In the table below Xayabouli (having a lot of flat/undulating land) stands out as a

well served province with

proved 
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water Sanitation
Phongsaly 27 12 
Luang Namtha 27 29 
Oudomxay 32 16 
Bokeo 45 18 
Luang Phaba  ng 37 25
Xayabouli 33 0  7

(National Sector Review) 
 
Percentage of Populatio ing Vari  Drin  Wat Sou es, Nor ern L s 

Piped into dwel 5.4 

n us ous king er rc th ao
PDR, 2000 

ling 
Piped into yard 6.3  or plot 
Public tap – mainly GFS 5.6 
Tubewell / borehole with pump 3.2 
Protected du rotected spring g well or p 8.5 
Bottled water 0.3 
Rain water c  ollection 0.1 
Unprotected dug well or spring  12.0
Pond, river o m   r strea 43.8
Tanker or truck vendor 0 
GFS 13.6 
Other 1.2 
Missing data 0 
Total 100 
Total with officially safe water 43.0 

(HRD Plan, 20
 

opulation Usin ious Means of Excreta Disposal,  
Northern Lao PDR, 2000. 

ewerage system or septic tank 

02, NCEHRWS) 

Percentage of P g Var

Flush to s 0.3 
Pour flush latrine (water seal) 30.8 
Traditional pit l 13.7 atrine 
Bush or field 55.0 
Other  0.2 
Missing data 0 
Total 100 
Total using sanitary means 45.0 

(HRD Plan, 2002, NCEHRWS) 
 

We need data on the state of repair of facilities or the number in good working order. 
 

Factory and Mining Waste Discharge 
 

• Factory waste discharge is not important now as factory numbers and sizes are 
small, but monitoring should start.  

• Mining waste discharge is also probably minor, but two moderately large mines 
are situated in SA1L. Seepage from mine dumps can pollute streams and 
groundwater. The collapse of tailings dams can result in serious pollution of rivers 
with massive fish kills and poisoning of people who eat fish. Monitoring and 
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inspection of mines and dialogue with mine managers should start.  Regulation is 
needed. 

 
 
Table  Factory Numbers of Various Size  Provinces of Sub-Area 1L 

Pro arge sc
factory      

 wo s) 

Medium 
scale factory    
(10 - 99 
workers) 

Small scale 
factory            

s) 

s in Six
 

vinces L ale 

(>99 rker (<10 
worker

Bokeo   23 486

Lua
Nam

3 23ng 
tha 

9 4

Pho     1548ngsali 

Luang 
ang 

22591 29
Prab

Udomsay   12 1492

Sayabuli 1 37 1213

(National Sector Review) 
 
Mining is fairly new in Northern Laos so little is known about either water consumption 

i so 

 
 only enters surface bodies directly although it may give rise to chemical 

discharge.  Mine waste, which is usually called tailings is properly maintained in well 
constructed dams, but dams may leak vertically or horizontally or even break. The 
collapse of tailings dams can result in serious pollution of rivers with massive fish kills 
and poisoning of people who eat fish. 
 

Water Related Health 
 
Cleaner and more plentiful and/or convenient water supplies and control of pollution 
raises health standards. Diarrhoea deaths nationwide are declining very uncertainly. A 
major rise took place between 1997 and 1999. What caused this epidemic? 
 

or mining discharge to streams or groundwater. Two large moderately large mines are 
situated in SA1L: a gold mine in Luang Phabang and the Lignite mine in Xayaboul
initial monitoring of their waste management methods and discharges would be 
appropriate. Chemical discharge may enter surface or sub-surface water bodies. Sediment
discharge
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Figure 58   Deaths from Water-related Diseases 

Deaths from Water, Sanitation and Hygiene 
Related Diseases, Lao PDR
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(Data from the National Sector Review) 

 

 

The government goal is to reach the figure of 90% clean water coverage by 2020, as the 
development policy is:  

• -to improve water supply and environmental health in rural areas; 
ccessible, poverty-ridden areas; and 

itation ventures in easy-to-reach areas 

on to be covered by clean water and sanitation is projected to 

n. 

59  Rural Water Supply Projections 

• Better health reduces death rates thus increases population and thus impact on 
land and water resources  

• Either birth control programmes or resource management must be stepped up, or
preferably both.  

 
8.2 Water Supply and Sanitation Scenario 

 

Government’s 

• -focus on ina
• -encourage private supply and san

 
The proportion of populati
increase as is shown in the figure below. Even this increase will still have only a very 
minor impact on national water consumptio

 
Figure 

Percent of Rural Population Covered by Water Supply 
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(Data from the National Sector Review) 
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Sanitation in tow adually 
placing dry pit health and 

3 per 

b Estimate for 2020 
3/year 

ns and countryside in the form of pour flush latrines are gr
 privies and field defecation. This is contributing to better re

population growth, but may be polluting the nearby down-slope groundwater and 
occasionally streams. 
 
As can be seen from the tables above for Northern Laos as a whole in 2000 44% of 
people still use river water for drinking and 55% of people are still defecating in the bush 
or field. 
 
Based on national population growth, urbanization and the likelihood of full urban 
overage with piped water by 2020 and per capita rises, it is estimated that the national c

water supply consumption including all types of water system will be about 700 Mm
annum.  
 

Ta le   National Water Supply Consumption 
2020 lpcd Mm 

Urban 2,952,000 500  539 
Rural 5,248,000 70 134 
TOTAL   673 

 
SA1L’s po
urbanization lower and the thoroughness of urban coverage by piped supply lower, so its 
water supp 00 Mm3. 

ationwide urban piped water aim is supply all town people with a piped water supply by 
funds and funds generated by charging real costs to 

existing
 
The issue is n

pulation may be about 30% of the national total in 2020, its rate of 

ly use is estimated at about 1
 

8.3 Water Supply and Sanitation Policy/Strategy 
 
N
2020. This will be done using loan 

 consumers.  

ot the total consumption but mainly the rural people’s access to sufficient 
 and sanitation facilities, and water quality water pollution locally. 

 
The governm
Government’

• to im ental health in rural areas; 
• focus on inaccessible, poverty-ridden areas; and 

 
ural water supply will be provided on a commercial basis where possible. The poorer 

com u
 

s can be seen from the tables above for Northern Laos as a whole in 2000 44% of 
people still use river water for drinking and 55% of people are still defecating in the bush 
or field.  
 
To facilitate this policy/strategy cheaper easily repaired facilities such as dug wells with 
counter-levered buckets and pit privies could be provided as a first step.  

ent goal is to reach the figure of 90% clean water coverage by 2020, as the 
s development policy is:  

prove water supply and environm

• encourage private supply and sanitation ventures in easy-to-reach areas 

R
m nities will be assisted to build water and sanitation systems. 

A
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Note that t cost-
ffective t

5% 
. But 

 only type that is regarded as improved. 
Ecological  further researched. Dry pit 
and eco-latrines are both less polluting of shallow groundwater. 
 
Waste disc

• Monitoring factory waste discharge should start to prevent long-term problems. 
• Mo s and dialogue with mine managers should 

star
 

 protected dug wells with counterbalanced buckets are probably the mos
ype of water systems for many remote villages a long way from repair inputs. e

Also with minimal training and encouragement it would be possible to upgrade the 5
families to traditional pit privies before the funds are available for pour flush latrines
at the mom  ent pour flush privies are the

 latrines are another important type that could be

harge may be a small problem now but it could grow without notice.  

nitoring and inspection of mine
t.  Regulation is needed. 
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9.  NAVIGATION AND RIVER WORKS 
 

iver travel and transport have long histories when land is rugged and covered in thick 

n 

‘Navigation’ or river transport depends mainly on river or channel depth, river or 
cha e pends on the 
mo
spa a
change create on-going 
changes in channels that also require attention.   Rock protrusions and sand bars in the 
channels in the upper reaches of the Mekong have drawn the attention of river traders 
particularly from China. Many ‘obstacles’ have recently been blasted and dredged.  
 
Tra arry 
boats up to 3.5 tonnes for som

port Luang a
 

our riparia n

sai Houaysai- 
Luang 
Prabang- 
Vientiane 

Vientiane- Savannakhet Pakse- 
Khinak 

R
forest. Many of the early people who came to live in Northern Laos, notably the Lao 
themselves, probably entered the region from the north by boat along the Mekong, the Ou 
and other rivers. Land tracks were made gradually after river settlements were 
established. The major old towns are sited on the rivers for transport and communicatio
as well as agricultural production. 
 

nn l width, water turbulence, and slope are other factors. River depth de
rphology of the river channel and the river flow or discharge, both of which vary in 
ce nd change over time from natural causes and human intervention, the seasonal 

 in flow being the most important. Erosion and sedimentation 

nsport is most convenient in the dry season dwon to Hyasai. The Nam Ou can c
e distance from the mouth.  

 
Seven new ports are due to be constructed in Northern Laos However there is only one 

 Ph bang that is a border checking point.  

F n ations (China, Lao PDR, Myanmar, Thailand) signed an Agreement on 
Commercial Navigation on 20 April 2000 that covers two reaches of the Mekong: 

ouakhong-Houaysai and Houaysai-Luang Prabang H
 

Table   Navigation Data 
 Houakhong-

Houay

Luang 
Prabang 

Savannakhet Pakse 

Me g
Length 
(ki e

459 256  kon  301 304 426 

lom ter) 
Mekong
tributaries on 

1.Nam U 
2.Nam Khane 

1.Nam Ngum 
2.Nam Ngiep 

1.Se Don     

the left bank 3.Nam Seuang 
4.Nam Ngum 

3.Nam San 
4.Nam Kading 
5.Se Bang Fay 
6.Se Bang Hieng 

Mekong Width 
(meter) 

50-700 50-700 150-1600  90-2100  

Current  3.5 to >6      
(meter/second) 
# Important 
ports 

1.Huakhong 
2.Xieng Kok 
3.Ban Mom 
4.Houaysai 

  1.Port Km4 
2.Thakhek 
3.Keng Kabao 
4.Savannakhet 

1.Savannakhe
t 
2.Pakse 

 

# Obstacles 
(Rocks and 
islands)  

20 14 8 with some 
rocks of 10-12 
m height 
harming the 
navigation in 
dry and rain 

6 11  
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seasons 
Dry 
season 

50 30 30 30   Boat 
capaci
ty 
(ton) 

Rain 
season 

100 80 80 300 50  

Annual variation  
in the level of 
the Mekong 
(meter) 

278 35 at 
Pakbeng 
 
22 at Luang 

?? at Ban Pho 
Phieng 
30 at Ban Kok 

   

Prabang 
(Table from National Sector Review) 

‘Navigation’ or river transport is an important form of transport in Sub-Area 1L where 
road construction is made extremely difficult and expensive per-capita due by the steep 

pography and to the sparse population. But river transport is only relatively easy in the 
erous rapids and shallow rocks make it dangerous in 

many reaches. 
 

iver works include ports, ection. Only the first 
arily concerned with navigation. Bank protection is primarily concerned 

with riverside land values and th ly a nt sect
relationship to flood protection and perhaps to o n ank 
relationship to navigation comes in the effect that boat waves have on bank erosion, but 
erosion and collapse h ltiple ca ncludin ural cause etation re

g, quarry  of stream ment, fl evees, wa d degrada
ther bank tection. T a complex issue that needs more study and 

 Bank protection is primarily erned wi erside la ues and th
 a different sector. 

Erosion and
1. boat waves (navigation)  
2. natural causes,  
3. vegetation removal,  
4. global warming,  
5. rapid river level drops 
6. high groundwater levels at banks  
7. cultivation of banks  
8. quarrying of stream sediment, 
9. flood levees,  
10. watershed degradation in general and  
11. other bank protection.  

 
Bank erosion and collapse and the resulting ‘mass sedimentation’ at least temporarily 
changes the channel cross section and flow characteristics. This is a complex issue that 
needs more study and dialogue.  
 
Many ‘obstacles’ have recently been blasted and dredged in the upper part of SA1L 
facilitating navigation but disturbing local aquatic ecosystems, at least temporarily. 
Survey has been done on bank erosion and collapse in Bokeo (17.5 km and 144 ha lost) 

 
River transport is important for those a long distance from roads, a common situation in 
SA1L.  
 

to
wet season. In the dry season num

R
three are prim

 blasting and dredging, and bank prot

us is real differe
urism as t

or that has as mu
avigation. B

ch 
protection’s 

as mu uses i g nat s, veg moval, 
global warmin ing

p
 sedi ood l tershe tion in 

general and o ro h s is i
dialogue.  

conc th riv nd val us is 
really  

 collapse has multiple causes including  
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in Tonpheung and Houays ouli (3.6 km) but we have 
rom elsewhere in SA1L . Note that humans are inv ey build 

near to naturally eroding river banks that are usually on the outside of a meander. 
 

State of Navig on th ekong r  in th  area 1L 
Boat Capacity (Ton)  

ai districts (LNMC, 2002) and Xayab
little data f iting difficulty if th

Table   ation e M iver e sub
Difficult rapids Stretches Length of 

igable 
Mekong
     (km

Dry 
season 

t 
Season 

Low 
WL 

Mid
WL 

High 
WL 

Aid to 
navigation 

eacons) 
Nav

 river 
We dle 

(b
) 

1. Lao-china border  220 1   30-200 50-500 2 

2. Huaysai-Luanprabang 303 30 150 11 2 1 26 

3. LuanprabanhgVientiane 426 30 150 6 5  126 

(Sub-Area Sector Review) 
 
Table   Navigation route in the tributaries of  Mekong river in the sub area 1L 

Boat capacity Tributaries’ 
name 

Length 
(km) Dry season Wet season 

NamTha 230 0.2 1.0 
Nam Ou 498 0.5 3.5 
Nam Suang 130 0.5 1.0 

(Sub-Area Sector Review) 
 
Number of  existing Ports on the Mekong river in the Sub are 1L 
 
Name of Port Type of Port Width  

(m) 
Length  
(m) 

Year of        
completion 

Remarks 

1. Huaysai port 
(Bokeo province) 

ramp 
concrete 6 140 1991 Fund AIDAB 

2. Parkbeng port      
(Oudouxay province) 

ramp 
concrete 

6 200 1990 Local fund + 
AIDAB 

2. Luangprabang port 
(Luangprabang 
province) 

ramp concrete 5 120 1990 Fund AIDAB 

(Source: Inland Waterways Division / Dept. of Communication (MCTPC) 
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Table   Number of  Planned Ports on the Mekong  in the SA1L and in Lao PDR 
Province Port name Distance 

from 
Remark 

Vientiane  
(Km) 

1. Luangnamtha  Sai village 1,027 Plan (SA 1L) 
 A 1L) Xiengkok 893 Plan(S

village 
2. B eok o Morn village 74 Plan(SA 1L) 
 Tonpheung 781 Plan(SA 1L) 
 1L) Huaysai 730 Plan(SA 
3. O oud mxay Pakbeng 584 Plan (SA 1L) 
4. L prabang 428 Plan for domestic  

and internal port (SA1L) 
uanprabang Luna

5.S baya oury Thaxuang 561 Planned (SA1L) 
 Thadua-pakkorn 75 Existing domestic port 

(SA1L) 
 Paklai 216 Existing domestic port 

(SA1L) 
(Sub-Area Sector Review) 

ly 1990s with 
continuing if not uncertain growth in passenger numbers.  

ulation.  

Is t d
 
The figure below shows a significant increase in both form
199  sudden 
increase indicates a need for regulation. Why has merchandise weight stagnated in the 
last ten years? Is this due to a combination of fall in the Centre and South and rise in the 
North?   

Figure 60   Trends in River Transport 

The graph shows  
• a significant increase in both forms of traffic nationwide in ear

• This sudden increase indicates a need for reg
• Why has merchandise weight stagnated in the last ten years?  
his ue to a combination of fall in the Centre and South 

s of traffic nationwide in early 
0s with continuing if not uncertain growth in passenger numbers. This
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(National Sector Strategy) 
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The current strategy is to 
• To maintain current transport capability by river. 
• To improve navigation aids and information for safe travel. 
• To encourage use of river transport in the wet season instead of poor roads. 
• To protect riverbank from erosion. 

Org rovinces in 
SA

• 
• f statistical collection. 

ignalization and aids to navigation 
 
From 2002-200

• Implem
• Openin
• Setting
• Study of project to establish an Inland Clearing Centre at ports that lie on the path 

of the East-West Corridor of the Asian Highway. 

rge, 
ld be obliged to discharge waste in provided receptacles at 

orts, and travel more slowly past susceptible banks, and boat engines could be obliged 
 have silencers like motorbike engines. 

River Works 
 
In the last 10 years 
Embankments have been built at Bokeo 
Ports have been built at Ban Xay and Xieng Kok in Luang Namtha Province and Ban 
Mom in Bokeo Province. 
Navigation has been improved recently from China to Bokeo for up to 150 tonne boats 
but environmental disputes are on-going.  
River bank protection built on the Thai side is said to have caused bank erosion on the 
Lao side at 11 sites in Bokeo. 
 
For the next twenty years, efforts will focus on: 
*Using local products in the protection of the river embankments. 
*Constructing or improving ports and services according to international standards. 
*Using navigation aids agreed upon by all parties. 
*Improving the navigation lane from the Chinese border down to Luang Prabang.  

(National Sector Review) 
 

anizational Strengthening has been carried out for all six main northern p
1L.  Work plans are in place for 

Improvement of river transport associations and companies 
Improvement o

• Seeking a consensus on navigation s

5 plans include  
entation of four nation decisions on the northern reaches of the river 
g of navigation from Semao to Vientiane. 
 up of river boat patrol unit  

 
It is notable that no studies are mooted on the location, timing and causes  of riverbank 
erosion. Neither is any work planned on the methods of regulating boat waste discha
speed and noise. Boats cou
p
to
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9.1 Navigation and River Works Scenario 

Riv t al growth in Thailand 
i trade 

s by 

f two 
 is 

r travel,  
4. Better transport organizations,  

vince,                                                                                  
9. Introduce electronic methods on the boats,   

 
NRDS recommends completion of the navigation system from Huakong to Vientiane 
private secto I er wo
 
As navigation has negative affects, 

• It is table that no udies are pla cat  and causes of 

 
er rade is increasing rapidly driven by the massive technologic

and PR China and facilitated by clearing of rapids and sand bars. The Yunnan-Tha
has been growing at 40% per year but most trade between Yunnan and Thailand goe
sea.  Presumably similar growth is being experienced by the China-Lao river trade. But 
continued growth in the Northern river trade could be jeopardized by the finishing o
roads from China to Thailand, one through Myanma and one through Lao PDR.  Study
needed of the likely impact of these two roads before more major fixed investment is 
placed in navigation.                                                                              
 
The government has ten policies /strategies to improve navigation especially on the 
mainstream link to China:  

1. New port construction,  
2. Riverbank protection using local products,  
3. Safe

5. Better data collection,  
6. A study project to establish an inland clearing centre,  
7. Setting up joint ventures,  
8. Organize cooperative ventures with Yunnan pro

10. A river boat patrol unit  

r ports, and E As for riv rks. 

no  st nned on the lo ion, timing
riverbank erosion/collapse and proposed solutions.  

* Fo e  gro er bank  the falling water 
level in the dry season denies this zone permanent vegetation to secure the 
soil. 
*  If the growers could use new hydro-electricity they could pump water to 
the flats and ent water-tolera on on the 
ban

 
• ther i k planne e methods of regulating boat waste discharge, 

 
• y is  the likely ct of these tw oads bef jor fixed 

stme d in nav .                                                     
 

r exampl , row crops wn on riv s just above

 

riverside  promote perman nt vegetati
ks.  

 Nei
speed, safety and noise.  

s any wor d on th

 Stud needed of  impa o r ore more ma
inve nt is place igation                          
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9.2 Navigation and River Works Policies/Strategies 
 
The government has ten  especially on the 
mainstream link to China:  

nizations,  
5. Better data collection,  

e cooperative ventures with Yunnan province,                                                                                  
9. Introduce electronic methods on the boats,   

As navigation has negative affects, 
ing and causes of 

ple row crops grown 
on river banks just above the falling water level in the dry season denies this zone 
permanent vegetation to secure the soil. If the growers could use new hydro-

tricity ould wate  rive lats mote permanent 
ater-tolera tio  ba

• Neither is an pla the s o ting aste rge, 
speed and noise.  

 
 

policies /strategies to improve navigation

1. New port construction,  
2. Riverbank protection using local products,  
3. Safer travel,  
4. Better transport orga

6. A study project to establish an inland clearing centre,  
7. Setting up joint ventures,  
8. Organiz

10. A river boat patrol unit  
 

• It is notable that no studies are planned on the location, tim
riverbank erosion/collapse and proposed solutions. For exam

elec  they c  pump r to the rside f and pro
w nt vegeta n on the nks.  

y work nned on  method f regula  boat w  discha
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10. FLOODS 

 
Floods in Laos occur mainly in the South, and to some extent in the Centre where the 
largest areas of flat land are found, but some does occur in the north. About 80 percent of 
rural flooding and 20 percent of urban flooding is caused by tributaries. Damage was 
largest in the south but was recorded in the north in 1976 and 2002. In 2002 Phongsali 
and Xayabouli were hardest hit with estimated losses at 0.7 million and 0.5 million US 
dollars respectively. 

 
• The seasonal variation in Mekong mainstream flow is decreasing.  
• But floods on tributaries are said to be increasing.  
• Watershed degradation exacerbates mainly local flooding on tributaries and is 

likely to be contributing to the increased tributary flooding.  
• Flash floods and possibly m
• Moderate floods arge flood plain 

od plain with nutrients for plants, both natural and 
systems.  

th and design on the flood plain.  

loods do occur in the 976 and 2002.  Loss of life 
is not recorded. 
 
Flood prevention  

nts that a false sense of 
security is not created. 

 
The seasonal variation in Mekong mainstream flow is decreasing. But floods on 
tributaries are said to be increasing. Watershed degradation exacerbates mainly local 
flooding and is likely to be contributing to the increased tributary flooding. Minor ‘local’ 
flooding also occurs as a result of storm over the plain. 
 
Moderate floods have significant benefits as they replenish the flood plain with nutrients 
for plants, both natural and cultural, and the aquatic ecosystems. Floods deposit most of 
their load in the channel much of the finer silt and clay is deposited on the plain with the 
coarser material forming a natural levee and the finer clay deposited further from the 
river in the ‘back-swamp’. Fish and nutrients reach the flood plain wetlands including the 
rice fields. ‘Fish in the rice field’ an increasingly used form of ‘production management’ 
depends on the flood, local and riverfed, to maintain the stock.  
 

ud flows occur on small tributaries. 
have significant benefits as they help rech

aquifers and replenish the flo
cultural, and the aquatic eco

• Fish and nutrients reach the flood plain wetlands including the rice fields.  
 
Increased flooding not only results from  

1. heavier storms and  
2. changed sloping land use in case of small to medium watersheds but also  
3. population and settlement grow

 
The ‘flat-lowlanders’ must realize their own responsibility for flooding problems.  
 
A few f  North. Damage was recorded in 1

• is being undertaken nationwide mainly in relation to irrigation areas.  
• expanding at the rate of 3.5 % per year.  
• It is to be hoped however that by building embankme
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Flood plains and work on the 
flood plain you are tempting the iri bl wn-cat t depend not only 
on rainfall, the natural environm ie n the down-
catchment activities. Increased flooding not only results from heavier storms and changed 
sloping land use in case of small to um watersheds but also population and 
settlement growth on the flood plain. It is interesting to note that the earliest farmers in 
the Lower Mekong Basin at Ban Chiang some ed land above the low 
wide flood plain
 
The ‘flat-lowlan st realize their own responsibility for flooding problems. When 
they are city people also generating high levels of air pollution the responsibility is 
becoming two fo
 
Although the ma and da ccurs he Sout few flood  occur in the 
North. Damage was recorded in 1976 and 2002.  Loss of life is not recorded. 
 

Figure 61  The Cost of Floods in the Lao PDR 
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Table    Irrigation Activities lost during Flooding in 2002 
e name Project??? Flooded Area Estimated cost      USDollars 

Affected area  (ha) damaged  ( mill. kips) (1$=10,000ki

1. Phongsaly 132 1,778 961 7,277 727,700 
2. Luangnamtha 16 212 138 2,489 248,900 
3. Oudomxay 40 1,975  1,794 179,400 
4. Bokeo 4 140 140 368 36,800 
5. Luangprabang 17 467  1,031 103,100 
6. Xaygnabouly 9 603 325 5,180 518,000 
Total      

( Department of Irrigation , Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry) 
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Table    Effects of Floods in SA1L 
People affected Households 

affected
Villages affected Province 

2001 2002 2001 2002 2001 2002 

1.Bokeo 1,468 1409 240 273 24 40 

2. Xayyabouly 105,478  824  48  

4.  Phongsaly  12,405 238 2,280 14 68 

(Sub-Area Sector Review) 
   
Flood prevention is being undertaken in relation to irrigation areas. This is expand

ationwide at the rate of 3.5 percent per year. Flood protection w
ing 

orks have been built in 

 

n
major river towns. However little work is recorded in rainfed agricultural areas.   
 
Flood prevention is being undertaken nationwide mainly in relation to irrigation areas.
This is expanding at the rate of 3.5 % per year. It is to be hoped however that by building 
embankments that a false sense of security is not created. 
 

Figure 62  Flood Prevention Areas in the Lao PDR 

Flood Prevention Areas, Nationwide
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(Data from National Sector Review) 

 
There are essentially three types of flood mitigation that can be carried out: structural, 
ecological and socio-economic. The structural type involves levees, dams, channeling 
and drainage. The ecological type involves a greater density, height, diversity and 
permanence of vegetation in the watershed, a topic which has been covered under 
watershed management. The socio-economic type includes measures to either persuade 
or prevent people using the lowest areas of the flood plain for relatively permanent land 
uses. When this fails flood forecasting and timely media broadcasting can enable the 
people to prepare individually and collectively for a serious flood. These measures are 
not substitutes but compliment one another. 
 
Flood mitigation must take into account the physical changes in the flood plain that 
change the flow patterns. Flood levees constraining high river levels mean that the natural 
flood ‘storage’ in that area is diminished and as a consequence more water than would 
have been the case flows on downstream to flood over the banks at the next opportunity. 
Elevated land such as a road in one area increases the problems nearby unless drainage 
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enhances the flow rate at that point. Land use plans should include controls on building 
and r s. 
 

 

5. Actual and planned land use, including building up land, on the flood plain 
6. House design 
7. Flood forecasting 
8. Training and gauge installation for villages at risk of flash floods 
9. The population on the flood plain and the opportunities they have for protecting 

property and people or escaping from the worst floods. 
 
This is obviously a complex issue even if good data were available.  
 
Given the motivation that flood plain people have for avoiding the worst floods, 
preparation under processes 3-8 above should be easier to organize.  
 
The most promising scenario is thus one in which  

1. the government leads the lowland people towards a substantial effort in this area,  
2. several ‘medium’ dams are built, 
3. watershed management progresses well especially in those catchments without 

dams, and includes flash flood provisions, and 
4. moderate floods are accepted and even encouraged in rural areas. 

 

aising land height on the lowest land that are the most important natural floodway

10.1 Flood Scenario 

A flood scenario would need to be based on progress in  
1. The quantity and quality of watershed management,  
2. Prospective dam siting, designs and their operational procedures,  
3. Changes to the river channels including quarrying, and serious sedimentation and 

erosion 
4. Plans for flood levee construction and drainage 
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10.2 Flood Strategy 
 
Flood mitigation programmes for the next 20 years include river level gauging and the 
use of satellites and and the internet, data compilation and drainage construction.  
 
There are essentially three types of flood mitigation that can be carried out: structural, 
ecological and socio-economic.  

4. The structural type involves levees, dam
5. The ecological type involve eight, diversity and permanence 

 

s, channeling and drainage.  
s a greater density, h

of vegetation in the watershed, a topic which has been covered under watershed 
management.  

6. The socio-economic type includes  
A.  Measures to either persuade or prevent people using the lowest areas 
of the flood plain for relatively permanent land uses.  
B.  Flood forecasting and timely media broadcasting can enable the people
to prepare individually and collectively for a serious flood.  
C.  In rural areas where flash floods are a probability villagers can be 
trained in rainfall measurement and flood risk. 
 

These measures are not substitutes but compliment one another. 
 
Flood mitigation must take into account the physical changes in the flood plain that 
change the flow patterns.  
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11. TOURISM AND RECREATION 
 

• Tourism is now the top foreign exchange earner for Laos.  
Tourism here means only foreign arrivals and recreation refers to local activities. 
Tourism brings foreign currency and can be regarded as an export. It is now the top 
foreign exchange earner for Laos. Moreover it clearly still has high potential in Sub-area 
1L. Most is focusing on old or ancient towns and sites on the one hand, and ethnic 
diversity on the other. ‘Environmental tourism’ is another attraction. The majority of 
tourists to the North are careful spending ‘backpackers’ who nevertheless stay for many 
days. Nevertheless they are probably appropriate tourists as they tend to appreciate what
he government is promoting: ‘pro-poor, community-based tourism’ (NS

 
R). This would 

rdinated overseas advertising, convenient travel routes 
tween nations and easy border proc essful. 

 
Table    Number of Tourist Arrivals, Revenue from Tourism, and 

t
include the growing area of ‘eco-tourism’ or the wider concept of ‘eco-cultural tourism’ 
that depends strongly on environmental and cultural conservation respectively. 
Backpackers should be valued also as largely young  intelligent tourists who will take 
home and remember their experiences to the benefit of Laos in future tourism, and even 
trade and politics. 
 
Sub-regional co-operation for tourism is an important idea that will share tourists with 
neighbours hopefully extending their overall stay by offering a greater range of 

estinations. This will require cood
be essing to be succ

Average Length of Stay, 1992-2002 
 

Number of 
tourist 

Change Average  Revenue 

arrivals    (%) length of from tourism 

Year 

    stay (Days) (Dollars) 
1990 14,400           NA        NA            NA 
1991 37,613 161.2        NA     2,250,000
1992 87,571 132.82        NA 4,510,000
1993 102,946 17.56       3,50 6,280,000
1994 146,155 41.97 5.07 7,557,600
1995 346,460 137.05 4.25 24,738,480
1996 403,000 16.32 4.12 43,592,263
1997 463,200 14.94 5 73,276,904
1998 500,200 7.98 5 79,960,145
1999 614,278 22.81 5.5 97,265,324
2000 737,208 20.01 5.5 113,898,285
2001 673,823 -8.6 8 103,786,323
2002 735,662 9.18 6.5 113,409,883

(National Sector Review) 
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Figure 63  Revenue from Tourism in the Lao PDR 

Tourism Revenue Nationwide, 1991 - 2002
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(Data from the National Sector Review) 

ient 

ion numbers are unknown. 

 
• It still has high potential to rise in Sub-Area 1L. Most is focusing on anc

towns and sites, and ethnic diversity. ‘Environmental tourism’ is another 
attraction.  

Recreat
 

• The government is promoting: ‘pro-poor, community-based tourism’ (National 
Sector Review)  This depends strongly on environmental and cultural 
conservation.    

 
Luang Phabang clearly dominates the tourist numbers in Sub-Area 1L 
But the numbers are influenced by  

3. Security conditions  
4. Health scares   

as can be seen for the drop in numbers in Luang Phabang in 2001. 
 

Table    Tourist Numbers 
Province 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 2002 
Bokeo 16,543 19,002 21,120 25,286 42,561 65,045
Luang 
Namtha 

18,032 18,600 20,700 24,770 41,704 19,319

Phonsali        NA        NA        NA        NA        NA 8,500
Udomsay 5,438        NA        NA        NA 18,654 36,000
Luang 
Prabang 

30,769 44,538 61,034 165,222 51,207 94,846

Sayabuli        NA 8,300 6,200 7,446 9,014 10,840
(National Sector Review) 
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Figure 64  Tourist Numbers in SA1L 

Tourist Numbers p r Province Sub-
area 1L
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Luang Phabang clearly dominates the tourist numbers but it is also clearly susceptible to 
uctuations due to local security conditions which need to be seriously reviewed. Health 

h 

he number of rooms for tourists is of course more stable than that of the arrival numbers 
 

(Data from the National Sector Review) 

Tourism Trends in Sub-Area 1L 
 

fl
risks also cause fluctuating numbers. Bokeo and Luang Namtha are doing well, althoug
the latter dropped in 2002.  Oudomxay is rising and even Phongsali seems to be rising at 
last, but Xayabouli’s numbers are stagnant.    
 
T
and revenue, the number of rooms in Oudomxay province seems to have dropped in
2002.  

Figure 65  Tourist Rooms SA1L 

Hotel and Guesthouse Rooms, 
Six Provinces of Sub-Area 1L
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(Data from the National Sector Review) 

 
The number of rooms available for tourists is of course more stable than that of the 
arrival numbers. Is the drop for Oudomxay real or an error? 
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Table   Tourists, Accommodation and Restaurants 
P

tourist 
 

tourism 
site 

and guest 
houses 

restaurants 
rovince No. of No. of Hotels No. of 

1. Phongsaly 
8,500 6 28 22 

2. Luangnamtha 
19,319 11 31 18 

3. Oudomxay 
36,000 105 44 30 

4. Bokeo 
65,045 5 21 18 

5. Luangprabang 94,846 29 128 58 

6. Huaphanh 
9 7 10 6 2,81

7. Xayabury 
10,840 13 7 20 

8. Xiengkhuang 
16,223 15 23 16 

Total 253,592 191 292 188 
(Sub-Area Sector Strategy) 

 
11.1 Tourism Scenario 

 
Tourism, including water-related tourism is increasing rapidly, but is sometimes hit by 

curity and health scares.   
Revenue has been rising at about US15million per year over the last 10 years. Is 
continued growth at this rate possible given that  

3. the first flush tends to be rapid  and ‘tourist fatigue’ as people look for a new 
destination.  

4. the uncertain disease and security environment.  
 

erhaps growth of an average of US10 million per year could be achieved over the next 
 at constant 

rices. 
11.2 m Stra

rnment is promoting: ‘pro-poor, community-based touris
nds strongly on env ental and cultural conservation

se

P
twenty years. This would bring nationwide revenue to about US$250 million
p

Touris tegy 
 

• The gove m’ 
• This depe ironm .    

 
Because of ‘tourist fatigue’ is thus advisable to continue to develop new tourist 
destinations and ideas and continue to improve promotion methods.  
 
Only in Luang Phabang is the number of rooms rising markedly. The old buildings here
are easier to promote as they are all within walking distance of each other.  
 

ight be useful on integrated eco-cultural tours from

 

Research m  Phongsali and Luang 
Namtha towns that would attract larger numbers.  
 
Water-related tourism has potential on the streams for long arrival and departure trips 
shorter ‘day trips’ and to a lesser extent on new reservoirs. Safety is probably the key 
issue for tourists. The government could organize more training for boat owners and 
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captains on this matter. A premium price can be charged for trips that have obvious safe
factors. 

ty 

ts: 

 
er year could be achieved over the next twenty years. This would bring 

ationwide revenue to about US$250 million at constant prices. 
 
Water-related tourism has potential on the streams for long arrival and departure trips 
shorter ‘day trips’ and to a lesser extent on new reservoirs. Safety is probably the key 
issue for tourists. The government could organize more training for boat owners and 
aptains on this matter. A premium price can be charged for trips that have obvious safety 

factors. 

nly in Luang Phabang is the number of rooms rising markedly. The old buildings here 
are easier to promote as they are all within walking distance of each other. Research 
might be useful on integrated eco-cultural tours from Phongsali and Luang Namtha towns 
that would attract larger numbers.  

 
Revenue has been rising at about US15million per year but continued growth at this rate 
seems unlikely given that the first flush tends to be rapid and because of the uncertain 
disease and security environment. Two other uncertain effects tend to opposite effec
personal recommendations from the early tourists and ‘tourist fatigue’ as people look for 
a new destination. It is thus advisable to continue to develop new tourist destinations and 
ideas and continue to improve promotion methods. Perhaps growth of an average of US7
million p
n

c

 
O
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Part D: Cross-Cutting Strategies, 
Integrated Scenarios, Integrated 

Strategies, Conclusions, Projects and 
Changes and Consequences Matrix 

rea 1L Lao PDR 
 

for Mekong BDP, Sub-A , 
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1. CROSS-CUTTING STRATEGIES 
 
The cross-sutting des poverty and 
gender, human re cipation. 

 

opment as "a set of national policies, programs and 
iate poverty and to help develop the rural social 

of 

 
Some P
 
Poverty
minority groups without road or river access. It is widely recognized that poor access to 
towns e
easily m
available, health services can reach there to run training and assist with preventive health 
infrastr
Agricu  
can rea
critical
 
Follow n 
reach a
manage
and loa
school.
the vill
this will probably have to wait a signif  trading and savings unless rural 
electrification is highly subsidized. The villages may become tourist destinations. 
 
Only a few of these processes, trading, tourism and electricity can be handled by the 
private sector. The government must have adequate staff and finance to carry out most of 
this work. 

Povert

 themes considered here are ‘socio-economics’ that inclu
sources development, ‘the environment’ and pubic parti

1.1 Poverty 
 

Government Policy 
 
The Government defines rural devel

rojects whose broad goal is to allevp
strata". Because poverty has many causes, rural development involves a wide range 
interventions aimed at addressing these causes. Poverty reduction are now focused on 8 
provinces where incidence poverty is high, namely: Houaphanh, Oudomxay, Phongsaly, 
Luang Namtha, Luangprabang, Special region, Sekong and Attapeu. Four of these 
provinces are in Sub-Area 1L. More specifically the strategy focuses on 72 poor districts 
and 47 very poor districts. The wider sectors most directly involved in poverty reduction 
are: infrastructural development, agriculture/forestry, education and public health, but 
community development and finance have often been neglected. Water sectors are 
involved immediately in agriculture/forestry, health and infrastructure. 

roposals for SA1L 

 is extremely widespread especially in remote rural areas especially among 

xacerbates poverty. Rivers cannot be built, but boats and roads can, and more 
otorbike tracks. Once a motorbike track or road reaches a village, or boat is 

ucture such as water and sanitation, and patients can more easily get to town. 
lture-forestry staff can reach there to train villagers and assist with inputs. Traders
ch providing a source of ideas and cash in return for products. These are the four 
 types of progress that can immediately help remote villagers.  

ing this the community development, finance, schooling and electricity staff ca
 village to contribute. CD staff can teach community planning and self-
ment. Finance staff can train villagers in micro-finance and help set up a savings 
ns group. The schooling staff can build or rehabilitate, equip and staff a primary 
 Electricity staff can assess the power potential and demand with a view to linking 
age to mains electricity or more likely setting up a very small off-grid scheme, but 

icant period of

 
y and the Eight Sectors 
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Where cing 
become ss and more 
easily the better the access. The water sectors can all contribute in their way. Water 

d management are probably the key means to help the 
oor. WM is inevitably linked to concerns for long-term steep land productivity and 

native forest conservation. Native fisheries will hopefully continue to provide important 
food to the poor riverine peoples. Appropriately unsubsidized hydro-electricity will not 
help the poor, but as vehicle and boat access allows cash generation they will join the 
upwardly mobile and be able to ‘participate’. Irrigation, which has been and still is 
subsidized, increases rice production for food security for those poor living on the flats, 
but will increasingly offer better opportunities to grow for the market.  
 
Large mod
poor but m e 
long length
remote loca  
design, pro
poor. River s to the poor’s living standards when they live near tourist 
spots such as caves on rivers and when they belong to culturally interesting minority 
groups within trecking distance. 
  

1.2 Gender 

gh 

 
Probab
their da
the lon
promot  
transpo  
effort h
childre . 
 
A gend
rather t
problem n 
lead to
 
Gender ir 
treatme
 
There a
get ahe

 
 
 ng opportunities and promotion. 

all these, especially preventive health, are in place because of access, birth spa
s more important. All services can be upgraded when there is acce

supply/sanitation and watershe
p

ern boats in some areas may contribute to providing transport for the riverine 
ost river transport for the poor is by traditional small boats that can negotiat
s of rivers in the dry season. Riverbank erosion may affect the poor in fairly 
tions. Flood protection by watershed management, advice on home siting and
duction protection and public warning against the worst flooding will help the 
 tourism contribute

 
Gender is one of those ideas that is much written about but occasionally implemented. 
The problem is that the excellent policies and strategies are not effectively 
operationalized. They remain largely as ideals that will be neglected until, largely throu
their own effort, the girls do better at school and university and on their own merits as 
women rise up the hierarchies of life.  

ly the effort of those concerned is best aimed at village mothers who would keep 
ughters at home to help with the house and field work for short term gain when in 

g term they would be better off at school. Girls’ school attendance can be 
ed by providing toilets, books, stationery, school lunches, take home rewards, and
rt, for girls especially where it is suitable to discriminate. Unicef is making an
ere.  But the government budget for village schooling is so low, considering the 
n survival boom that is taking place in many areas, that progress will be very slow

er plan for adults in the water sectors can be considered as a general concept 
han sector by sector. If women are offered respect and consideration all other 
s fall away. Sincere dialogue between men and women in village and town ca

 improved relationships, greater happiness for all.  

 at work is mainly concerned with the number of women employed and with the
nt in employment. 

re three basic ways in which women can be helped to join, enjoy their work and 
ad in government.  
Women can be given some preference in intake processes. 
Those that are employed can be given greater consideration. 
Those that are employed can be given extra traini
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A Gend

•  

• 

• All staff committing themselves to, and are assisted to, gain the capacity to work 

 
In the j ossibly 
special and placement for learning support, and 
etraining after time off. 

omen are under represented in government except in the health and education 
ministries, and especially in the provinces. But how such a situation should be 
approached is not obvious. If special training is offered should this be before or after 
people enter government, how should the people be chosen and at what level should they 
work? 
 
Women need consideration in applying for jobs and in the job. In applying for jobs they 
an be offered special positions or special training before interviews to raise their chances 

to equal men who have had higher schooling. Or they can be favoured and offered 
training after selection. Special positions and training before testing and interviewing is 
being implemented by the National Center for Environmental Health and Rural Water 
Supply in its Minority Women’s Internship Programme.  
 

rs of work, women 
have been having children later. This is increasingly recognized to be a mistake. 
Older women are now recommending that women who wish to, should have 
hildren in their twenties, probably after a short work period, and come back to 

work after the children enter school. Thus these women will need acceptance into 
e same or a similar job, together with some upgrading training to make up for 

 have eventuated over the 
intervening period.  

er strategy might include provisions for  
All staff showing sensitivity to the special needs and interests of both women and
men 
An information base on gender issues for each sector which is used in planning, 
implementation and monitoring. 

on promoting gender equality, including that in recruitment, human resources 
development and promotion. 

ob women need respect, and consideration in promotion, special time off, p
 transport, consideration in the timing 

r
 
W

c

In Western countries over the last few decades after 15 – 20 yea

c

th
skills forgotten and new ideas and conditions that
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1.3 Environment 
 

vernment Policy Go
 

gment and refine enviroAu nmental policy and the legal framework for: 
 

 pollution control including (
issuance of discharge perm
i)

its, site inspection, surveillance of discharge self-monitoring, 
  

e

Some Proposals 
 
The ‘Environment’ is a cross cutting theme that has been covered under each of eight 
sectors and their interaction.  However defined, the ‘environment’ is covered from natural 
biophysical to cultural biophysical through human-biophysical interaction and human 
interaction in its interaction with the biophysical environment. 
 
Sustainable development is the key and illusive concept that we can aim for, but in 
practice is rarely approached because of poor understanding of the processes involved 
and human self-centredness in space and time. At all scales from globe to farm most 
conditions continue to decline. Learning or HRD, not only for children, but also for 
adults at all levels in all places is required, and rapidly at that. The probable scenario 
must be pessimistic. Laos is not atypical in the conflict of interest between loggers and 
the people in time and space, between the large storage hydropower sector and the 
displaced people, and the sediment and water needs for a healthy river, the flood plain 
and the delta, the fisheries sector, between technical convenience and the basic need of 
quality food. Government is in a position to reconcile differences, seeking alternatives   
by better research and planning, deeper dialogue, and wider learning.  
 
All aspects of the environment are covered in other sections. 
 

and enforcement actions;
(ii) adoption ambient environmental 
(iii) standards for air, water, soil .......;  

) integration of environmen(iv tal protection into national development plans by including 
a programmatic environmental assessment in subsequent plans;  
(iv) project owner adherence to existing land-use and sector development plans at the 
national, provincial and district levels during project design; and 

) in coordination with line agencies, design and implement a national l(v evel 
environmental and land use awareness and education program for schools and  training 

nters. c
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1.4 Human Resources Development 
 

overnment Policy 
 
Following a decision to adopt a more holistic approach to human resources development, 
the government in 1993 established a Leading Committee for Human Resources 
Dev ibility for drawing up plans, policies, projects and measures to 
imp RD as a lifelong process to 

 employment, while also enabling 
g, 

HRD is con er cerned 
here with B P arning. 
HRD is not s
thought of as t
Some include t

ation can prog grated way without treating HRD in a 

ity are considered here as there is scope 
d 

ics at the university.  

Stu
 

G

elopment with respons
rove HRD in Laos. The Lao Government defines H

 andprovide citizens with a good life, health, education
them to contribute productively to society. Notice that this is much wider than schoolin
or what is usually called ‘education’. 
 
Some Proposals 
 

c ned with learning or skill and knowledge development. It is con
D -related staff learning but also hopefully with wider stakeholder le
 ju t training, and is not just schooling, as many seem to believe. It is best 

he cradle to grave process of the development of the mind for everyone. 
he body and mental health but that can be left to the health sector. No 
ress in a socially and culturally inten

holistic way.  
 
HRD might be covered mainly as schooling at three levels, including vocational colleges. 
Of the three levels of schooling mainly tertiary study in the form of vocational colleges 
nd the Northern campus of the National Universa

for specialization in water-related topics such as water supply, irrigation, electricity an
forestry and steep land farming in vocational colleges, and these same topics plus 
ntegrating topi

 
dents Enrolled in Vocational and Technical Schools in Sub-Area 1L 

Vocational Technical 
 Total  Female Total  Female 
Lua 443 215 ng Namtha 53 41 
Lua 960 169 ng Phabang 774 295 
Tot o 1403 374 al f r SA1L 827 336 
(NR
 
A v
and are offered at two levels depending on whether the student has com
secondary or higher secondary. All the schools are at the moment government run and 

raduates are not in widely sought in the private sector. The private sector should be 
encouraged to invest as the demand is likely to be substantial, following trends in 
neighbouring countries.(NRDS) 
 
Vocational colleges could be started in every provincial capital, starting by teaching say 
five subjects in greatest demand. A water resources management course could easily be 
offered by the NUOL geography department, and economics and politics or political 
economy could include water resources topics as examples through its senior courses at 
least.  
 

DS) 

ocational school is expected to open in 2004 in Bokeo. The courses are three years 
pleted lower 

g
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In Luang Phabang NUOL is expected to offer education, economics and agriculture to 
400 students in 2004. 

er 
 hierarchy, and the training that in turn those lower staff provide for villagers 

related activities. 
upport beginning with training for provincial staff 

in the Sub-Area Working Groups. These staff can in trun train district staff who could in 
turn provide training to at least village headmen if not village committees and the LWU 

 
Learning support includes not only training in short-courses and on the job, but support 
for locally-led learning through mindful action, regular reading and organized dialogue or 
exc  Such other learning often requires training to 
get 

apacity Building i

for Basin 
Develo  including 
Append
 
For La
1. BDP
2. Natio Group/BDP Unit 
3. Sub-area Working Group (at Provincial Level) 
 
A table showing skill levels and skills needed was used to recommend a wide range of 
topics where skills are required for each group, but it is not clear how the results were 
obtaine
 
Major c

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 

 
The wr
training
of thes
The eight courses outlined are as follows: 

 
The training that senior government staff provide for lower levels of staff often at low
levels of the
is properly part of HRD and very important for all forms of water-
Vientiane staff could provide learning s

leaders. 

hange learning, coaching and mentoring.
it going.  

 

C n Basin Planning Process 
 
This note is based on the ‘National Workshop on Training Needs Assessment 

pment Plan (BDP) and ‘Results of BDP Training Needs Assessment’
ices. 

os the staff are divided into three groups. 
 Sub-committee 
nal Working 

d. 

ompetency gaps for the LN BDP WG were listed under:  
Communication,  
Facilitation,  
Project design and planning 
Public participation and stakeholder analysis 
Training capacity 
Technical competencies 

iter emphasizes the importance of considering each individual separately in 
. A short course training programme of 13 topics is proposed. An outline of eight 

e courses is offered. Some of these follow directly from the ‘competency gaps’. 
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Topic Outline 

provided 
1. Facilitation skills and teamwork * 
2. Information analysis and sector review * 
3. Action research and participatory 

survey techniques 
* 

4. Training of trainer on participatory 
training and workshop m

* 
anagement 

5. Trans-boundary issues and 
causes/effects analysis 

* 

6. Stakeholder analysis and public 
participation 

* 

7. Project identification and formulation * 
8. Communication and efficiency training * 
9. Introduction to Integrated Basin 

Planning 
 

10. Use of DSF  
11. Application of Integrated Water 

Resources Planning 
 

12. International Experience in Integrated 
Basin Planning 

 

13. Skills and using email and internet  
 
The
1. 

p hat individuals and teams are 
facing.  Identify ‘competency gaps’ with the team. 

2.  Use an individualized approach by focusing on learning rather than training. Re-
evaluate the appropriateness of above courses individuals. Brief training is already 
being o eaknesses can 
be ob v

3. Discu io
 the BDP Unit and among staff/consultants. 

can b e
4. Analysis is recom otivation 

and resources, such as libraries and translation.  Is the library collection appropriate 
and well organized? What general analytical documents are available for all staff to 

ed?  

Suggestion r
1. Dialog
2. Perhaps interviews and/or a questionnaire with a sample of relevant staff.  
3. Rep t
4. Consid

 
MRC or L
documents in L s 

 following steps of analysis and dialogue is suggested here: 
Analysis of problems/constraints in the national, sub-area planning and related 
rocesses. Evaluate the level and type of problems t

 pr posed for provincial staff as part of the ‘forum process’ as w
ser ed in the Forum 1 minutes. 
ss n of other learning methods. Learning on-the-job through dialogue and 

ongoing incomments on reports is 
Learning should be emphasized, not training. In this way the needs of individuals 

e b tter accommodated and learning is more cost-effective and sustainable. 
mended of other relevant capacity building such as m

read? Is translation an appropriate use of funds? How can staff be better motivat
 

 fo  Subsequent Action: 
ue with BDPU on the above points 

or ing and presentation   
eration by NWG. 

NMC may have materials that could be made into a set of short theoretical 
ao on each sector. Some have been seen in the library. Those on say cros
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cutting issues and especially integration in the context of basin planning in poor countries 

1.5 Provincial and Public Participation 

t 
e 

Communication with the Provinces 
 
As I see it the Forum process is one of communication, which includes elements of 
dialogue, training, and information exchange between Vientiane government staff and the 
people in the provinces called the Sub-Area Working Group. The aim is to produce a 

education and training already received are 
constraints on this process.  Reading, and experience at Forum
Vie

 the provinces

might be sent to the provinces. 
 

 
Much as been written about public participation, but involving the provincial staff, in a 
useful as opposed to a symbolic way, must be the first step. In the Lao PDR that does no
seem to have been achieved yet. Once Vientiane has involved the provincial staff then th
provincial staff could play a role in involving the district staff and the wider public. 
 

water resources development plan for each sub-area. The method is to be as participatory 
as possible within time constraints. But the distance to the provinces, the costs of 
meetings and probably the type of schooling/

 1 in Attapeu, and since in 
ntiane, leads me to suggest a number of small innovations. 
 
1. Greater use should be made of faxes to communicate with . The 

aking up 
understanding before 

working the BDP programme could 
axes should be sent before the 

BDP Unit could periodically communicate by fax with provincial staff m
the Sub-Area Working Group to develop a greater mutual 
the Forum. If provincial fax machines are not 
use a little budget to get them repaired. Trial f
forum meetings to stimulate interest and at least ask about Khet (sub-district) data 
including a map for three provinces (see below). When the data collation phase 
has advanced a little it is proposed that together the IA and NC examine the data 
that is still missing from the provinces and fax each province with a table of data 
that we would like to receive as soon as possible. At the same time we could 
prepare a summary situation review of a few pages for faxing in order to stimulate 
their interest. 

 
2. An initial preparatory  provincial meeting might be undertaken to prepare for 

Forum 2 in SA1L. This first stage could include further participation, training, 
 

anned 
 developed, 

one provincial meeting may be enough.  
 

3. Working for one day with a wider range of staff from the one province

including a presentation by provincial staff team of provincial data and ideas from
each province. This meeting could be held in a province other than that pl
for Forum 2.  For the other sub-areas, when the methodology is better

 where the 
meeting is held before the general meeting would be worthwhile.  This would set 
up an example of more intensive communication with the provinces that might be 
replicated later. 

 
4. A social science graduate should join the BDP Unit in order to facilitate the 

interaction between the various Vientiane agencies, the interaction of Vientiane 
and the provincial staff and the interaction with the people or stakeholders as a 
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whole. Someone with a training and interest in social interaction is needed to 
work with the staff who are otherwise largely technically trained.  

 
 Staff Skills in the Provinces  
 

Wit ave 
a week knowledge of integrated water resources planning and management. There are 
several ways this might be improved. 
 

hout having done a study it is assumed that for the most part provincial staff h

1. Further Training for provincial people in water resources-related processes 
could be offered as part of the ‘forum process’. 

 
2. Possibly staff in one or more advanced provinces could play a leadership role 

e 
 to 

 
 a 

 
Propos
 
The trip
Attape
southern staff.  Having traveled such a distance the opportunity should be taken to try 
extend 
 

1. 

in helping the other provinces in the same sub-area on an ongoing basis? I 
have no idea whether the staff in one or more provinces stand out above th
others, but if they do then they could be given special training then asked
periodically visit the other provinces to coach them in water resources and the 
planning process.  

3. Alternatively a new LNMC staff member could be appointed and based in
suitable province to play this role. 

als for Associated Activities to the Forum 2 SA1L Process 

 to Attapeu was not cost-effective. About 15 people traveled from Vientiane to  
u and back (12.5 hours each way) and ran a 1.5 days meeting with about 25 

the interaction and learning process for all.  

Forum 2 or the preparatory meeting could include tributary catchment sub-group 
discussions separate from the main meeting. At one session Northern participants 
could be asked to group themselves according to the major catchments or groups 
of catchments in the Sub-A ea 1L, then precede to hold discussions on plr anning 

r with 

 
 

the sub-area data collation and analysis. This sort of up and down discussion will 
 

c

 
2. 

the catchment. This would bring up-catchment provincial staff togethe
down-catchment staff from another province in several cases. The catchment 
groups would be asked if they have any information or causal inter-relationships
or other ideas that are specific to the catchment (s) that have not been covered in 

be an important precursor to the later Mekong Basin dialogue. Some discussion
groups for small atchments would still have to group several together. Each 
discussion group could then report back to the general forum. 

Forum 2 or the preparation stage might include a field trip to places nearby the 
town to to see critical IWRM sites, illustrate water resources-related processes, 
and discuss with local people. For example: clearing of forest by shifting 
cultivators, cultivation practices, any example of movement towards permanent 
farming, a logging area, erosion and sedimentation, flooding zones and effects, 
small dams and irrigation, micro-hydroelectricity schemes, bank erosion, new 
sand bars, n vigation issues etc. The provinces volunteering for fora should be 
asked to design a field trip before one is selected. 

a
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3.  Xayabouli,On the way to  the participants could stop off at the soil erosion 

AM) 
n 

onstrate the erosion rate for various types of ground cover. Along the 

 
g

research and demonstration Centre of the Soil Research organization (IBSR
between Xieng Ngeun and Muang Nan in Luang Phabang Province.  Here erosio
plots dem
same road examples of permanent farming may be evident.     

4. Just for the province where Forum 2 is to be held, a trial ‘stakeholder’ meetin , 
eld midway through the forum 

roduces useful ideas and 

 
Propos
 
Apart f
address
the Vie
discour
ideas. M
the effe
 
Sound  
 
1. Soun
2. Kee ay 

not b
3. A
4. The 

and/ e makes it hard to see who is speaking.  

 
5. U  
6. Cou r 

refer
7. A co uld be useful. 
8. A
9. If possible reduce the use of computers as it tends to increase the mental separation of 

the users from non-users. 
 

Tea n
 
10.

s
11.Mai

always inviting questions and comments. The facilitator must allow time for this. 
12.The white board and flip chart can be used to facilitate interaction. 

could be advertised to all those interested to be h
period. The aim would be to see to what extent this p
raises the interest and commitment of the local people in integrated water-
resources planning and management. 

als for the Actual Running of Fora Meetings 

rom being very short the meeting at Attapeu was dominated by professional 
es using computers and microphones. A mental distance was increased between 
ntiane staff and the others. The use of computers for screening probably 
ages interaction. The presentations over emphasised facts and offered too few 
any provincial staff said very little. Several suggestions are offered to increase 

ctiveness of the interaction. 

d system should be checked by a technician to make it as clear as possible 
p the staff condensed with less or smaller lighter furniture so a microphone m
e necessary 

ssign a person responsible for any moveable microphone. 
speaker should identify himself first by raising his hand and stating his name 
or province, as the movable microphon

 
Visual 

se white board and have flip chart available 
ld have one or more large diagrams of water resource-related processes to use fo
ence when appropriate, and are available to peruse casually. 
uple of large basic maps on the wall wo

void screening irrelevant documents when others are speaking. 

 
 

chi g, Interaction, Facts and Explanation 

The fora should have an independent senior chairman or facilitator separate from 
enior leadership roles. This person should probably be hired in Vientiane. 

ntain a high level of interaction between those with knowledge and others by 
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13.During brain-storming the ideas might be listed on the flip chart by a full time scribe 
and pinned up on a long board so people can look at them in a relaxed fashion and 
w

14.Presentations should focus on ideas, only using facts in support. Ideas can be 
disc

15. Statistics should be presented as graphics where possible. Time-series data should be 
presented as graphs and spatial data as maps.  

16. sses of 
integrated basin planning. 

17.Need explanation and discussion of potential of landscapes with attendant water 
resources. 

18.Should separate water related ideas from other socio-economic ideas such as roads 
 y them. 

19.  
these desires, including likely constraints, then methods as to how they can be linked. 

 

rite their own comments. They can also be typed onto disk for later modification. 

ussed more easily. 

 
Ideas and Relationships 
 

Leaders should put some emphasis on teaching how to think about the proce

that either impinge on the water resources or are influenced b
Opportunity/desires should have a column next to it of requirements for realization of
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2. INTEGRATED SCENARIOS BASED ON POLICIES AND 
STRATEGIES 

 
Several integrated scenarios for Sub-Area 1L are best based on a range of ideas based on 
national government policies and strategies. At this stage scenarios are given names 
based on these ideas. Thus the following scenarios are described: 

1. Growth Scenario 
2. Poverty Reduction and Conservation Scenario 

The scenarios are largely qualitative at this stage. 
These are not simply rough predictions but rough predictions based on specific sets of 
assumptions or hypotheses. The assumptions/hypotheses are both social and biophysical. 
They aim to stimulate thinking, discussion and further analysis. 
There is considerable overlap between these scenarios, the differences being  

• not merely ones of growth rate, poverty reduction numbers or 
conservation area  

• but differences in the various elements of government policy and 
strategies that could result from emphasis of different elements of  policy 
and strategy and different operational style at any of the three main levels 
of government and in the villages. 

 
For international trends we can note the existing trends and accept the predictions of 
others. National and regional trends, although uncertain like external trends, can be better 
understood and assessed. Government projections and even plans have a greater degree 
of predictive value without being at all certain.  
 
External Influences that are Assumptions/Hypotheses Common to Both Scenarios for 
Sub-Area 1L 
 

1. Global air pollution results in increased rainfall and thus tends to cause flood 
levels to rise in most streams.   

2. China constructs dams on the Mekong at the announced rate with a variety of 
negative and positive impacts. 

3. ASEAN persists with tariff reduction policy.  
4. World economic growth is slow. 
5. Global technology continues to change rapidly 
6. Laos is affected periodically, biophysically and socio-economically, by infectious 

diseases of people, livestock and crops from outside. 
7. Terrorism continues to affect tourism, but to a reduced degree, especially from 

2005. 
8. The Kyoto protocol is singed by the USA in 2005. 
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Internal Trends                                                                                                                                                                        
 
The main to 
continue e 

llowing: 
 at 2.4% and a ‘younging’ of the age structure. 
rowth at about 4% 

emand for electricity is thought to grow at 2% from 2000 to 2010 and 4.5% between 
2010 and 2020.  
Other water-related trends are more difficult to predict due to some combination of  

1. insufficient field knowledge of conditions,  
2. natural variability,  
3. poor monitoring,  
4. changing policy and strategies and  
5. strong external influence

                                                                                                                                                                                                 
enario r SA1L

 
In the growth scenario growth is short to medium term  perhaps ears but after 

at growth slows as the environmental and social pro e severe.    
1. the population

 relevant trends that can b e recent past that are likely 
 at a moderately predictable rate, although a wide range is possible, are th

e identified from th

fo
Population growth
Urban population g
D

 s.  

2.1 The Growth Sc  fo  

 up to
blems becom

 2  y0
th

 grows a little above the expected rate at about 2.5%,  
2. Sub-area growth is fast at 8 percent, so percapita th oc grow curs at about 3.5 

percent, but strongly favours urban areas, especially the largest,                                                                               
and those along good roads near urban areas. Inequality grows strongly. 

3. Decentralization is supported with greater emphasis on local revenue 
developm

4. The gove estment
ent. 
rnment encourages inv  with le sis on regulation and 

improvem regulation. EIAs are only carried out for the largest 
projects but fail to include public participation. 

5. Most state enterprises

ss empha
ent in the style of 

 are gradually sold to the private sector. 
6. Trade taxes are lessened for ASEAN produc creases. 
7. Trade taxes with China are reduced on both sides 
8. Local investors

ts, and trade in

 focus on tourism, timber plantations, livestock, aquaculture, 
passenger river transport, small to very small d iture, agricultural 
processin ng and contra

9. The rebou mp in FDI 

ams, furn
g and trade and consulti cting.   
nd from the post 97 slu (foreign direct investment) continues. 

10. FDI fund hotels, tour ies, and timber 
plantation

11. Private sector production/income

s medium sized dams, s, garment factor
s.  

, including local and foreign, grows rapidly at 15 
percent per year  

12. Borrowing by government from multilateral banks rises. This is used to fund 
gricultural transition to sedentary agriculture in 

t payments are about 20% of government 
revenue). 

roads, transmission lines and the a
SA1L and repay previous debt (deb

13. Grant assistance (Multilateral, bilateral and NGO) is stable and continues to fund 
a range of urban and rural development in SA1L.  

14. Private debt rises markedly as part of borrowing by local companies for 
investment and trade credit.  

15. Government revenue rises due to increased company tax receipts, despite the 
reduction in import taxes.  
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16. Most of the extra revenue is used for urban and major rural infrastructure. 
17. Material poverty reduction proceeds unevenly, mainly as a bi-product of growth

based on private investme
 

nt, including rural trading. Thousands get jobs in urban 
and some rural enterprises. Those with irrigation and hill people near old and new 

 
r those 

eas 
. 

18. Health services 

roads and along rivers gain from a rise in ‘cash cropping’. Production along roads
grows at a mean 5 percent per annum and along rivers at 4 percent. Life fo
away from easy transport changes very little, growing on average at 1 percent per 
year with some areas becoming poorer due to falls in soil fertility, and some ar
such as hiking tour destinations

grow in urban areas and to some extent along roads but make little 
extra impact away from roads. Population grows strongly in the served areas.  

19. Conservation of forests, soil and aquatic ecosystems is highly uneven gaining in 
specific places from grant aid and variable implementation of government p

 
Water and Related Resources 

olicy. 

 
 The present evening out of the mainstream flow is slowed due to global warming until

further large dams are built.  
 
Several medium sized dams are built for hydropower with concessional terms or 
subsidies. Large dams remain uneconomic and attract opposition.  

1. Together with southern hydropower and national connectivity this results in 
significant increases in electrification in towns and along rural roads that 
themselves continue to expand. Much is exported.  

 

2. But with minor contributions to irrigation. 
3. Reservoirs consume water through evaporation and generate greenhouse gases 

equal to an equivalent fossil fuel power station.   

Watershed management is emphasized in dam catchments but little is done outside these
areas.  

In dam watersheds: 
• In new reservoirs suspended loads raise nutrient levels and  
• They start to fill rapidly with eroded sediment but sedimentation slows a

 

s 
integrated WM expands 

ds 
a is reduced at a low rate.  

Outside dam watersheds: 
• Logging continues at the present rate with no improvement in standar
• Shifting cultivation are
• Sedentary farming on steep slopes takes off slowly.  

 
Effects From Medium Sized Dams  are designed without fish passes or adequat
outlets, or if with low outlets, are oper

e low 
ated mainly to maximize electricity generation. 

those 

. 
adowed by the release of alien species. 

mage is reduced on river flats downstream, but this 
to flatland agriculture and 
m wetlands. 

• Fish habitats are severely degraded below and above dams. Because 
migration routes of large fish are severely interrupted they die out on 
tributaries. 

• Although fishing initially increases in reservoirs stagnation sets in after 
about 10 years due to nutrient runoff, weed growth and poor circulation
Effort to breed native fish ove shr

• Short-term flood da
also reduces the natural mud and silt fertilizer 
wetlands and reduces fish migration to and fro
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Sev lera  more small irrigation schemes using pumps and weirs are built by government 
that take advantage of higher dry season flows downstream of the new dams. 

verall degrading environments leads to a slow decline in the wild
 
O  fish harvest. 

 aquaculture production 
nd sales increases. Fish disease threatens aquaculture from time to time. Alien species 

continue to escape to the wild environment and compete with and interbreed with the 
native fish c
 
Water supply

The government continues to build new fisheries centers for alien fingerling production. 
Fingerlings are primarily bought by commercial ventures, and
a

sto k 

 schemes are built ahead of schedule in the towns but at the planned rate in 
the country emes or 
controlling waste discharge from towns, factories and mines. Occasional fish kills are 

side. Little effort is put into repair and maintenance of rural sch

recorded due to waste discharge. 
 
River traffic increases particularly due to increased imports from China. Riverbank 
e

oat numbers and average size, poorly regulated 
anks in the dry season,  

rosion rises due to  
1. continued clearing of riverbank trees 
2. continued watershed degradation in most areas exacerbating local floods where 

dams are not built 
3. more variable short-term river water levels due to dams   
4. increased b
5. continued vegetable growing on b
6. riverbed blasting, dredging and quarrying.  

New dams have little influence on local river traffic. 
 
Riverbank protection is stepped up near towns, villages and important riverside roa
 
Flood protection

ds.  

 structures continue to be built and advance warning systems prepare 
plains dwellers for large scale floods, but isolated villages suffer more from flash flood
 
Tourism

s. 

 increases markedly due to better navigation, more and better airports and roads. 
The private sector responds with increased rooms and tours. Disease and security 
continue to create problems. Some tourism/recreation is established on one or two dams 

ithin easw
 

y reach of major towns.  

Due to increased uman  trade and tourism and illegal migration, STD, drug and h
trafficking and other crime increases, especially along major trading routes. 
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2.2 Poverty Reduction and Conservation Scenario for SA1L.  

ulation

 
In the poverty reduction and conservation scenario short to medium term growth is 
slower but continues at a similar pace past 20 years. 

1. Pop  grows a little slower than the expected rate at 2.3 percent. 
2. National growth per capita at 4 percent is slower than in the growth scenario.  
3. More emphasis is put on activities that benefit the poor and conserve the 

environment and culture throughout the SA1L  region. The present growth in 
inequality slows. 

4. Decentralization is supported by systematic training for provincial staff who in 
turn train district staff. Incentives are developed for good work. 

5. The private sector, both local and foreign, grows well with government 
encouragement for investment with increasingly effective support for and 
regulation of private activities especially those that disrespect human dignity, 
degrade the environment and culture and cause nuisance to others. EIAs a
increasingly required for medium sized projects and more and more include 
public participation. 

re 

6. State enterprises are upgraded with effective training and incentive programmes 

ore revenue into operations 
but those that do not respond are gradually sold to the private sector. 

7. The government puts m such as maintenance and 

 off-road sites and motor bike tracks. 
learning support than into construction. Sufficient funds are still allocated for 
rural water supply in

8. Transparency and accountability are promoted fostering a better standard of 
government service at all levels. 

9. Import taxes are lessened for ASEAN and Chinese products  and tr
 Dangerous imports

ade increases. 
10.  such as dangerous chemicals and undesirable cultural imports

are restricted.  
 

11. The government puts more effort into promoting national entrepreneurs of all 
sizes.  

12. Local investors focus on guesthouses, restaurants, local eco-cultural tours, timber 
plantations, livestock, aquaculture, passenger river transport, small to very small 
hydro schemes, solar power, furniture, agricultural processing and trade, 
consulting and contracting. 

13. The nation benefits from the rebound from the post 97 slump in FDI  
14. FDI funds one medium sized dam, hotels, large scale tours with a focus on eco-

cultural tourism, garment factories, timber plantations, furniture design and 
fabrication for export to Europe. 

15. Undesirable FDI such as the highly polluting industries is rejected  
16. Private sector production/income, including local and foreign, grows well at 9 

percent per year  
17. Government’s borrowing from multilateral banks is reduced a little. This is used 

to fund roads and motor-bike tracks, and the agricultural transition to sedentary 
agriculture and repay previous debt (debt payments are about 20% of revenue). 

18. Grant aid (Multilateral, bilateral and NGO) grows in response to the governm
effort on better regulation and rural development. It continues to fund a range of
urban and rural development, but is better integrated with government effor
leads to more sustainable conditions. 

ents 
 

t and 

19. Private debt increases but government HRD programmes raise the standard of 
borrowing.  
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20. Government revenue rises due to increased tax receipts, despite the reduction in 
import taxes.  

21. Much of the extra revenue is placed into better HRD at all levels and types 
including that supporting rural development, conservation and a better taxation 
system.  

22. Technology that is environmentally convivial, healthy, conserving and emplo
is promoted by government    

23. The government builds a case

ying 

 on wealthy nation responsibility for global air 
pollution but accepts some responsibility itself. 

24. UXO clearance is stepped up in critical watersheds. 
25. Material poverty reduction proceeds well, due to better incentives for and trai

of provincial and district staff who in turn train villagers and assist with
ning 

 
implementation. This involves better land allocation, in-village training and input 
support for community management, rural micro-finance, steep land farming, 
sustainable forestry, preventive and curative health. Interactive radio programs are 
used to effectively reach tens of thousands of villagers. Thousands get jobs in 

and some rural enterprises. Those with irrigation and hill people near old 
and new roads and along rivers gain from a rise in ‘cash cropping’. Production 

ear 

th services 

urban 

along roads grows at a mean 3 percent per annum. More roads and many better 
tracks are built to reach isolated villages. Production there grows at 10 percent. 
Life for those away from easy transport improves a little due to incentives for 
government staff to walk, production growing on average at 3 percent per y
except where hiking tours become regular where it grows at 10 percent. 

26. Heal grow in urban areas, along roads and tracks and to some extent 
away from roads due to incentives for staff. Interactive radio programmes and in-
village training are used to train villagers.  Population grows strongly in the 
served areas.  

27. Conservation of forests, soil and aquatic ecosystems progresses well gaining in 
specific places from grant aid and widespread implementation of government 
policy through training and dia

 

s 
rural learni  a
 
Watershed man

logue.  

Water and Related Resources 
  

1. One medium sized dam and many small and very small dams and weirs are built 
with fish passes where appropriate for decentralized off-grid hydropower with 
very minor contributions to irrigation. Vegetation is cleared from reservoir areas. 
Several floating turbines are installed.  

2. Solar power is also widely promoted integrated with very small hydro. 
This result  s in significant increases in electrification in towns and villages which raise

ng nd productivity, but no new electricity is exported. 

agement is emphasized both with a view to increase rural incomes in the 
short-term and to conserve forest and top soils for long-term productivity.  

1. Logging continues after stronger enforcement and training for loggers only as 
care

2. Effe iv   
3. Shifting cultivation is reduced at above the planned rate by a m

fore ing and 
mic i

ful selective felling at a reduced rate 
ct e integrated development and conservation becomes standard in NBCAs.

ajor land and 
st allocation programme and extension programme on sedentary farm
rof nance.  
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4. Small dams receive progressively less eroded sediment. Fish habitats and 
migratio

5. Weirs have a negligible influence on flooding so natural fertilizer additions are 

 

n routes are interrupted to some extent.  

maintained. 
6. Several small irrigation schemes are built by government using small weirs with

fish passes. 
 
Overall degrading riverine environments continue at a lessened rate leads to a continuin
decline in the wild fish harvest but at a slower rate than previously and eventually 
stabilizes and rises.  

1. The government continues to build new fisheries centers for fingerling 
production.  

g 

ty 

me to try to confine alien species 

2. Fingerlings are primarily bought by commercial ventures, and aquaculture 
production increases, but as well the government effectively promotes communi
and small private pond aquaculture. 

3. Native fish are increasingly bred for use in aquaculture. 
4. The government runs an experimental program

and varieties to ponds and reservoirs. 
 
Effort in irrigation is directed at building community management and training in pump 
maintenance and strengthening supplies networks. 
 

ater supply and sanitation schemW es are built as planned in the towns but faster than the 

 

planned rate in the countryside with an emphasis on community self-management of 
development resulting in better maintenance and faster repairs. Experiments are 
conducted with alternative technology. A start is made on monitoring and regulation of 
factory and mining discharge. 

River traffic increases particularly due to increased travel by locals and from China.  
 
Riverbank erosion rises due to higher varying water levels due to heavier rainfall induced 
by global air pollution, increased number and average size of boat traffic, continued 

egetable growing on bv anks in the dry season, and riverbed blasting, dredging and 
quarrying.  
 
Riverbank protection is stepped up near towns, villages and important riverside roads 
using locally available materials and vegetation stabilization.  
 
Flood protection structures continue to be built and advance warning systems prepare 
plains dwellers for large scale floods. The government also puts effort into warning 
systems for flash floods on small streams in remote areas. 
 
Tourism increases markedly due to better navigation, more airports and roads and 
improved visa processing. The private sector responds with increased rooms and tours. 
The government organizes training in eco-cultural tourism and micro-finance for tour 
operators. Effective steps are taken to protect cultural integrity from the worst influences 
of commercial tourism. 
 
Although undesirable effects increase due to tourism and especially truck trade, widely 
targeted HRD and associated regulation mitigate the worst influences. 
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3. TOWARDS AN INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT 

gy for SA1L is based on the government policies and national government 

A remi he next 20 or so years: 

STRATEGY 
for Mekong BDP Sub-area 1L, Northern Lao PDR 

 
Introduction 
 

his strateT
sector strategies. It attempts to integrate the sector strategies and emphasizes the 
conditions in the North. It is also based on the past and future analysis provided above. 
 

nder of some basic changes likely over t
 

Quantifiable Scenarios 
 2000 2020 
National Population (millions) 5.1 7.7 
Percentage Urban 23 35 
Water Consumption (Mm3) 230 600 
National Forest cover 41% ? 

 
Scenarios that are Difficult to Quantify 

 2020 
Rainfall Higher 
Shifting cultivation Reduced 
Erosion Similar 
Sedimentation in and 
behind structures 

Higher 

Restrictions on fish 
migration 

Higher 

Alien species and 
varieties release 

Much higher 

Waste water Higher 
River transport Higher 
Bank erosion/collapse Higher 
Floods on mainstream Reduced 
Floods on tributaries Higher mainly 
Tourism Much higher 

 
The NPEP has three ‘pillars’ or objectives:  

4. Rapid growth with equity,  

Tog h
It is thi velopment that enables an 
integrated water resources or catchm
Strategies that are cross-cutting themes are very important but easily overlooked. They 
are covered in an earlier section of this report. HRD for all levels must be the key strategy 
for the region. Gender is of great interest to half the population but they have little 

5. Socio-cultural development and  
6. Conservation of the environment,  

 
et er these three objectives can guide this water resources planning process.  

s government desire to balance and integrate de
ent planning to proceed easily. 
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influence on implementa t they need HRD and 
ccess before this is usefu

ulti-forest products, aquatic wild 
nds 

east-

an uncertai  the central zone.  
 
Watershed n in watershed and indeed sub-basin or 
catchment b-area. It is significantly overlapped by 
poverty all rts on forest 
conservation and supporting regrowth around the rem ost 
intense. W
erosion and landslides. These not only destroy hillside livelihoods but lim
maintenance costs of water storage and diversion structures and degrade fish habitats   

shed management is a long-term process. Laos must 

term h
 
To o e
nd mo ty peoples must be supported with better preventive and 

 
t 
s.  

Overlapping with watershed management, the hill and mountain minorities must also be 
pported with dialogue and training and input support (‘extension’) in agriculture, 

e 
plantations, water-supply development, village 

andicrafts, business and processing. 

 land 

 
ourism might best be promoted  

1. at Luang Phabang, but it may soon reach ‘overload’. 

tion. The public may like to participate bu
l. The environment is covered in every section of this report. a

Poverty is also widely covered.  
 
Because of the large proportion of people living near subsistence lives, their main use of 

ater is for domestic use, rainfed agriculture, mw
harvesting (fishing plus) irrigation and local transport, roughly in that order. This remi
us that although modernization is a dominant aim, most people will gain little unless 
operations are tailored to their needs. 
 

he key strategy responds to the dominance of steep land in the North and a high level of T
destruction of the forest ecosystem by shifting cultivation and logging in the central 
west part of Sub-Area1L, but its partial preservation in the peripheral zones. Wild 
harvesting by villagers (NTFP) in the forests, that safety net that supports livelihoods in 

n climate, is severely threatened by forest loss in

 ma agement must be the key sector 
n this suplanning and management i

eviation strategies. It is in the most degraded areas that effo
aining stands should be m

M reduces tree destruction, rainfall impact and rapid runoff and so reduces 
it lifetimes and 

 
But it must be recognized that water
do this for its own and the basin’s children, grandchildren and beyond. It is over the long-

 t at effects will be felt at a distance and especially trans-boundary. 

v rcome poverty and support development needs that is most prevalent in the hills 
untains, the minoria

curative health services, including improved water supply and sanitation. Mother and
child health programmes and bed nets against malaria can reduce the very high infan
mortality and slow the children boom that will stretch schooling and health resource
 

su
plantations and forest conservation.  
 
Micro-finance including bank loans and villager savings and loan groups can contribut
significantly to agriculture and 
h
 
Motorbike tracks, for later upgrading to roads, to remote scattered villages could be 
considered as a possibly more cost-effective way of helping remote villages.  
electrification from hydropower and solar power are less important than health and
production to the lives of the villagers, especially if they are not on roads, as they are 
unlikely to have sufficient cash income to pay. 

T
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2. in the Sino-Tibetan areas with remaining forest 
3. on the rivers nearby 1 and 2 

 
A few areas of forest in the periphery zone might support careful selective logging. 

s 
 
Timber plantations should be encouraged on the steep slopes in the most degraded zone
away from any remaining stands of forest that could expand. 
 
Three land uses offer some hope for the degraded steep slopes. 

• Forest regrowth near existing forest   
• Timber tree planting on the steep slopes 
• Permanent, diverse and integrated farming systems on lesser slopes  
• Livestock, where not in conflict with crop-based farming. 

 

tion and waste discharge is needed in the fastest 
growing towns. 

Because of the risk of another boom  and disease epidemics 
emphasis is best put on action that can protect the nation and Northern region against 
unc h growth rates. Tourism 
is n ort’ followed by garments, electricity and wood 
products. The growing diversity of leading exports supported by SA1L is a good sign. 
Hua  
and  to guard against the inevitable 
negative effects of this road. Rising national debt payments and repayments must be 
ana t. Increased government revenue is 
needed to fund the proposed SA1L strategy past the special projects that may get foreign 
fun
 

ment and Related Processes 

ately each sub-basin o ied and planned 
parately and as a whole. Simply a ‘balance of sectors and themes’ for the sub-area is 

not appropriate. It would be best to chose one medium sized degraded catchment to 
organize a model integrated study and development project, as well as make selected 
studies of the whole area where data are weak. Rainfall data is widely scattered and 

porated into the Mekong 
information base’. More effort is need to exchange data between MRC and the four 

 projects. 

 
Timber plantations and support for forest regrowth may take off if the Kyoto agreement 
is implemented. Pilot projects are needed now. 
 
Urban population growth and new wealth will give rise to a higher demand for urban 
water supply, but most importantly will be associated with higher industrialization, 
demand for a greater variety of rural products, including those from water resources, and
very probably give rise to much greater waste discharge to water bodies. Greater 
attention to water supply and sanita

  
 and bust cycle, terrorism

ertainty together with attempts to anticipate and gain from hig
ow Laos’ most important ‘exp

ysai and Luang Namtha towns on the new ‘land link’ road may be future furniture
ment exporters. But special effort is needed gar

lyzed to avoid a high risk to Northern developmen

ding.  

Water Move
 
Ultim
se

r tributary catchment should be stud

interpretation gives very variable results. More effort is needed on data collection and 
analysis. All major and middle tributaries should be gauged. The Department of 
Forestry’s latest remote sensing analysis should be incor
‘
national secretariats. Limited sites are appropriate for one or two sector
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Watershed Management 

 

ed 
s 

tional and four nation regional seminars. For example the two 

rtantly satellite data analysis from 
POT and Landsat and village surveys could be carefully compared for sample areas. 

Remote sensing of course shows ‘land cover’ or ‘non-cover’!. Land use must be 
terpreted, so other sources of data are required to, for example, show whether villagers 

8. Semi-subsistence cultivators rely on this diversity, especially in the dry season 

ff. 

or progress in poverty alleviation and watershed management, the land allocation 

 and 
 in new techniques of permanent sedentary farming 

including contour cultivation and diverse tree and crop culture. During the time of 
transition to sedentary farming productivity may well fall further and so land areas 
allocated should be larger. 

 
Planting and maintenance of timber tree plantations in areas of degenerate ecosystems 
and low regrowth, is appropriate where it is too steep for sedentary farming systems, but 
well away from tall or re-establishing forest. But many farmers are selling their land with 
the timber and are thus losing livelihoods. Micro-finance in the form of savings and loan 
groups and bank loans is needed. 
 
Greater legal enforcement of forest conservation and training in selective logging is 
needed to preserve forest for sustainable use, including tourism and recreation, careful 
selective logging by companies, villager subsistence, limited villager commercial 
exploitation of timber and non-timber products, and watershed management.   

 
The mountainous and hilly areas need strong support for forest regeneration around 
existing small forest areas especially in the degraded areas of central SA1L 

 
Water shed management is to be organized according to government and watershed 
hierarchies. Dialogue and training are needed to ensure a balance of technical and villager
planning. 
 
A more integrated approach to analysis using several methods and data sources is need
to monitor land cover/use changes accurately. All organizations involved in this proces
might consider communicating their efforts and results through presentation and 
discussion, perhaps at na
sources of satellite imagery could be compared to examine the strengths and weaknesses. 
Also manual and computer classification, statistical sampling and ground truthing or 
verification could be discussed. Perhaps most impo
S

in
or organizations are logging forest.  
 
Supporting forest regrowth wherever it is found has several environmental values that 
timber tree plantations lack.  

7. Forest has a natural biodiversity that provides a range of timber and non-timber 
products (NTFPs).  

and after crop failure.  
9. Forest creates a higher proportion of infiltration and higher evapo-

transpiration.This results in lower wet season runoff ameliorating local flooding 
than that of tree plantations but probably higher dry season subsurface runo

 
F
methodology needs reassessment and probably improvement. Tree planting from teak to 
leguminous bushes needs land security. This process could be better integrated with 
‘extension’ (dialogue and training on cultivation, livestock including aquaculture
timber systems) including training
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re

 be 
he 

 

any assume. Most sediment is deposited locally and 
moves on a little in the next heavy rains. The results of watershed management are thus 
lon nt 
dep d ncreases 
ove m

rough research 
and extension which will contribute to watershed management. 
 

It is especi hat the stream fisheries are conserved for the riverine and urban 
people. Co e areas. Fish is increasingly 
recognized as the preferred protein source for humans because of the associated oils. 

should be p
 rivers to floodplain 

 flood flows and minimizing the cutting 
of tributaries with concrete and rock structures and building wide fish 

ransport and deposition by watershed 
management,  

reas 
cape from aquaculture water bodies during flooding. More effort 

could be put into breeding native species. 
d. Stopping over-fishing where it occurs by supporting community 

management or state regulation. 
e. Studying the effect of traditional irrigation on local fisheries. 

G ater effort could be put into certification of tropical timber that comes from 
sustainable logging perhaps without any socio-economic exploitation. 
 

he Kyoto protocol, when signed by sufficient large nations such as the USA and Russia, T
will provide Lao PDR with support to grow timber plantations and encourage forest 
regrowth. Pilot projects using micro-finance and perhaps Vetivia contour strips should
started now to prepare for Kyoto or its replacement. Research might be conducted on t
hydrological consequences of forest regrowth and timber tree plantations. 
 
Northern Laos is subject to earthquakes and clear felling, but data on landslides and 
mudflows is poor. Anecdotal evidence should be sought from provincial staff. 
 
A major effort in dialogue, micro-finance and training is needed to raise the number of
head of livestock in the north.  
 
Conclusions 
 
The results of watershed management are deceptive as especially the coarser sediment 
does not travel as far and fast as m

g term for large catchments. The rate at which a reservoir is filled by sedime
 of sediment, that ien s on inflow and trap rate (efficiency!) and the density

r ti e.  
 
Rainfed agriculture will gain more support due to the focus on recurrent costs in the 
government’s long-term agriculture plan. The latter will be promoted th

Fisheries 
 

 ally important t
mmunity management could be improved in som

Prices will inevitably rise and so fish could produce a major export industry for Laos. 
 
While fingerling production for aquaculture is promoted conservation of wild fisheries 

romoted by paying attention to  
a. Preserving migration routes, including those from

wetlands, by preserving reasonable

passes where structures are unavoidable. 
b. Reducing soil erosion, t

c. Minimizing the introduction of alien species and varieties to native a
by es
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Electricity Use/Demand and Hydropower 

 
Lao PDR’s physical hydropow  the possible benefits for 

avigation and irrigation must be considered carefully given the economic, social, 

even 
 

ws. 

ad the environmental degradation

er potential of 18,000 MW and
n
ecological and other environmental constraints.  
 
Exploitation of only a small proportion of the physical total may be advisable or 
possible given the likely substantial costs and limitations that can be divided into three
types: A. direct financial costs, B. life, livelihood and cultural costs for the community 
displaced, and C. environmental costs/risks and associated livelihood costs as follo
 
Nevertheless some limited construction of medium sized hydropower dams may be 
advisable to spre  effects of development especially if 

isruption to the river regime can be minimized and those people that suffer, both 

development problems.  

 the riverine environment and its products are to be conserved it should be accepted that 

d
upstream and downstream can be well compensated. 
 
A very small number of profitable low impact medium dams (say about 10-15m dam 
height or generating say 10-100MW), but flooding very little agricultural land, together 
with several small, and many very small hydropower generation plants, real run-of-river 
schemes, in-river current turbines and solar power may create the lesser of the 

 
If
less than maximum power generation is possible from any roughly medium site and that 
a significant proportion of electricity revenue will have to be used to compensate people 
who are disadvantaged by the project both upstream and downstream of the dam.  
 
Dam se water to go as far as possible 

wards mimicing
s should be designed and operated so they can relea

to  the timing and nature of the natural flow in quantity, chemically, in 
ble for 

ery small hydro schemes provide a suitable electricity source for more widely scattered 
ent 

r 

temperature and with sediment load. This may of course make some projects unvia
the immediate future.  
 
V
villages. They usually have little effect on stream water and sediment and fish movem
and  are more certain investments based on local demand. They together with solar powe
should be supported to an increasing extent 
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Electricity Supply/Use/Demand 
 
Bokeo, Luang Namtha and Phongsali are relatively under-serviced with electricity They 

 but 
l 

Fish passes or navigation locks (when they work) are required for a fuller maintenance of 
a fish ladder/way the native fish are affected by the 

servoir geography, hydrology, chemistry and temperature as well as the usual 
introduced species and genetic varieties with which they have to compete. Research is 
needed on fish passes to make sure they work for local species 
 
Dialogue

might be better served but real demand is important. Meeting basic needs is more 
important than subsidizing electricity. Four nation regional demand is high and rising
price/cost is critical including all the non-construction costs and dam lifetime.  Loca
demand from villages to towns will justify some small dams. 
 
Dam Design and Regulation 
 
If irrigation uses a major proportion of the dry season releases from dams the flow is 
correspondingly reduced. But the irrigation potential in SA1L is small. Moreover the 
river transport is believed to be largely small scale and local so will hardly react to the 
deeper water. The water held back in such dams in the wet season will have an 
ameliorating effect on small floods but not large floods. 
 

the fish environment but even with 
re

 is needed with the wild-capture bio-aquatic sectors to determine what degree of 
gulation is needed and the importance of fish passes to maintain the riverine 

hemes 
 

6 will cause a major decrease in wet season 
ow, a major increase in dry season flow and decrease in sediment load in the 

), and 

but will increase channel erosion, reduce flood plain sedimentation, degrade 
native fisheries. Because most of the Mekong sediment is eroded from the Tibetan 

ational political strategy is needed to react to this plan. 

hemes, gravity 

                                                                                                                                                                                                
ion is also riverfed, gravity fed from weirs and pumped 
ower initial costs and perhaps most importantly do not 

terrupt fish migration routes like concrete weirs do, but have much higher recurrent 
costs. Does the government or the local people cover this?  

 

re
ecosystems to a reasonable extent in any dammed river. 
 
Future Hydro-electricity Sc

Dams on the mainstream in China by 201
fl
mainstream which will  

• reduce floods, improve navigation (downstream of the lowest dam at least
reduce dry season pump irrigation head,  

• 

Plateau the dams will have a major effect on the sediment load. 
 
An intern
 

Irrigation 
 
Irrigation construction by the government expanded rapidly from 1998-2000. However 
the flatland village people have long had their own small scale irrigation sc
fed from weirs on streams. 

Government constructed irrigat
from the river. Pumps involve l
in
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Water Consumption 
 
Irrigation in SA1L thus uses about 200Mm3 per year. But this is less than half a percent 
of t o the Mekong so the strategy does not have to 
be at all concerned about excess water demand. 
 
The
atte
 
Most importantly for Sub-Area 1L from 2005 total government agricultural investment 
apital investment will equal recurrent expenditure.  

 
f 

es. 
Improved water efficiency will enable either a larger area to be irrigated in the dry season 

 lift, less fuel to be used.  

Pesticide use has been reduced markedly in Lao PDR since the early 1990s so the risk of 
water pollution from this source has all but disappeared. The government will continue to 

iscourage use. Mineral/chemical fertilizer will continue to receive support. 

 people with a piped water supply by 

s

he contribution of SA1L’s stream flow t

 decline in the wet rice areas in Oudomxay seems to be a special case that deserves 
ntion. 

c
• Irrigated areas will increase very little. 

Government effort on irrigation will be aimed at running and improved management o
existing schemes. Pump fuel and repair etc may take much of this budget. Irrigation 
construction will gain relatively less promotion.  
 
The key strategy is to upgrade the management of already constructed schem

or in the case of pump
 

d
Water Supply and Waste Water 

 
Nationwide urban piped water aim is supply all town
2020. This will be done using funds generated by charging real costs to existing 
consumers.  
 
The issue is not the total consumption but the people’s acces  to sufficient quality water 
and sanitation facilities, and water pollution locally. 
The government goal is to reach the figure of 90% clean water coverage by 2020, as the 
Government’s development policy is:  

 
Rural water supply will be provided on a commercial basis where possible. The poorer 
communities will be assisted to build and manage water and sanitation systems. 
 
To facilitate this policy/strategy cheaper easily repaired facilities such as dug wells with 
counter-levered buckets and pit privies could be provided as a first step.  
 

• Monitoring and inspection of factories and mines and dialogue with mine 
managers should start.  Regulation is needed. 

•  

• -to improve water supply and environmental health in rural areas; 
• -focus on inaccessible, poverty-ridden areas; and 
• -encourage private supply and sanitation ventures in easy-to-reach areas 
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Navigation and River Works 

river transport
p 

2. Riverbank protection using local products,  

                                                 

any work planned on the methods of regulating boat waste discharge, 
speed and noise.  

 
tudy is needed of the likely i

Floods 
 
The
tributar
flooding and is likely to be contributing to the increased tributary flooding, especially 
flash floods on small streams. 
 
Moderate floods have significant benefits as they replenish the flood plain with nutrients 
for plants, both natural and cultural, and the aquatic ecosystems. Small to moderate 
floods that do not destroy large areas of crops must be accepted if not promoted in rural 
area
adaptation to flooding especially houses on stilts. On the other hand severe destructive 
floods can be mitigated by physical and biological works and human actions at several 
loc
 

 
‘Navigation’ or  is an important form of transport in Sub-Area 1L where 
road construction is made extremely difficult and expensive per-capita by the stee
topography and to the sparse population.  
 
The key river works, bank protection, is a response to bank erosion that is a complex 
issue with at least eleven causes that needs more study and dialogue.  
The significant increase in both forms of traffic nationwide in early 1990s with 
continuing if not uncertain growth in passenger numbers indicates a need for regulation.  
 
The government has ten policies /strategies to improve navigation especially on the 
mainstream link to China:  

1. New port construction,  

3. Safer travel,  
4. Better transport organizations,  
5. Better data collection,  
6. A study project to establish an inland clearing centre,  
7. Setting up joint ventures,  
8. Organize cooperative ventures with Yunnan province,                                 
9. Introduce electronic methods on the boats,   
10. A river boat patrol unit  

 
As navigation has negative affects, 

• It is notable that no studies are planned on the location, timing and causes of 
riverbank erosion/collapse and proposed solutions.  

• Neither is 

S mpact of these two roads from China to Thailand, one 
through Myanma and one through Lao PDR before more major fixed investment is 
placed in navigation.                                                                              

 seasonal variation in Mekong mainstream flow is decreasing. But floods on 
ies are said to be increasing. Watershed degradation exacerbates mainly local 

s. Those that settle on the plain must be encouraged to maintain their ancient 

ations in the catchments. 
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Flo relation to irrigation areas. 
This is expanding at the rate of 3.5 % per year. It is to be hoped however that by building 
embankments that a false sense of security is not created. 
 
There are essentially three types of flood mitigation that can be carried out: structural, 
ecological and socio-e
and drainage. The eco
permanence of vegetation in the watershed, a topic which has been covered under 
wat
or prevent people using the lowest areas of the flood plain for relatively permanent land 
uses. When this fails flood forecasting and timely media broadcasting can enable the 
peo  are 
not sub
 
Flo
change
flood ‘storage’ in that area is diminished and as a consequence more water than would 
have been the case flows on downstream to flood over the banks at the next opportunity. 
Ele  
enhances the flow rate at that point. Land use plans should include controls on building 
and raising land height on the lowest land that are the most important natural floodways. 
The
 
A flood ve the following elements:  

10. Watershed management,  

12.
13. Flood levee construction  
14. Natural drainage maintenance and possibly some extra construction 

16. Maintain traditional house design on stilts 

18.
19. Minimizing population on the flood plain 

21.
 

Tourism and Recreation 
 
Tourism t still has high potential to rise 
in Sub-Area 1L. Most is focusing on ancient towns and sites, and ethnic diversity. 
‘Enviro
 
The governm
stro

od prevention is being undertaken nationwide mainly in 

conomic. The structural type involves levees, dams, channeling 
logical type involves a greater density, height, diversity and 

ershed management. The socio-economic type includes measures to either persuade 

ple to prepare individually and collectively for a serious flood. These measures 
stitutes but compliment one another. 

od mitigation must take into account the physical changes in the flood plain that 
 the flow patterns. Flood levees constraining high river levels mean that the natural 

vated land such as a road in one area increases the problems nearby unless drainage

 flood plain is part of the river. 

 mitigation strategy could ha

11. Medium sized dams and ‘conservative’ operation,,  
 Selective dredging where channels have become choked 

15. Land use planning, including limits on building on and especially building up 
land, on the lowest parts of the flood plain 

17. Flood forecasting and broadcasting of results 
 Special methods for flash floods in remote areas. 

20. Supporting opportunities for protecting property and people  
 Support escape methods. 

 is now the top foreign exchange earner for Laos. I

nmental tourism’ is another attraction.  

ent is promoting: ‘pro-poor, community-based tourism’. This depends 
ngly on environmental and cultural conservation.    

 
Luang Phabang clearly dom
But

5. 

inates the tourist numbers in Sub-Area 1L 
 the numbers are influenced by  

Security conditions  
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6. Health scares   
as c
Tourism y 
security and health scares. It is advisable to continue to develop new tourist destinations 
nd ideas and continue to improve promotion methods.  

 
Water-
shorter ‘day trips’ and to a lesser extent on new reservoirs. Safety is probably the key 
issue for tourists. The government could organize more training for boat owners and 

 
Research might be useful on integrated eco-cultural tours from Phongsali and Luang 
Namtha towns that would attract larger numbers.  
 

Conclusion 
 
Wa  
SA ert
trai omp
per ssary. e 
of small to very small socio-environmentall  few 
med d fish passes and solar power 
 
Irrigation requires continuing support for community management and research on the 
effe r
ben  ele
thei ff and those responsible for flood plain 
pro
 
Stu sion/colla
Flash flood warning needs attention. More dialogue and perhaps research on the costs and 
ben  floods would be appropriate. Water tourism with safety and 
convenience could be promoted. 

an be seen for the drop in numbers in Luang Phabang in 2001. 
, including water-related tourism was increasing rapidly, but is sometimes hit b

a

related tourism has potential on the streams for long arrival and departure trips 

captains on this matter.  

tershed management is undoubtedly the
1L. There is a major overlap with pov
ning of staff and then villagers and c
manent steep land farming is nece

major challenge in hilly and mountainous 
y reduction. A combination of research, 
anies in sustainable forest management and 

Electricity could be generated using a rang
y convivial schemes including very

ium hydro schemes with researche

cts of large and small schemes on fishe
efits and minimize costs of all types,
r dialogue at least with the fisheries sta
ductivity. 

ies. . For the region to maximize and spread 
ctricity and irrigation staff should continue 

dy is required on riverbank ero

efits of medium

pse, boat regulation and among other topics. 
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 4. CONCLUSION TO PAST
 
The human and biophysical conditions in and
but with careful thought, dialogue, study and
 
Con PC 
obv ked
learning support. Participation without knowledge and understanding is hollow. True 
sustainable locally driven development cannot be obtained without increased learning. 
Usi opm
gen  a
rela o ubtedly be the 
key entation. Learning can take place face-to-face in a 
hier dia o
doc
 
Specialized and integrated learning in SA1L  support from 
leaders, trainers, teachers, coaches, mentors and colleagues using a variety of methods 
incl

n dev

 in-v
 st

 
The key topics for m re 

nt
t

g k 

lt

Apa  th
require learning are believed to be 

vis
ation a

 work processes and developm nt 
 
Learning must be continuous and closely related
at all levels is probably the key need. 
 
Sev earc
pro
 
 

5. PROJECTS 

 AND FUTURE ANALYSIS 

 around Sub-Area1L pose a major challenge 
 learning support, progress can be made.  

tinuing dialogue between LNMC, C
iously important. But this must be lin

and the line agencies and the provinces is 
 in a practical way to training and other 

ng foreign finance to run most devel
uine learning to create a local capacity
ted biophysical and socio-economic pr
 ‘strategy’ for BDP implem

ent programmes must be accompanied by 
nd independence. HRD on water and water-
cesses at all levels should undo

archy of steps, through the mass me
uments. 

r individually using paper and electronic 

 should be strived for with

uding:  
• interactive radio: discussions o
• posters,  

elopment topics  

• useful books in small general and specialized, well designed libraries,  
• whole-village and special group
• on-the-job training, short-courses,

illage training,  
udy tours, etc.  

learning are believed to be ost people that requi
♦ community self-manageme
♦ micro-financial managemen

loans groups 
♦ steep land permanent farmin

 
: credit and debt management, savings and 

systems, including integration of livestoc 
and trees. 

♦ marketing 
♦ preventive and curative hea h 
♦ birth spacing 

rt from those above for relevant staff e key topics for many government staff that 

♦ efficient government super
♦ government revenue gener
♦

ion of the private sector 
nd expenditure 

e

 to useful practical activities. Leadership 

eral topics need serious study or res
posed projects.  

h and these are listed below among the 
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In this section initial thoughts of the method
of p hese

s
 
The professionals in each sector and issue naturally tend to promote projects and 
programmes in their own area. The government at the general or integrating level can 
however play an important role in prioritizing and choosing the best projects on 
integrated grounds. It is important for the nation’s and the basin’s future that projects 
with the highest ratio of overall social, cultural, economic, political and environmental 
benefits and costs be chosen. This means usually that professionals in several non-
technical areas, an ‘environmentalist’ and technical specialists from the sectors concerned 
are needed for full studies of project proposals. A competent, strong and neutral leader is 
also required.   
 
Technical sectors may be working under laws, policies or strategies that oblige 
government agencies to promote the sector’s activities whether or not they are 
economically viable. Usually social, cultural and environmental studies are required by 
law, but ironically an economic profit for the nation is not mandatory.  This means that 
for example a hydropower dams could be constructed even though on economic grounds 
it would be better to import electricity.  The dam may be built for other reasons.  

Trans-boundary Issues 
 
SA1L has three types of other sub-area to consider in trans-boundary issues:  

1. Up-catchment which means the influence of theUpper Mekong Catchment in 
China and Myanma 

2. ‘Across river’ in Thailand 
3. Down-catchment in all four nations of the LMB 

 
The influences range from the short term such as boat waves to long term such as 
watershed activities. It would be best to put most effort on the short-term issues in initial 
international discussion, while not ignoring the long-term ones 
 
The major up-catchment issue is the cascade of dams built and planned in China that 
collectively will have a significant influence on Mekong flow, earth material transport, 
navigation and ecosystems. More effort could be put into dialogue with PR China on the 
consequences of these dams. 
 
The major across-river issues are those up-catchment, riverbank and in-river conditions 
and activities that affect the in-river, riverbank and flood plain conditions in Thailand.   
 
Down catchment influences are the same as the longer term influences on across-river 
zones plus those that are unique to Tonle Sap and the delta. 
 
Under the MRC mandate up-catchment nations are expected to choose projects that have 
‘trans-boundary’ influences. Although this is a fine objective, it is difficult to carry out 
because while some projects may have an immediate effect on neighbours, others may 
have a long-term effect. Some projects may have a sudden effect when completed in the 
distant future, others will have a gradual effect over many years. Some have a certain 

 of choosing projects is followed by two lists 
 projects came out of the preceding analysis. 

ing Projects 
roposed projects (in two formats). T

5.1 Choo
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effect and others an uncertain effect. A project that has an uncertain long-term -
boundary effect is still important. 
 
Trans- d eetings  be especially difficult an  carefully p . It 
would be best to leave such meetings with other nations until af
nations have passed the Forum
without being dogmatic. Options, not one established d be pres y 
both sides. This should be agreed beforehand. Docum
comm
 
While MRC may wish to prom te tra boun ble that su a 
analysis results in many d opment ideas t ave largely o y conseq es. 
There is no reason why MRC should not prom em as well. The reality is that MRC 
and its national equivalents are probably the leading integrators of water related ideas in 
each nation, so they are in a position to prom
well as basin development.  

Integration of Study and Action 
 
A high priority should be given to a project that sim
whole on asin in a hment. This will provide lessons in the difficulties of 
engendering a concern for down-catchment peoples and environm
people. 
 
A Pilot catchment project  a ght 
including assistance with savings and loan groups and associated bank loans could be the 
main field m

Data Collection and Analysis Projects 
 
Improved data collection and analysis is required in all sectors. Projects could be 
designed around one sector topics, or an integrated project could be run on basic 
scientific me y required for both Vientiane and provincial 
staff. 
 
Rainfall is not a sector and is not part of BDP but is under WUP. So it may be necessary 
to recom n UP tha ey  a rainfall project iver ging likewise n s 
support. 
 
Apart from rainfall and river gauging, sectors a
assistance in the data and analysis are: global warming, land cover/use, mass m ent, 
sedim on in all locati he n tive
sanitation facilities in action, factory and mine waste discharge, riverbank 
erosion/collapse, and water tourism.  

 

Places in Need of Assistance 
 

trans

repared

ented b

b-are

boun

ented on before a m

 Mek

me

entati

ary m will

 2 stage, so that data and ideas are well established, 

eeting takes place. 

o

d need t

osition’
ight be exchanged and 

cts it is 

o be
ter the participating 

, shoul

inevita

 ‘p
ents m

jens- dary pro
evel

small catc

including

hat h
ote th

ote good integrated national developm

u

sectors i

 in-c

any of the issues of the 

posed. D

untr

ents in up-catchm
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ent 
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lates m
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ll ei ue and 

ethods used.   

thods. Such projects are probabl

d to W t th  run
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 impacts of hydropower, water and 
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ovem
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In each sector inces and perhaps
assistance in one or more sectors. For exam
several reasons: 

1. It has several high poverty districts 
2. Its percentage of forests is low  
3. Its rice areas declined in the 1990s 
4. It has a very small area of tim
5. It has a low percentage of households covered by improved sanitation. 
6. The number of tourist rooms dropped 
7. A medi  is likely to be built on the Nam Beng 

 
Thus it is proposed that an integrated project be run in the Nam
 
More generally the central area of SA1L roughly around the ancient capital of Luang 
Phabang exten  through Oudomxay and into northern Xayabouli has a very low forest 
cover. This central area needs assistance in forest conservation. Regrowth should be 
supported around the small remainin plan
be promoted, but away from the specific areas where regrowth is supported. 

Spearhead Projects 
 
Spearhead projects might be thought of as ones that will have an im ediate impact, pilot 
projects, those that have a high priority, or
 
An example of what could be a rapid impact
and the immediate implementation of the recom ndations. This should of course be 
done internationally and thus may be controversial. 
 
It easy enough, and in fact preferable, to start 
Vientiane staff or a province. Even for 
built by local organizations can be pilots f
 
The institutional communication project suggested below is one that could be regarded as 
having a high priority. 
 
The rainfall, flash floods and tourism
below. 

prov  multi-province zones stand out as needing 

ber plantations given its large slightly forested area 

ple, Oudomxay in SA1L stands out for 

um sized dam

ding

 Beng catchm

r tree 

ent. 

tations coug areas of forest. Timbe ld also 

m
 just easily organized ones with low risk  

 project would be a study of boat regulation 

with sm

or larger ef

m

me

ight be easiest to organize of those listed 

all pilot projects if ideas are new to 
all dam

forts.  
hydropower sm s designed, financed and 

 projects 
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Drought 
 
Drought is not a ‘Mekong Sector’ or a ‘Cross cutting theme’ but drought is most 
definitely about water. It is a regular occurrence that tends to occur in non-flood years. 
The consumption of large amoun n the form of irrigation is often proposed to 
overcome drought, but of course m e sources of water, the absence of 
which have caused the drought, also tend to make irrigation difficult. But in horizontal 
and vertical space water may be available. This can be found in dammed reservoirs in 
catchment regions not suffering drought, in groundwater aquifers and deep soil water that 
can be replenished in non-drought years, that will inevitably come. When drought occurs 
in up-catchment regions, down-catchm
in the drought area is used first before the other sources of water are considered. Thinking 
about drought could be a Mekong activity.  
 
The governme ers to better prepare for the regular droughts by planning 
productive activities that can go on in drought tim
Where and when irrigation schem
available, dug well and especially tubewells with a hand pum
pump, can be used to irrigate a quarter hectare 
tubewell is better than a dug well as they are deeper and are m
a drought. Fruit trees and other productive trees will continue to grow and produce 
through moderate droughts using deep soil water and perhaps shallow groundwater. All 
farmers should plant say 1 erce
Land security through allocation will be needed to provide the incentive to farmers to 
invest. If all ‘landowners’ in a village do this together  i uced. 
course handicrafts and many village industries can continue without rain. Fish catches 
will be reduced.  

5.2 Proposed Projects 
 
The following are initial ideas for suggested for possible projects. Except for those 
focused on Oudomxay and the Nam
even basin-wide. 
 

1. Human Resources Developm

ts of water i
uch of the sam

ent regions usually suffer, partly because the river 

nt can train farm
e, whether that involves water or not. 

or so of corn, vegetables or other crops. A 

ir land to t

es or adequate gravity river fed irrigation is not 

nt of the

p, or perhaps an electric 

uch less likely to dry up in 

s and/or sink a small tubewell. 0 p ree

the threat of theft s red Of 

 

 Beng they could well be carried out nationwide or 

ent: A study of how the people of the region could 
ectivenbest learn to furthe e eff ra

developm
 

2. Institutional 

r th ess of integ ted catchment or water resources 
ent in SA1L. 

Study:  A study of how the national Mekong committee secretariats, 
line agencies and the MRC Secretariat can better understand and best help each 
other.  

 
3. Global Warming: A study of the likely effects of global warming on the clim

of SA1L. 
 

4. Drought

ate 

: A study of drought proofing strategies for small farmers and a following 
pilot project.  
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5. Rainfall Measurement and Analysis in three parts:  
A. the p e ore rainfall gauges in the poorly 
served parts of SA1L,  
B. a com  the existing 
rainfa
C. an assessm
rainfa

 
6. Tributary Flow Gauges: 

 se

ll data,  

ll in the SA1L. 

tting u

parison of

 of sev

 the several interpretations of

ent of the value of using rem

ral m

ote sensing to assess 

Gauges would be set up on several tributaries in SA1L. 
ent to use and mTogether with a com

 
7. Mass Movement and Sedimentation: 

mitm aintain them. 

Evidence would be collected on m ss 
movem entation in SA1L.  

 
8. Time a pace study of Land Cover/Use

a
ent and reservoir, weir and canal/channel sedim

nd S  A comparative study of rem
data for several samp  x10 km for the maximum available numb
of satellite images. 

 
9. Forest Regrowth:

ote sensing 
le of areas10 km er 

 A forest regrowth promotion project around the edges of the 
small remaining forest areas in the highly degraded central zone of SA1L 

 
10. Timber Tree Plantations: Timb

Oudom
training and microfinance.   

 
11. Furniture Design Training:

er tree plantations require support particularly in 
xay province. A project could support nurseries and planters including 

  Furniture design training for small furniture 
entrepreneurs in towns near m
sustainable fashion.  

 
12. Alien Fish Control: 

ajor areas of forest that are being logged in a real 

An experim
fish species and varieties from

 
13. Pump and Weir/gravity Irrigation Study:

ental study of ways of limiting the escape of alien 
 aquaculture zones into natural ecosystems.    

 A study comparing the costs and 
benefit pump irrigation and weir/gravity irrigation, especially for fisheries. 

 
14. Traditional Irrigation and Fisheries: 

s of 

A study on the effect of traditional irrigation 
streaschemes on fisher i o entation,  in

and access to irrigation area fish. 
 

15. Riverbank Erosion/collapse:

ies, includ ng m diversi n rate, sedim  fish pass g 

 A study of the causes of riverbank erosion and the 
most cost-effective preventive and repair m

 
16. Boat Regulation:

ethods. 

 A y of  possibi f g boat safety, p on
speed and noise. 

 
17. Flash floods

 stud the lities o regulatin olluti , 

: An experimental study of ways of setting up flash flood warnings in 
te villages. vulnerable and remo

 
18. Tourism A study of how community-based eco-cultural tourism can make best 

use of water resources.  



 

 
19.  Catchment Development: An integrated tributary catchment development and 

conservation project in the Nam Beng catchment to serve as a model for other 
catc

  
20. A B

hments, including up-catchment down-catchment understanding. 

aseline Environment and Resources Study in the tributary catchment most 
ly to have a medium sized dam built. If this is the Nam Beng then this could 
he first phase in the Catchment development project. 

 Projects-- Alternative set out 

like
be t

Issues and
 
The follow
as possible
could well 
 

ing are the main issues and problems and initial ideas for responses suggested 
 projects.  Except for those focused on Oudomxay and the Nam Beng they 
be carried out nationwide or even basin-wide. 

Issue or Problem Proposed Action 
1. The ed

all leve
to effec
water-r

ucational level of the people at 
ls is well below that required 
tively plan and manage the 
elated resources of SA1L 

 Human Resources Development: A study of how 
the people of the region could best learn to further 
the effectiveness of integrated catchment or water 
resources development in SA1L, and the 
implementation of pilot projects. 

2. The res
fully en
vice ve

ources of the MRC are not 
gaged to assist the LNMC and 

a.  

An Institutional Study:  of how the national 
Mekong committee secretariats/line agencies and 

rs the MRC Secretariat can best help each other.  
3. International scientific models predict 

serious climatic change but few up-
to-date details have been summarized 
for the Mekong Basin. 

Global Warming: A summary study of the likely 
effects of global warming on the climate of SA1L. 

4. Drought is a negative water 
phenomenon that is not well 
recognized by the Mekong 
organizations. 

Drought: A study of drought proofing strategies for 
small farmers and a following pilot project.  
 

5. The rainfall data is scattered and 
interpretations are contradictory 

Rainfall Measurement and Analysis in three parts:  

a. The density of rainfall gauges in 
SA1L is very low in most parts 

A. the setting up of several more rainfall gauges 
in the poorly served parts of SA1L,  

b. At least three interpretations of 
the rainfall data are available 

B. a comparison of the several interpretations of 
the existing rainfall data,  

c. Remote sensing has not yet been 
used to assess rainfall 

C. an assessment of the value of using remote 
sensing to assess rainfall in the SA1L. 

6. Several tributaries in SA1L do not 
have gauges. 

Tributary Flow Gauges: Gauges would be set up on 
several tributaries in SA1L. Together with a 
commitment to use and maintain them. 

7. There is no recorded evidence of 
mass movement or sedimentation in 
SA1L 

Mass Movement and Sedimentation: Evidence 
would be collected on mass movement and 
reservoir, weir and canal/channel sedimentation in 
SA1L.  

8. The data on land cover/use is 
contradictory. 

Time and Space study of Land Cover/Use A 
comparative study of remote sensing data and for 
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several sample areas10 km x10 km for the 
maximum available number of satellite images, 
together with ‘ground truthing’ for the latest year 
and a socio-economic survey of the same areas. 

9. The cen ral area of SA1L h
3 % forest cover. Small sca
patches remain that are under threat 
and nee o
support  e

as only 2-
ttered 

* Forest Regrowth:t  A forest regrowth promoti
project around the edges of several small rema

on 
ining 

forest areas y degraded
A1L 

 in the highl  central zone of 
Sd n t only protection but 

 to xpand. 
10. In the central area with little forest 

Oudom y ticular has 
very fe im
process requires support.  

* Timber Tree Plantations: A project in Oudomxay 
es and planters

d micro-finance.   
xa province in par
w t ber tree plantations. This 

could support nurseri  including 
training an

11. Lao furniture design is not suitable 
for the stern market. Western 
acceptance of Lao furniture will be 
greater if the timber derives from 
sustainable practices.  

ining:
We

Furniture Design Tra   Furnitu
rniture entrepreneurs 

ajor areas of forest that are being lo
ble fashion.  

re design 
training for small fu in towns 
near m gged in a 
real sustaina
 

12. Alien fish introduced for aquaculture 
tend to escape and degrade native 
aquatic ecosystems. 

 Control: Alien Fish An experimental study of ways 
scape of alien fish species and 

culture zones into natural 
cosystems.    

of limiting the e
varieties from aqua
e

13. It is not clear whether pump or 
weir/gravity irrigation is more cost-
effective, especially considering fish. 

ump and Weir/gravity Irrigation Study:P  A study 
s and benefits of pump irrigation 
igation, especially for fishe s. 

h passes. 

comparing the cost
and weir/gravity irr rie
The weirs would have fis

14. Anecdotal evidence of high levels of 
stream diversion, poorly known fish 
pass ra  narrow 
control of irrigation, indicates a likely 
widespread problem

 Fisheries: 

tes, sedimentation, and

. 

Traditional Irrigation and A study on the 
tion schemes on fisheries, 

m diversion rate, sedimentation, fish 
effect of tradit
ncluding strea

ional irriga
i
passing and access to irrigation area fish. 
 

15. The understanding of the causes of 
riverbank erosion/collapse appears to 
be wea

pse:

k. 

Riverbank Erosion/colla  A study of the causes 
 the most cost-effectiv

 methods. 
of riverbank erosion and e 
preventive and repair

16. No regulations have been developed 
on boat operations. 

Boat Regulation: A study of the possibilities o
gulating boat safety, pollution, speed and noi . 

f 
sere

17. Flash floods from spatially 
variable storms not covered by radio 
broadcasts threaten villages on small 
streams.  

Flash floods: An experimental study of ways of 
setting up flash flood warnings in vulnerable 
and remote villages. 

 
18. Water-related tourism is a sector. Tourism a study of how community-based eco-

cultural tourism can make best use of water 
resources.  

19. There is no project in SA1L that 
seeks to integrate most if not all of 
the eight sectors and four themes. 

* Catchment develoment: An integrated tributary 
catchment development and conservation project in 
the Nam Beng catchment to serve as a model for 
other catchments. Nam Beng is a small and 
accessible tributary catchment in one province with 
several very poor districts and that is highly 
degraded. 
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20. If a medium sized dam is to be built 
knowledge of the environment  
before the dam is started should be 
established so that a comparison can 
be made with with-dam conditions. 

*  A Baseline environment and resources study in 
the tributary catchment most likely to have a 
medium sized dam built. If this is the Nam Beng 
then this could be the first phase in the Catchment 
development project. 
 



 
6. CHANGES AND CONSEQUENCES IN BASINS/CATCHMENTS/WATERSHEDS 

 
POSSIBLE 

CHANGES/TRENDS/ 
INTERVENTIONS 

LIKELY 
BENEFITS 

POSSIBLE ISSUES, MITIGATION 
THODS 

INFORMATION NEEDED 
PROBLEMS ME

Global Warming 
 

    

I

to increase river flow 
level and rate.  

opportunities and 
navigation.  

reservoir filling or flooding. contribution. 

 increase in rainfall over 
ears.  

 

ncreased rainfall due to 
global warming will tend 

Enhance dry season 
irrigation 

Increased soil and bank 
erosion, sediment transport, 

Lobby governments and organizations to 
reduce GHG output. Volunteer to make 

Probable
next 50 y

Land Use 
 

    

Forest clearing for 
l

Tim Enforce laws on logging, Increase training 
in furniture design and fabrication and 
credit for fabricators. 

ogging 
ber sold 

Forest clearing for 
agriculture 

Agricultural or 
pla
production for 
con or 

le

Arrange improved land and forest 
allocation. 
Train farmers in diverse contour- based 
fruit, fibre and timber tree culture on steep 
slopes. 
Train people in micro-finance and provide 
credit. 

ent for 
companies to invest in job creating 
enterprises. 

 
 
 
Area of forest lost. 
Examples of flooding following 
forest clearing. Collation of clearing 
and flooding and sedimentation 

ation in small to medium 
ents. 

ntation 

sumption 
sa . 

Provide better encouragem

inform
catchm

Forest degradation 
t

Tim d 

 
 
 
 
Sustainable use is lost. 
Major increase in runoff, 
erosion, local flooding, 
sedimentation in reservoirs, 
behind weirs and in 
irrigation canals.  

/ 
recreation amenity 
  

Enforce laws on logging, increase training 
in furniture design and fabricating and 
credit for fabricators. 

Area of degraded forest through 
excessive selective logging hrough excessive 

selective logging  

ber  gaine

Reduced tourism
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TRENDS/ 

VENTIONS 

IBLE ISSUES, PROBLEMS MITIGATION INFORMATION 
NEEDED 

POSSIBLE 
CHANGES/ 

LIKELY 
BENEFITS 

POSS

INTER-

Reservoir Storage/
Release  

    

Storage M

fisheries  

,.  

Excessively
groundwater on flood plain. 
Sedime  
replenishing stream. 
Fish routes blocked. Fish no longer interchange between river 
and wetlands, including rice fields. Water birds feed on fish in 
reservoir. 
More than 1.5 m ear is lost to evapotranspiration. 
Greenhouse gases produced. 
Water of different chemistry an p  

. Sediment load released less than before. 

Minimize area and depth 
covered b  storage.  

livelihoods. 
Design and operate dam  to 

imic previous flow 
regime as far as is possible. 
Provide effective fish 
passes 

minimize erosion. 

alternative livelihoods. 
Sedimentation rates in 
existing reservoirs in 
Laos 

old reser
Studies on impacts on 
fisheries. 

ainly
introduced 

 Loss of land, forest, livelihood, com
Require alternative livelihood  

munity

 reduced flooding Reduced recharge of 

nt is stored filling up reservoir and prevented from

etres per y

d tem erature released from
dam

y
Invest in alternative 

s
m

Manage watershed to 

Details on proposed 

Studies of gas release in 
voirs  

Causes 
d

Le  
a

R duces natura tilizer  Together with flushing 
allow a le el of floodin
that reple shes flood p

Long-ter  studies of the 
effect of reduced flooding 
on plain fertility not using 

cal zers.  

wet season 
flow re uction  d

ss flood
mage.   

e l flood ‘fer ’.
v g 
ni lain 

m

fertilisoil.   chemi
Dry season flow Facilitates In excess may degrade river ecosystems; may reduce fish Take advice from Fisheries Exam
rise resulting from 
reservoir storage in 
wet season and 
release in dry 
season 

Pump and 
gravity 
diversion 
irrigation  
and navigation 

diversity and production. Department on effects of 
flow levels and rates  

ples from Mekong 
Basin or elsewhere in 
region. 
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POSSIBLE LIKELY POSSIBLE ISSUES, PROBLEMS MITIGATION INFORMATION NEEDED 
CHANGES/ 
TR

BENEFITS 
ENDS/ 

INTERVENTIONS 
River Water 
Diversion / Extraction 

    

Irrigation
o Extraction 

D n 
Irrigation 
 

Irrigation may be excessive, degrading 
river ecosystems by flow reduction and 
d charge of chem cals, and/ or sa  
Water-logging and salinity in irrigation 
areas. 
Weirs hinder fish migration 
 

Price irrigation water at full long-
term cost. Assist poorest 
irrigation farmers in other ways. 
Take advice from Fisheries 
Department on maximum 
pollution levels allowed and 
minimum flow levels 
Provide by-pass facilities at weirs 

Examples of actual or possible problems 
resulting from lower dry season flow 
levels and groundwater levels and 
polluted discharge. 

 
Diversi n/

ry seaso

is i lt 

Water Su
Extractio  

rg

Water supply all streams and for groundwater 
extraction may be excessive, degrading 
river ecosystem  flow reduction and 
lowering groundwater levels. Discharge 
m y include excessive chemicals and 
pathogens from t ns, factories, nes 

Loss of tourism/recreation amenit    

Avoid over-pumping small 
streams in dry season. Drill 
tubewells away from river to 
supplement river supply.  Monitor 
groundwater. Regulate discharge 
to drains, groundwater and 
streams using legal, economic 
and educational means. 

Examples of actual or possible problems 
resulting from lower dry season flow 
levels and polluted discharge. 

pply 
n and Waste

Discha e 

In sm

s by

a
ow mi

etc. 
y

Soil Water and 
Groundwater 

    

Level and flow rise in 
soil and rocks due to 
change in evapo-
transpiration in 
watershed and global 
warming 

Easier well 
access to 
groundwater 

Can cause water-logging  
(and salinization where groundwater is 
saline) 
and exacerbate bank erosion. 

Monitor groundwater levels. 
Train riverbank gardeners in 
diverse cultivation including deep 
rooted permanent crops. 

Examples of actual or predicted  water-
logging due to forest clearing. Sample 
surveys of likely areas on stream flats. 
Examples of bank erosion promoted by 
high groundwater levels. Sample surveys.   
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INTERVENTION

ES, PROBLEMS MITIGATION INFORMATION NEEDED POSSIBLE LIKELY 
NEF

POSSIBLE ISSU
CHANGES/ 
TRENDS/

S 

BE ITS 

Sediment     
Forest earing 

ses erosion. 
Da s store sediment so limit their lifetime. 
Suspended load reduces domestic amenity. 

As above Studies from other basins, eg Ganges 
Sample study of the movement of 
soil/sediment down catchment/basin 

cl
increa

 m

Sedime t Eroded fro
ks 

 
River widened. Sediment deposited downstream 
causing shallowing. River ma  slow and deposit more  
Flooding may increase. 

 Map of bank erosion sites. 
Monitoring data on river cross section 
and flow height and velocity  

n m 
Ban

Land loss devastating to owner.  

y

Sedime upply of sand 
and gravel 

River flow height and rate ma  be altered and  Monitoring data of river heights and 
flow rates and erosion and 
sedimentation nearby. 

nt dredging S y
deposition or erosion changed.  

Chemicals Discharge ‘Cheap’ 
disposal if no 
fee 

Reduces drinkability. 
Kills anim   
NO3 PO4 pollution promotes cyano-bacteria which 
use O2 when die and thus kill fish 

 Monitoring data from discharge pipe 
or drain, and river water downstream 
from effluent discharge. 
Monitoring of pesticide and fertilizer 
shop sales in catchment 

al kingdom

Tourism and 
Recreation and Trade 

 

    

Tourism booms 
Trade booms 

Jobs/income 
        

Detrimental cultural/social change Education, regulation Proposals on method of maintaining 
culture 

Flat land 
Development 

    

Infilling wetlands Other growth Loss of fish habitat Minimize Study 
Urban landfill and 
building 

Urban growth Change in flood flow pattern Plan land 
development to 
minimize problems. 
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Part  Time-Series Data Needed to 
Prepare Better Scenarios for Mekong 
Basin Sub-Areas       
                                 
 (Note that since the preparation of these proformas in December 2003 some further time-series data 
was obtained from the line agencies, in particular the Irrigation Department.)   
                                                                                                                   
Although the data collected and collated for Analysis and Scenario formulation for Sub-Area 1L in 
Northern Lao PDR is substantial it tends to either focus on one date or is general for the Northern 
region or even the nation as a whole. In order to say anything useful about the future it is necessary 
in mo ething about past trends. Unfortunately in agriculture and some other 
water related activities the figures tend to rise and fall with the weather. This means that many years 
are needed to establish a trend. This thus m
provinces. Wh rovinces, such as Luang P ang, are divided between several major tributary 
catchm ul to have data by district, especially where districts more or less fall 
within one catchm nt. 
 

E:

                                   

st cases to know som

eans that we are seeking additional data on the sub-area 
ere p

ents it will be very usef
e

hab
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 Topic Sub-topic Proposed Source of Dat
Proformas prepared cover the following: 

a
1 Land cover/ land use  Remote sensing  DOF 
2 Land and f rest Village 

Survey Data 
 MAF o

3 Hydro-power Dams on tributaries Electricity Department 
4  Irrigation Electricity plus Irrigation 

Department 
5   Other consequences Electricity plus STEA?
6  Run-of-river dams Electricity 
7 Irrigation Area Provinces 
8  Production “ 
9  Planning “ 
10  Non-area “ 
11 F Wild fisheries “ isheries 
12  Managed fisheries “ 
13 Rainfed crops  “ 
14 Water supply  “ 
15 Pollution   Mining discharge “ 
16  Factory discharge “ 
17  Human waste discharge “ 
18  Agricultural chemicals  

and livestock 
“ 

19 Mass movement  “ 
20 Bank erosion  “ 
21 Sand bars and quarrying  “ 
22 Navigation Weight or  o “  type f boat 
23  Other “ 
24  Plans or projections “ 
25 Floods  “ 



 

Land Cover Data from Remote Sensing 
(Please include the years for which you have data).  

(square kilometres) 
Comment Land cover/use Area of Land Cover/Use for Sub-Area 1L 

                                           Year 
Cover etc 

      

Satellite name       
Name of Organization doing 
nalysis a

      

Name of Scientist that did or is 
s 

      
doing analysi
 
Steep Lands       
Well established      Forest   
Logged fores t        
Substantial regrowth       
Scrub       
Bamboo       
Grassland       
Shifting cult
cropping

ivati
 area) 

   on (only    

Flatland       
Rainfed ri ce        
Irrigated (state th
 

    e season)   

Make larger table and add categories if necessary/available 
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Land and Forest Village Survey Data  
 
Province…………………………………….District……………………………….?? 
Total Population………….............Number of Villages………….. 

….. 
(Please include the years for which you have data. Enlarge table if appropriate ) 

  Actual Planned 

Sources of Data……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

 
Attribute 

              2005 2010 2020 
Year 
Unit 

  

Population           People
Land allocation       Sq Km    
Forest allocation  Sq Km         
Total land and fo
allocation 

     rest Sq Km     

Land use plannin      g  Sq Km    
Logging Concess       ion areas  Sq Km   
Proportion that is        forest Percent    
Conservation Are       as  Sq Km    
Proportion that is        forest Percent    
Protection Areas        Sq Km    
Proportion that is         forest Percent   
Production forest        Sq Km    
Timber plantations Sq Km         
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Dams on Tributaries in Sub-Area 1L 
 
Actual and Planned Hydro-power Dams on Mekong Tributaries 
River Project Actual or 

Completion 

Progress Electricity Annual Active Mean 
flow 

Min flow 
{m3/sec} 

Average 
Generating 
Cost 

Expected 
Elec-
tricity 

arkets 

Expected 
Date o

to Date Generation Energy Storage 
f (end of 

2003) 
Capacity Generation 

(GWh) 
Capacity 
(Mm3) 

(m3/sec)
(MW) (USc/kWh) M

Nam Ko    1970?  1.5     
Nam 
Dong 

  1.0        

Nam  11  4   Lao  Long   53 
Nam  7  2.6  4.57 Lao  Sim   24 
Nam   100/150      Lao  Pha Nampha  350 
Nam   1.25        Tha Namtha 3 200 
 Namtha 1   230-272  2000    2001??  
 Namtha 2015  54      4A 250 
 Namtha 5   100 430      2010 
Nam  30 175 38  5.17 Lao Beng Nam Beng 2008 101 
Nam 2010  630-950  66,100     Ou Nam Ou 2 
Nam 2  145      Khan Nam Khan 2005?? 480 
Nam 3  47 222    3.47 Lao Khan Nam Khan  
Data tudy 1997. MIH List of Electric Power Projects, and Power Sector study and Lao Sector studies                           
 

from Diagnostic S
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Irrigation Expected from Hydro-power Dam Construction on Mekong Tributaries 

Actual or  Irrigation Irrigation River Project 
Expected 
Date of 
Completion 

area in wet 
season  
(ha) 

area in dry 
season  
(ha) 

Nam Ko  1970?    
Nam   Dong     
Nam Long      
Nam Sim      
Nam Pha Nampha     
Nam Tha Namtha 3 200    
 Namtha 1 2001??    
 Namtha 4A 2015    
 Namtha 5 2010    
Nam Beng Nam Beng 2008    
Nam 2010    Ou Nam Ou 2 
Nam 05??   Khan Nam Khan 2 20  
Nam Khan Nam Khan 3     
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Other Consequences of Dam Construction on Mekong Tributaries 
River Project Actual or 

Expected 
Date of 
Completion 

Expected 
lifetime of 
Dam 
Structure 

Expected 
lifetime of 
Reservoir 
volume 

Population 
whose 
Houses are 
sub-merged 

Flat 
agricultural 
land sub-

Forest area 
sub-merged 

Minimum 
Dry Season 
Flow  
(Mm3) 

Mean Percent 
change in dry 
season flow 
+/- 

Percent of 
Fish 
Migration 
Hindered  merged (ha) 

Nam Ko  1970?         
Nam           Dong  
Nam L           ong  
Nam Sim           
Nam Pha Nampha          
Nam T         ha Namtha 3 200   
 Namtha 1 2001??         
 Namtha 4A 2015         
 Namtha 5 2010         
Nam B  eng 2008        eng Nam B   
Nam Ou Nam Ou 2 2010         
Nam  an 2 2005??        Khan Nam Kh   
Nam K         han Nam Khan 3   
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Run-of-River Hydro-Power Dams in Sub-Area 1L 
 
Run-of-River Hydropower Proposed in 1994  Mains
 Electricity 

Generating 
Annual 
Energy Capacity 

n 
whose 

Flat 
agricultural 

Forest 
area 

Mean Percent 
change in dry 

Percent 
of Fish 
Migration 
Hindered 

tream in SA1L 
Storage Populatio

Capacity MW Generated 
(GWh) 

(Mm3) Houses are 
sub-merged 

land sub-
merged 

sub-
merged 

season flow +/- 

Pak Beng 1230 (1000-1,800)        
Luang Phabang 970 (1300-2600)        
Xayabouli 1260  (600-1200)        
Pak Lay 1010 (1200-2,000)        
 
Run-of-River Hydropower Proposed on Tributaries in SA1L 

Electricity Annual Storage Tributary 
Name 

Province/ 
District Generating 

Capacity 
(MW) 

Energy 
Generated 
(GWh) 

Capacity 
(Mm3) 

Population 
whose 
Houses are 
sub-merged 

Flat 

land sub-
merged 

area 
sub-
merged 

change in dry 
season flow +/- 

Percent 
of Fish 
Migration 
Hindered 

agricultural 
Forest Mean Percent 
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Irrigation Cropping Area and Production 
Province…………………………………….District……………………………….??? 
Total Population………….............Number of Villages
Sources of Data…………………………………………………………………………… 

Add extra years if data is available) Include details of area for 
each irrigation type if you have data, otherwise just the total for each season. Max means the area possible in a very good year. 

Area (Hectares) 

………….. 

(Please include the latest five years for which you have data.  

  
          Max Actual Max Actual Max Actual Max Actual Max Actual
       Year

   
          

Total Wet sea       son rice     
gravity fed from weir across stream            
pumped from           stream  

Wet Season 
Rice 

pumped from           pond or small reservoir 
Total Dry sea          son rice  
gravity fed fro           m weir across stream 
pumped from            stream 

Dry season 

pumped from            

Rice 

pond or small reservoir
Total Wet sea ’         son ‘upland crops   
wet season Gr         avity Riverfed   

Wet season 
‘Upland 

wet season – P           Crops’ umped from stream 
Total Dry season ‘upland crops’           
dry season - G           ravity fed from stream 
dry season Pumped from stream           

Dry season 

rops’ 
season Pu           

‘Upland 
C

dry mped from bore or well 
Make larger table if necessary 

onAny evidence of sedimentati  b b nket acr s the stor ge area o s course material at the upstream end? ehind weirs either as mud la os a r a r 
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Irrigation Production 
 

Province…………………………………….District……………………………….??? 

t five years for which you have data.  Add extra years if data is available) Include details of 
gation type if you have data, otherwise just the total for each season. Max means the production 

Sources of Data……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 (Please include the lates

roduction for each irrip
possible in a very good year. 
  Production(Unit:…………………..) 
          Max Actual Max Actual Max Actual Max Actual Max Actual
       Year    

   
       

Total Wet season rice           
gravity fed from weir across stream           
pumped from stream     

Wet Season 

      
Rice 

pum   ped from    pond or small reservoir       
Total Dry season rice           
gravity fed from weir across stream           
pumped  ream            from st

Dry season 
Rice 

pum  pond or small reservoir          ped from  
Total Wet season ‘upland crops’           
wet s eas  Gravity Riverfed           on

Wet season 
‘Upland 
Crops’ wet season – Pumped from stream           

Total Dr  season ‘ land crop ’           y up s
dry season - Gravity fed from stream           
dry season Pumped from stream           

Dry season 
‘Upland 
Crops’ 

dry season Pump  bore or well          ed from  
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Irrigation Planning 
 

……………….District……………………………….??? 
Way in which plan was written………………………………………………………………………………………… 

ed for completion 
(Unit:…………………..) 

 
Province……………………

 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
  Area Plann

          2005 2010 2020 
Total Wet season rice    
gravity fed from weir across stream    
pumped from stream    

Wet Season 
Rice 

pumped from pond or small reservoir    
Total Dry season rice    
gravity fed from weir across stream    
pumped from stream    

Dr
Ric

umped from pond or s v r    

y season 
e 

p mall reser oi
Total Wet season ‘upland crops’    
wet season Gravity Riv    erfed 

Wet season 
‘Upland 

rops’ et seas  – Pumped from stream    C w on
Total Dry season ‘upland crops’    
dry seaso  - Gravity fed rom stream    n  f
dry season Pumped from stream    

Dry season 
Upland 
rops’ 

ry seaso  Pumped fro  bore or well    

‘
C

d n m
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Non-Area Irrigation Data 

 
Province…………………………………….District……………………………….?? 
Sources of Data…………………………………………………………………………… 

(Please include the latest five years for which you have data if possible) 
  Past Years  Planned for Completion by 
    Year      

Unit 
Comment 2005 2010 2020 

Traditional Weirs Number          
Concrete weirs Number          
Irrigation Pumps Number          
Ponds for Irrigation Number          
Small reservoirs    Number        
*         
*         
Ave th o
Irrigation in Dry 
Season 

     Metres rage Dep f  

Average Depth o
rrigation in Wet 
eason 

Metres       f 
I
S

 

* insert any othe type of rrigation sou ce 
ote that the de h of irr ation in the e e mount of ater delivered to the fields {calculated by the scheme 
anager}not inc ding r nfall.  
ake larger table f necess y 

r  i r
N pt

lu
ig
ai

w t season is only th a

 i ar

w
m
M
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Fisheries  

illions of people at the present time. The concern is with 
res, 

reduced water quality, changed flow regimes or substrate changes. 

Total Population…
of Data ……………… …………………
……… ……………… ……………… ……………… ……………… ……………………. 

hich you have data.  Add extra years if data is available) 
         Year 
Unit 

     Comment 

Wild Fisheries 
Fish  are the key product of surface water bodies that are used by m
production trends that may be affected by over-fishing, or deterioration in the environment due to introduced species, built structu

Province…………………………………….District……………………………….??? 
……….............Number of Villages………….. 

Sources 
…………

………………… ……………………………………………………… …… 
………………… … … … …

(Please include the latest five years for w
 

Wild Fisheries        
Fish production from Streams and lakes 
ncluding sm s 

kilograms       
i all dam
Main months of catch Months       
Three main species caught Species name       
 
Approximate total stream length that 
mportant species of fish can easily pass for 
heir life cycle* 

kilom ters       
i
t

e

Approximate total stream length that 
mportant species of fish cannot easily 

pass for their life cycle** 

kilometers       
i

Make larger tabl if necessary 
lease comment on habitat degradation……………………………………………………………………………………… 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
*, ** Please total for all streams in province.  Give separate figure for each important species if that is significant and known.  

e 
P
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Managed Fisheries  
 
           Year 

Unit 
      

Rice fields        
Weight of fingerlings introduced  Kilograms       
Fish harvest  Kilograms       
Main months of harvest Months       
Three main species caught Species 

names 
      

 
Dug ponds        
Weight of fingerling  s introduced  Kilograms      
Fish harvest  Kilograms       
Main months  harvest of Months       
Three main species raised 
 

Species       
names 

Reservoirs        
Weight of fingerlings introduced  ilograms       K
Fish harvest Kilograms        
Main months of harvest Months       
Three ma Species 

names 
      in species raised 
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Rainfed Crops 
 
Rainfed crops are necessarily wet season crops. The area is relevant to IWRP as the cropped area has replaced other land covers/uses 

se may become stream flow. Crop production is relevant in that it indicates 

……… ………………………………………………………………………………………… …. 
include the lates ars f  which you have data. Add extra years if data is available. Add major tree and field 
/row) crops for ata is vailable) 

 Area Growing / Harvested (ha) Produ tion (tonnes

and crops and soil ‘evapo-transpire’ water that otherwi
something of the material standard of living and health of the people in the area. 
Province………………………… District……………………………???. 

n……… umber of Village ………….. Total Populatio
ources of Data

….............N
……………

s
S
(

…………
Please 

(uplan
t five ye
which d

or
 ad

c ) 
   
Cro

                        Year 
ps 

Teak           
*           
*           
Rai
 

          nfed Wet Rice  

Sloping-land rice 
 

          

           
Other Major Crops           
Maize (corn)           
Starchy roots           
Peanuts           
^           
^           

*   other timber species.        ^  major fruit species.         Make larger table if necessary 
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Water Supply 
st all non-agricultural and non-power ‘consumptive’ use of water Under this heading is almo

Province…………………………………….District……………………………….???. 
Total Population………….............Number of Villages………….. 
Sources of Data………………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(Please include the latest five years for which you have data) 
Past Years To be Completed by   

                          Year      2005 2010 2020 
Unit 

Clean water Percent sup       plied    
Num er of u ing         b People sPiped Town Water Supply 
Million Cubic metres         
Number of business
industrial Units  

        / Piped Business and Ind

Million Cubic metres         

ustrial  

Number of         Mines Mining Companies 
Million Cubic metres         

Hand pumps 
 

Num er of u ing         b People s

Bucketed wells Number of People using         
 
Gravity Fed Systems m er of People using         Nu b
Springs Number of People using         
Streams for domestic water Num er of People using          b
Ponds for Domestic water Number of People         
Make larger table/add other categories if necessary 
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Water Poll
Mining Discharge 

ution 

may 

…… 
(Please include years for which you have data even if rough. Indicate how accurate it is. 

Make a separate table for different tributary catchments if relevant) 

 
U

     Comment 

 
Mining is fairly new in Northern Laos so little is known about mining discharge to streams or groundwater. Chemical discharge 
enter surface or sub-surface water bodies. Sediment discharge only enters surface bodies directly although it may give rise to chemical 
discharge. Sediment is often called tailings and should be properly maintained behind constructed dams, but dams may break. Do 
Provincial/District staff have any evidence of mining discharge to water bodies?  
 
Province…………………………………….District………………………………..??? 
Total Population………….............Number of Villages………….. 
 Sources of Data………………………………………………………………………

      Years

nits 
Mineral        
Mine Nam         e
Date mine established        
Any Evidence of 

hemical Discharge to 
ater bodies 

       
C
w
 
Any Evidence of 

ediment Discharge to 
ater bodies 

       
S
w
 
Any remedial action?        
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Factory Discharge 
nufacturing are fairly new in Northern Laos so little is known about their discharge to streams or 

er bodies.  Do Provincial/District staff have 

 
… … ??? 

…

 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(Please include years for wh  accurate it is.) 
     Evidence of Discharge to or dumping in water bodies

 
actories for processing or maF

groundwater. Chemical discharge or Waste dumping can effect surface or sub-surface wat
any evidence from survey or anecdote of factory discharge to water bodies?  

Province…………
Total Population

…………………
……….............Num

….District………………………………..
ber of Villages………….. 

 Sources of Data…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 

ich you have data even if rough. Indicate how
Type of 
Factory 

 
Estab-

 

Catchment 

    Years
 
Units 

     

Any remedial 
action? 
 

Year 

lished 
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Human Waste Discharge 
ms may not be present in North flush latr  contam

and even surface water bodies directly or by g ce water bodies. Pollution may be most likely where a 
set of latrines serves a large building where ma  Do Provincial/District staff have any evidence from anecdote 
of human waste discharge to or seepage into water bodies? Evidence may be from observed flow from a latrine area, a biochemical 
test, changed colour or smell of the receiving water body, or ill health of the users. 

Province…………………………………….District………………………………..??? 
Total Population………….............Number of Villages………….. 
Sources of Data…………………… …………………………………………………………………… …………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
(Please include years for which you have data even if rough. Indicate how accurate it is.) 

     Evidence of Discharge to (pollution of) water bodies 

 
Sewage syste ern Laos but septic tanks and pour ines may be inating the groundwater 

roundwater discharge to the surfa
ny work or live.  survey or 

 

 
 

… …

Type of 
Latrine 

Year 
Built 
 

Type of 
water body 
polluted     Years

 
Units 

     

action? 
 system 

 Any remedial 
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Agricultural Chemicals (Pe
rovince………………………………

ion…………........
ta……………… … …………

hich you have data even if rough. Indicate how
 Sale Price or Volume of Agricultural Chemicals Comment 

sticide/fertilizer) 
…….District………………………………..??? P

Total Populat
 Sources of Da
 

.....Number of Villages………….. 
……………………………………… …………………………… ………………….. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
(Please include years for w  accurate it is.) 

Type of 
             Year 
Unit 

      Chemical 

 
 

       

 
 

       

        
 
 
 

       

 
 

       

        
 
 
 

       

 
 

       

 
 

       

Please enlarge table if necessary 
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t it i
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Livestock Waste Discharge 
Livestock faecal waste is not usually considered a problem except where large livestock congregate in large num
intensive feeding. Such problems may be rare in rn Laos bu s wor n ring po ial prob e 
preventive action at least. In a few places such as intensive pig raising livestock waste may even now be contaminating 
groundwater and thus domestic water supplies an  surface w b e or by u ater discharge to the surface 
bodies. Do Provincial/District staff have any evidence from survey or anecdote of livestock waste discharge to or seepage into w
bodies? Evidence may be from a biochemical test, changed colour or sm  the receiving water body, or ill health of the users. 
Province…………………………………….District………………………………..??? 
Total Population………….............Number of Villages………….. 
 Sources of Data…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. 
 
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(Please include years for wh  accurate it is.) 
     Evidence of Discharge to (pollution of) wa

bodies 

bers or are penn

the 

ed f

wat
ater 

or 

er 

Nor

d e

the

ven

th co

 dir

side

ctly 

the 

 gro

tent

ndw

lem in order to tak

odies

ell of

ich you have data even if rough. Indicate how
ter Type of 

Livestock 
Type of Stock 
Concentration  
 

Type of 
water body 
polluted    Years 

 
Units 

     

action? 
 

 
 

         

 
 

         

 
 

         

Any remedial 

 
 

         

Enlarge table if necessary. 
Has any preventive action been taken?…………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 



 

Ero

.. 

……
a, e
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Ba
Province…………………………………….District………………………………..??? 
Total Population………….............Number of Villa ……
River/Catchment Name……………………………  
Sources of Data……………………………………… …… ………

(Please include the years for which have dat ven if very r te h ccu it is.)  
                           
 

     C men

nk 

……

……

sion 

ges

…
you 

…………
ough

 
. Indica ow a rate 

       Year 
Unit 

om t 

Width  Metres       
Length  Metres       
Concurrent or 
Preceding events that 
may be cause 
 
 

       

Length of Protection 
works undertaken 
 
 

Metres       

 
  2005 2010 2020 Comment 
Length Metres     
Budget available 
 

Kip     

Make larger tables if necessary 
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New or Enlarged Sand Bars and Quarrying 
 
Sand bars may enlarge or emerge due to bank or watershed erosion of sand that is then transported by quick moving streams to be 
deposited where the stream cross section increases or the gradient decreases and the water velocity slows. This can affect navigation 
and may temporarily exacerbate flooding.  
 
Province…………………………………….District………………………………..??? 
Total Population………….............Number of Villages………….. 
Sources of Data…………………………………………………………………………… 

(Please include the years for which you have data even if very rough. Indicate how accurate it is) Make a separate table for 
different tributary catchments if relevant 

         Year    
Unit 

     Comment 

Approximate  
Width of obviously 
changing sand bars 

Metres       

Approximate  
Length 

Metres       

Concurrent or 
Preceding events 
that may be cause 
 

       

Suspended load 
 

Appearance       

Large visible Mud 
deposition 

Square 
metres 

      

Sand and Gravel 
quarried from 
Streams 

Tonnes       

Make larger table if necessary 
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 Mass Movement: Landslides and Mudflows 
 
Mass movement that can be characterized as landslides, mudslides, rock fall and soil creep are an often forgotten form of sediment 
movement to streams three of which that can also block them quickly creating a temporary dam and reservoir, perhaps suddenly 
giving way to create a muddy flood or mud flow that can engulf nearby downstream villages. Landslides come in two types: deep and 
shallow. Shallow ones are usually due to the action of water on subsoil weakened by the removal of deep rooted vegetation i.e. trees. 
Deep landslides are due to earthquakes and thus rock and perhaps deep soil failure often in permanently saturated ground, and so 
occur beneath all types of land cover on slopes. Landslides become mud flows if containing a high proportion of clay, are highly 
saturated and very poorly cohesive. Mudflows can move many kilometres. Northern Laos is subject to earthquakes but data on 
landslides and mudflows is poor. We would like to know if provincial/district staff have any knowledge of landslides and mudflows in 
their area. If you do could you please fill in the table below or make your own table. 
 
Landslides and Mudflows 
Province………………………………… 
Catchment District Type of 

Mass 
Movement

Magnitude 
{km or km2} 

Previous land 
covers/uses 

Date 
(approx)

Immediately preceding events that 
may be cause 
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Navigation 1:  Boat Weight/type 
Province……………………………………. 
 
Sources of Data…………………………………………………………………………… 

(Please include years for which you have data even if rough. Indicate how accurate it is. 
 

Weight or Type of Boat  in Wet Season 
(Years for which you have data) 

Weight or Type of Boat in Dry Season 
(Years for which you have data) 

Tributary Name 
or Mainstream 

District or Reach 
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Navigation 2 
Physical Changes such as blasting and 

quarrying affecting Navigation 
(Years for which you have data) 

Percent of Lao Boats by Weight 
(Years for which you have data) 

Tributary or 
Mainstream 

District or 
Reach 

   

Navigation 
Aids Now 
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Navigation 3 (plans or projections) 
 

Physical Changes Planned such as 
blasting affecting Navigation 

 

Navigation Aids Planned 
(Number of locations) 

Projections of Percent of Lao 
Boats by Weight 

 

Tributary or 
Mainstream 

District or 
Reach 

by 2005 by 2010 by 2020 by 2005 by 2010 by 2020 by 2005 by 2010 by 2020 
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Flood Survey Data 
Province Name……………………………District ………………………………….?? 
Sources of Data…………………………………………………………………………… 

(Please include the latest five years for which you have data).  
              Year 

 
Unit 

     Comment 

Flood Area Square Km       
Approximate 
Flood 
Duration 

Days       

Flood Depth 
(average) 

Metres       

Damaged 
area 

km2       

Cost of Crop 
Damage 

Million kip       

Cost of 
Infrastructure 
Damage 

Million kip       

Total 
Damage Cost  

Million kip       

Make larger table if necessary  
Plans for Flood Mitigation 

 2005 2010 2020 
Estimated Reduced Maximum 
Flood Area  

   

Estimated Reduced Maximum 
Depth of flood 

   

Financial cost    
Budget that will be available    
Make larger table if necessary 
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